
From: Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO 

Sent: Tue, 21 Sep 2021 14:01:35 +0000 

To: Halle, Benjamin (OST); Hirshberg, Danielle (OST); Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO 

Cc: Berner, Kate K. EOP/WHO 

Subject: RE: documentary update 

Yeah I think that works 

From: Halle, Benjamin (OST) <benjamin.halle@dot.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:01 AM 

To: Hirshberg, Danielle (OST) <Danielle.Hirshberg@dot.gov>; Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO 
(b)(6) Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO .(b)(6) 

Cc: Berner, Kate K. EOP/WHO .(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: documentary update 

Just sent a cal invite out for 2:30pm on Thursday. 

From: Hirshberg, Danielle (OST) <Danielle.Hirshberg@dot.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 9:55 AM  

To: Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO 

<benjamin.halle@dot.gov>; Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHOI(b)(6)  

Cc: Berner, Kate K. EOP/WHO 

Subject: RE: documentary update 

So nice of you, Chris 

(b)(6) 

Xb)(6) 

Halle, Benjamin (OST) 

From: Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO (b)(6) 

Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 5:11 PM 

To: Halle, Benjamin (OST) <benjamin.halle@dot.gov>; Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO 
b)(6) 

Cc: Berner, Kate K. EOP/WHO (b)(6) ; Hirshberg, Danielle (OST) 

<Danielle.Hirshberg@dot.gov> 

Subject: RE: documentary update 

Ben I have as much time as you need, pal. 

From: Halle, Benjamin (OST) <beniamin.halle@dot.gov> 

Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 4:54 PM 

To: Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO 
(b)(6) 

Cc: Berner, Kate K. EOP/WHO (b)(6) 

<Danielle.Hirshberg@dot.gov> 

Subject: Re: documentary update 

Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO 

Hirshberg, Danielle (OST) 

(b)(6) 
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(b)(5) Do you guys have 30 mins this week? (b)(5) 

(b)(5) Let me know when works best. I can be flexible. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

  

    

From: Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO <'( b)(6) 

Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7 15:15 AM 

To: Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO (b)(6) 

Cc: Halle, Benjamin (OST) <benjamin.halle@dot.gov>; Berner, Kate K. EOP/WHO 
(b)(6) Hirshberg, Danielle (OST) <Danielle.Hirshberg@dot.gov> 

Subject: Re: documentary update 

Same thanks ben. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 13, 2021, at 11:53 PM, Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO 
i(b)(6) 

wrote: 

(b)(5) 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 13, 2021, at 10:56 PM, Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO 

wrote: 

(b)(6) 

 

(b)(6) 

  

Sent from my iPhone 

  

On Sep 13, 2021, at 10:30 PM, Halle, Benjamin (OST) <benjamin.halle@dot.gov> wrote: 

Hey all, 

The DOT team flagged for the WH earlier this Spring that there would be a documentary (called "Mayor 

Pete") about the Secretary's campaign coming out this fall. Wanted to give you an update on timing. 

We just heard that tomorrow Amazon will be announcing that the documentary will be premiering at 

the Chicago Film Festival in early October. It sounds like the film will open more widely on November 

12th. As part of the announcement tomorrow, they'll include the date of the premiere and a photo, but 

it sounds like no trailer or footage yet. (Danielle, correct me if I'm wrong). 

(b)(5) 
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(b)(5) 

Thanks, and let me know if you have any other Qs. 

Ben 

Ben Halle 

Deputy Public Affairs Director 
(b)(6) 
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From: Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO 

Sent: Thu, 21 Oct 2021 13:09:32 +0000 

To: Halle, Benjamin (OST) 

Subject: RE: documentary update 

Thanks Ben 

From: Halle, Benjamin (OST) <benjamin.halle@dot.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, October 13, 2021 5:14 PM 

To: Hirshberg, Danielle (OST) <Danielle.Hirshberg@dot.gov>; Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO 
(b)(6) I Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO 

Cc: Berner, Kate K. EOP/WHO (b)(6) 

Subject: Re: documentary update 

Hi all- reminder that this documentary is premiering in Chicago tomorrow. I downloaded with Chris on 

this a bit ago and I he sent a read out to you and the broader comms/ press team. Happy to jump on the 

phone and answer any questions/ talk anything through that you need. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Halle, Benjamin (OST) <benjamin.halle@dot.gov> 

Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 5:16 PM 

To: Hirshberg, Danielle (OST); Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO; Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO 

Cc: Berner, Kate K. EOP/WHO 

Subject: RE: documentary update 

Hey all-

 

(b)(5) 

Thanks, 

Ben 

From: Halle, Benjamin (OST) 

Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:01 AM 

To: Hirshberg, Danielle (OST) <Danielle.Hirshberg@dot.gov>; Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO 

I Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO 

Cc: Berner, Kate K. EOP/WHO (b)(6) 

Subject: RE: documentary update 

Just sent a cal invite out for 2:30pm on Thursday. 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) (b)(6) 
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From: Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO 

Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 5:11 PM 

To: Halle. Beniamin (OST) <benjamin.halle@dot.gov>; Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO 
(b)(6) 

,(b)(6) 

Cc: Berner, Kate K. EOP/WHO b)(6) 

<Danielle.Hirshberg@dot.gov 

Subject: RE: documentary update 

; Hirshberg, Danielle (OST) 

From: Hirshberg, Danielle (OST) <Danielle.Hirshberg@dot.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 9:55 AM  

To: Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO  

<benjamin.halle@dot.gov>; Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO  

Cc: Berner, Kate K. EOP/WHO 

Subject: RE: documentary update 

.(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

.(b)(6) 

Halle, Benjamin (OST) 

So nice of you, Chris 

Ben I have as much time as you need, pal. 

From: Halle, Benjamin (OST) <benjamin.halle@dot.gov> 

Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 4:54 PM 

To: Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO < 
(b)(6) 

Cc: Berner, Kate K. EOP/WHO 

<Danielle.Hirshberg@dot.gov> 

Subject: Re: documentary update 

(b)(6) Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO 

(b)(6) Hirshberg, Danielle (OST) 

Do you guys have 30 mins this week? 
(b)(5) 

(b)(5) Let me know when works best. I can be flexible. 

(b)(5) 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO 

Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:15:15 AM 

To: Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO < (b)(6) 

Cc: Halle, Benjamin (OST) <benjamin.halle@dot.gov>; Berner, Kate K. EOP/WHO 
(b)(6) ; Hirshberg, Danielle (OST) <Danielle.Hirshberg@dot.gov> 

Subject: Re: documentary update 

Same thanks ben. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep Sep 13, 2021, at 11:53 PM, Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO 
(b)(6) 

wrote: 
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(b)(5) 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

(b)(6) On Sep 13, 2021, at 10:56 PM, Meagher, Chris M. EOP/WHO . 

wrote: 

(b)(6) 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 13, 2021, at 10:30 PM, Halle, Benjamin (OST) <beniamin.halle@dot.gov> wrote: 

Hey all, 

The DOT team flagged for the WH earlier this Spring that there would be a documentary (called "Mayor 

Pete") about the Secretary's campaign coming out this fall. Wanted to give you an update on timing. 

We just heard that tomorrow Amazon will be announcing that the documentary will be premiering at 

the Chicago Film Festival in early October. It sounds like the film will open more widely on November 

12th. As part of the announcement tomorrow, they'll include the date of the premiere and a photo, but 

it sounds like no trailer or footage yet. (Danielle, correct me if I'm wrong). 

(b)(5) 

Thanks, and let me know if you have any other Qs. 

Ben 

Ben Halle 

De ut Public Affairs Director 

 

b)(6) 
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From: Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO 

Sent: Mon, 22 Feb 2021 23:36:35 +0000 

To: Meagher, Christopher (OST); Berner, Kate EOP/WHO 

Cc: Hirshberg, Danielle (OST) 

Subject: RE: documentary 

Hi Chris, 

Happy to chat about this. Want to give me a call? 

Pili 

 

(b)(6) 

 

From: Meagher, Christopher (OST) <christophermeagher@dot.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 22,  2021 6:07 PM 

To: Tobar, Pili D. EOP/WHO (b)(6) Berner, Kate EOP/WHO 
(b)(6) 

Cc: Hirshberg, Danielle (OST) <Danielle.Hirshberg@dot.gov> 

Subject: documentary 

Hey Pili and Kate — 

Two things: 
(b)(5) 

I've cc'ed our deputy chief of staff Danielle, but could we find time to hop on the phone to discuss? 

Chris 
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October 20, 2021 

Department of Transportation 

Daily News Briefing 

Mobile version and searchable archives available at https://dot.barbaricumanalytics.com 

0 

From: Barbaricum DOT News Briefing 

Sent: Wed, 20 Oct 2021 10:20:51 +0000 

To: Secretary Pete 

Subject: DOT News Briefing for October 20, 2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Department of Transportation (DOT). Do not click on links or 

open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

View in Browser 

SECRETARY IN THE NEWS 

  

   

• Rolling Stone: Buttigieg Reflects on Campaigning While Openly Gay in 'Mayor 

Pete' Trailer 

• Coverage Continues on Tucker Carlson's Segment 

DOT IN THE NEWS 

• Democrats, Scaling Back Budget Bill, Press for Compromise by Week's End; Find 

"Breakthroughs" in Day of Meetings 

• Consumer Poll, Comments from Retailers Shed Light on Supply Chain Thoughts 

• Rules for Revelry: Nashville Passes its First Regulations for Large Party Vehicles 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

• Southwest Airlines Scraps Plan To Put Employees Seeking Vaccine Exemptions On 

Unpaid Leave 

• Former Lead Virgin Galactic Test Pilot Takes Job at Blue Origin 

• University of North Dakota Student Pilot Dies in Crash; Aviation Training Halted 

• Plane Burns After Takeoff Mishap in Texas; No One Badly Hurt 

• FAA Warns of Increase in Laser Strikes 

• Boeing Deepens Probe Into Astronaut Capsule Woes, Prompting More Delays 
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FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

• The 20-Lane Highway Texas Wants to Force Through Austin 

• Finding a Creative Way Around a Bad Highway 

• Construction Firms, States Fret as Highway Patch Nears Lapse 

• MoDOT's Planned Work on Sorrels Overpass Moved Up After 1-70 Crash Monday 

FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• 468 Citations and Out of Service Orders Issued During Three Day Georgia CMV 

Blitz 

• Ex-CDL School Director Sentenced for Role in Defrauding VA of $4.1M 

• Fatal Collision in Texas Leads to $30M Verdict Against FedEx Freight 

• ATA President Discusses Trucker Shortage With CNN 

FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION 

• Kansas City Southern Suspends Earnings Guidance Amid Uncertainties 

FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 

• Prolonged Disruption Could Be a Drag on Pandemic Recovery for Metro and DC 

Region, Leaders Say 

• NJ Transit Ready to 'Cautiously Buy' Its First Electric Buses at $9.4M 

• Philadelphia Subway Riders Witnessed Rape But Did Nothing, Police Say 

• Metro-North Railroad to Offer Bike Storage Program at Grand Central 

• Light Rail Service Disrupted in Mesa, Arizona, Due to Fatal Crash 

GREAT LAKES ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT 

CORPORATION 

• Great Lakes Seaway Shipping Navigates the Global Supply Chain 

• Duluth Port Handles Cargo Containers for the First Time Ever 

• Rep. Marcy Kaptur: Great Lakes Regional Authority Could Lead Development 

• Great Lakes Ports Report Strong Cargo Volumes in September 

• Supply Chain Challenges Hit Port Milwaukee, But Director is Hopeful for 

Opportunity 

• Michigan Selected for New Center to Study Freshwater Oil Spills 

• Marine Shipping Calls for Seat on IJC River Board 
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• Shipments of Iron Ore Climb on St. Lawrence Seaway 

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION 

• Amazon, Ikea and Unilever Pledge Zero-Carbon Shipping by 2040 

• Can the Biden Administration Meet Its Offshore Wind Goals? 

• Puget Sound is the Classroom for Students at Maritime High School 

• Port of Oakland Calls for Cargo to Assist in Supply Chain Backlog 

NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• Biden to Tap Steven Cliff to Head NHTSA 

• Automakers are Spending Billions to Produce Battery Cells for EVs in the U.S. 

• Protecting Cars from Cybersecurity Threats More Critical Than Ever 

• How Jeep is Going Electric, with CEO Christian Meunier 

OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY/ BUREAU OF 

TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS 

• Six Companies to Demonstrate Alternative PNT to European Union 

PIPELINE & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• Data Shows Ship Crossed Over Oil Pipeline in OC Spill 

• Enbridge Temporarily Stops Michigan Pipeline Due to Protests 

NATIONAL NEWS 

• Jan. 6 Panel Votes to Hold Steve Bannon in Contempt 

• Indictment Accuses Nebraska Congressman of Lying to FBI 

Washington Schedule 

SECRETARY IN THE NEWS 

Rolling Stone: Buttigieg Reflects on Campaigning While Openly Gay in 

'Mayor Pete' Trailer 
Rolling Stone (10/19, Zemler) reports that Amazon Studios premiered the first trailer for 

Mayor Pete, a documentary centered on Pete Buttigieg's campaign to be the first openly 

gay U.S. president. The secretary says, "When I talked about coming out, that was for 
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everybody who's tried to figure out how to be who they are. The challenge of course is: 

How do you master the game without it changing you?" 

Coverage Continues on Tucker Carlson's Segment 
Coverage continues related to Tucker Carlson's segment. In a column, Holly Thomas on 

CNN (10/19), says Carlson's "crushing indifference to the realities of child-rearing is one 

of the more recent and extreme reminders of exactly why America needs paid paternity 

leave." USA Today (10/19, Dastagir) airs a headline stating "Experts say Tucker Carlson's 

'insulting' comment on fatherhood ignores the truth about American dads." New York 

Post (10/19, Nelson) says Press Secretary Jen Psaki stated Secretary Buttigieg "is at 

work." The article states Psaki did not say if Buttigieg ended his leave, but told Newsmax 

reporter Emerald Robinson, "I was on a conference call with him this morning." Business 

Insider (10/19, Seddiq) says Psaki "pushed back" on the Newsmax reporter who 

questioned Secretary Buttigieg's paternity leave. "I'm not going to apologize for" family 

leave, Psaki said. 

On a Sean Hannity segment, Newsweek (10/19, Rahman) quotes Eric Trump saying "Pete 

Buttigieg during this whole crisis is nowhere to be found." USA Today (10/19, Dastagir) 

also reports a Pew Research Center survey shows men are taking on more parenting 

responsibilities than ever and are just as likely as women to say parenting is extremely 

important to their identity. Also reporting: LGBTQ Nation (10/19), New York Daily News 

(10/19, Cupp). 

Back to Top 

DOT IN THE NEWS 

Democrats, Scaling Back Budget Bill, Press for Compromise by Week's 

End; Find "Breakthroughs" in Day of Meetings 
New York Times (10/19, Cochrane) reports that Senate Democrats said on Tuesday that 

they hoped to reach a compromise on President Biden's sprawling domestic policy plan 

by the end of the week. In a meeting at the White House on Tuesday, the president 

reiterated that the overall price tag would be about $2 trillion and suggested that it could 

be as low as $1.75 trillion, said two people who were familiar with the discussion. They 

also cautioned that the details were still in flux. 

Washington Post (10/19, Romm, Sotomayor, Kim, Stein) notes that the early outline — 

shared at least with liberal lawmakers in the House — appeared to offer one potential 

avenue for the White House to broker a truce among Democrats' warring left-leaning and 

moderate factions. Four people familiar with Biden's comments confirmed the early 

details, requesting anonymity to describe the negotiations. By the White House's 

calculations, a package up to $1.9 trillion would allow them to accomplish some of their 

most significant priorities. 
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AP (10/19, Mascaro, Fram, Daly) adds that Biden felt "more confident" after the day of 

meetings, said press secretary Jen Psaki. "There was broad agreement that there is 

urgency in moving forward over the next several days and that the window for finalizing a 

package is closing," she said. PBS NewsHour (10/19) reports that Sen. Chuck Schumer 

expressed optimism Tuesday that the dust has settled in his ranks, paving the way to a 

compromise. The Hill (10/19, Bolton) reports that the negotiation was described as a 

"breakthrough" by one Democratic senator. "We've made breakthroughs," the 

Democratic senator said, describing a sense of optimism shared by multiple Senate 

Democrats after a lunch meeting where Manchin said he would work directly with 

Sanders. 

USA Today (10/19, Garrison) reports that "We all still feel even more optimistic about 

getting to an agreement on a really transformational bill that will fundamentally lift 

people up," said progressive caucus leader Rep. Pramila Jayapal. Reuters (10/19, 

Renshaw, Shalal, Hunnicutt, Holland) notes that one source said a deal could be 

announced midweek if things go well; two others said the White House was hoping for an 

announcement in coming days. The Hill (10/19, Lillis) reports that House Majority Leader 

Steny Hoyer, D-Md., said House Democrats remain confident they can get both bills 

passed before November. 

New York Daily News (10/19, Sommerfeldt) reports that Vice President Kamala Harris is 

heading to the Bronx this Friday to highlight how the Biden administration's 

infrastructure agenda will "benefit working families," a White House official told the Daily 

News. Harris, who has taken a lead role in plugging President Biden's two-tiered 

infrastructure plan in recent weeks, will be joined by Health and Human Services 

Secretary Xavier Becerra for the Bronx trip. 

And in additional reporting, Roll Call (10/19, McPherson) notes some of the trade-offs 

Democrats are likely to make began to crystallize Tuesday. A proposal to subsidize two 

years of free community college is likely out. Tax credits expanded in the March 

coronavirus relief law to help families pay for health insurance and raising children won't 

be extended for as long as most members wanted. A key proposal for pushing utility 

companies to switch to renewable energy sources needs to reworked or replaced to 

appease Sen. Joe Manchin III, D-W.Va. These are all ways the package is likely to change, 

according to several Democrats who attended negotiating meetings Tuesday at the White 

House. 

Consumer Poll, Comments from Retailers Shed Light on Supply Chain 

Thoughts 
CBS News (10/19, Layne) reports that American consumers are worried, according to a 

new survey from software maker Oracle. Some 28% worry about more expensive 

products, while almost as many fret that they'll struggle to find the gifts they're looking 
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for, the questionnaire found. The poll reflects a "general level of anxiety" about product 

shortages Mike Webster, general manager for Oracle Retail, told CBS MoneyWatch. "It's 

the first holiday season where we've had such findings in a very, very long time," he said. 

"I think there's a point of view that maybe Santa's sleigh will be on delay this year." More 

than half of shoppers are already looking for presents or plan to shop early, the survey 

found. 

Meanwhile, CNN (10/19, La Monica) writes that some executives and market experts 

think the worst may be over in just a few months. JPMorgan Chase CEO Jamie Dimon said 

during an earnings call with reporters last week that supply chain woes will be a distant 

memory by this time next year. "There's a very good chance that a year from now that we 

won't be talking about supply chains at all," Dimon said. Others note that major 

companies and transportation operators are also taking steps to alleviate the problems. 

Wall Street Journal (10/19, Terlep) adds that the world's biggest companies like Procter & 

Gamble - are using their deep pockets, sprawling global operations and commanding 

market share to insulate themselves. Bloomberg (10/19, Vikram Philip) notes that as U.S. 

companies like Crocs, Nike and Levi Strauss pay premiums to import their goods on 

planes, the boom in air freight has been the sole bright spot for the global aviation 

industry. 

CNBC (10/19, Tan) reports retailers and manufacturers are overordering or placing orders 

too early amid panic over the massive supply chain crisis, and that's making things much 

worse, those in the industry told CNBC. "Suddenly, retailers and manufacturers are 

overordering because of these supply chain issues, and that's just leading to essentially 

an even worse scenario," Jonathan Savoir, CEO of supply chain technology firm Quincus 

said. CNN (10/19, Kavilanz) reports that Macy's executives said the retailer has already 

been leaner with its discounts this year because of tighter inventory. "From a 

promotional standpoint, this year's promotional levels have been lower than historical 

levels, and we've been thoughtful about the categories that need promotion and we'll 

continue to do so," Macy's chief financial officer Adrian Mitchell said. 

Additionally, Good Morning America (10/19, McCarthy) assembled an expert panel to 

explain what's happening and shopping strategies to know. The discussion notes that 

some retailers like Costco and Home Depot have commissioned their own cargo ships, 

but ABC News' chief business correspondent Rebecca Jarvis explained that medium and 

smaller companies don't have that same level of control. "They're getting cancellations 

for orders that were supposed to come in November. They're being told it's not coming 

until February," she said of many orders that consumers hoped to have in time for 

Christmas. 

In Florida, WFLA (10/19) notes that Gov. Ron DeSantis announced Tuesday that Jaxport 

will begin offering incentive packages to businesses who seek to move their cargo 
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through sites like Jaxport. Center Square (10/19, Haughey) adds that DeSantis says 

Florida's 15 ports and $117 billion maritime trade industry can save Christmas. "We have 

to make sure people can go Christmas shopping as normal. We have to make sure all the 

necessities are there," DeSantis said. "And if it's because ships are sitting off the coast 

somewhere else, and they can be rerouted here, and we can get all those shelves 

stocked, then we want to be a part of that solution," DeSantis said. "We're here. We have 

capacity." 

Additional coverage was provided by Bloomberg (10/19, Black) on Union Pacific's efforts 

to take cargo 24/7, while Washington Post (10/19, Stein) notes that the White House 

discussed potentially deploying the National Guard to assist ports. New York Post (10/19, 

Moore) writes that the White House minimized the supply chain crisis as 'tragedy of the 

treadmill' in comments from Jen Psaki. An opinion from The Hill (10/19, Chang) explores 

if supply chain disruptions the beginning of the end of globalization, and a New York 

Times (10/19, Krugman) opinion suggests the biggest thing that could bring fast relief 

would be undoing the skew in demand by making people feel safe buying more services 

and fewer goods, through vaccination and other efforts. 

Rules for Revelry: Nashville Passes its First Regulations for Large Party 

Vehicles 
Tennessean (10/19, Stephenson) reports that the mobile parties on Nashville's 

entertainment vehicles now have some ground rules. The Metro Council passed a bill 

cementing local regulations for entertainment vehicles Tuesday in an effort to rein in an 

industry that has gone largely unregulated — until now. The ordinance gives Nashville's 

Transportation Licensing Commission authority to oversee a permitting process, route 

approval, driver eligibility and training and vehicles' adherence to operation standards. 

Large entertainment vehicles have gone unregulated thus far due in part to state limits 

on local authority. At least three past attempts to bring the vehicles under local rules 

have failed. In September, Nashville Mayor John Cooper said the city has reached a 

"tipping point" that could threaten Nashville's reputation as a destination. Entertainment 

vehicle industry operators said they largely support "reasonable regulations," but 

questioned Metro's authority to enforce the bill's rules without being pre-empted by 

state law. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

Southwest Airlines Scraps Plan To Put Employees Seeking Vaccine 

Exemptions On Unpaid Leave 
CNBC (10/19, Josephs) and Forbes (10/19, McEvoy) reports Southwest Airlines is 

scrapping its plan to put unvaccinated employees seeking medical exemptions on unpaid 
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leave if their requests are still pending after the December federal deadline. Southwest 

and American Airlines are among the carriers that are federal contractors and subject to 

a Biden administration requirement that their employees are vaccinated against COVID-

19 by Dec. 8 unless they are exempt for medical or religious reasons. Also reporting: 

Epoch Times (10/19, Phillips). 

Former Lead Virgin Galactic Test Pilot Takes Job at Blue Origin 
CNN (10/19, Fisher, Wattles) reports Mark "Forger" Stucky, who for six years headed the 

test pilot program at space company Virgin Galactic is taking a job with Blue Origin, the 

company's chief competitor. Stucky announced he was leaving Virgin Galactic in July. He 

said that his departure was not on his own timeline. 

University of North Dakota Student Pilot Dies in Crash; Aviation 

Training Halted 
Star Tribune (10/19, Walsh) A University of North Dakota student pilot died when he 

crashed a small plane into a field south of Grand Forks after dark, an incident that 

brought the school's flight training activities to a halt Tuesday. The FAA said the pilot was 

the only person aboard the single-engine Piper PA-28. 

Plane Burns After Takeoff Mishap in Texas; No One Badly Hurt 
Houston Chronicle (10/19, Brennan, Hensley, Begley) and AP (10/19) report a plane 

taking passengers from Texas to the AL Championship Series game in Boston burst into 

flames after it ran off a runway during takeoff Tuesday morning, but no one was seriously 

hurt, authorities said. The McDonnell Douglas MD-87 was carrying 21 people when it 

rolled through a fence and caught fire at the Houston Executive Airport in Brookshire, the 

FAA said. Also reporting: USA Today (10/19, Santucci), Reuters (10/19, O'Brien), Fox News 

(10/19, Colton), New York Post (10/19, Steinbuch, Lungariello), CNN (10/19, Watts, 

Sanchez). 

FAA Warns of Increase in Laser Strikes 
ABC 5 Cleveland (10/19, Rudder) reports the FAA sent a warning after reports or lasers 

being pointed at aircraft have increased. The FAA reported 6,852 laser incidents in 2020, 

up from 6,136 in 2019. This is the highest reported number of incidents since 2016 

despite a lower number of air traffic operations. 

Boeing Deepens Probe Into Astronaut Capsule Woes, Prompting More 

Delays 
New York Times (10/19, Roulette) and CNN (10/19, Wattles) report a second delay in 

Boeing's test launch of its "troubled astronaut capsule" to the International Space Station 
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possibly until the middle of 2022, as NASA and the aerospace giant go to new lengths to 

investigate problems with the spacecraft's fuel valves. The Starliner capsule came within 

hours of launching to the space station on an Atlas 5 rocket in August, as part of a 10-day 

test mission without humans on board. The goal was to demonstrate that the spacecraft 

was safe enough to fly NASA astronauts. But some of Starliner's fuel valves, supplied by 

Aerojet Rocketdyne, a maker of rocket engines, didn't open as designed during last-

minute launch preparations, prompting engineers to roll the rocket back into its tower 

and, eventually, the capsule back to its factory. Also reporting: TechCrunch 

(10/19, Alamalhodaei). 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

The 20-Lane Highway Texas Wants to Force Through Austin 
Slate (10/19, Grabar) writes that Austin, Texas is one of the fastest-growing cities in the 

country, and that sense of momentum is keenly felt in every restaurant opening, every 

bidding war, every traffic jam. With that in mind, Austin residents last year voted to hike 

property taxes to fund Project Connect, a $7.1 billion grid of light-rail trains and bus rapid 

transit across the city. "We must acknowledge that major transportation investments in 

our past have done more to deepen inequality, to segregate rather than connect, to 

displace rather than benefit," Mayor Steve Adler said in his State of the City address last 

summer, endorsing the mass-transit referendum. "We must learn from that painful past 

and ensure we do not repeat those injustices." 

But unlike with similar projects in Syracuse and New Haven, the question in Austin is not 

how to tear down the highway but how to expand it. Those cities are not growing; Austin 

is. Just as the Texas capital embarks on its generational transit investment, the state is 

planning to spend almost $5 billion to expand eight miles of 1-35 through Downtown to a 

whopping 20 lanes wide. "It's something we have to do something about. It's deadly, it's 

dirty, it divides our community," said Natasha Harper-Madison, a City Council member 

who has denounced the plan. "1-35 is the poster child for our car-choked congestion 

problems, and their solution is just to make it bigger. They tell us the life span is 75 years. 

That means 2100. When I think about 2100, I don't see a sprawling Houston, but a city 

that helps people move around without cars." 

Finding a Creative Way Around a Bad Highway 
Bloomberg CityLab (10/19, De Socio) writes that since the 1960s, an elevated stretch of 

Interstate 787 has blocked Albany's Hudson River waterfront. To reconnect the city and 

the river, some offbeat workarounds are in order. The city is now chasing a number of 

offbeat workarounds. A little-used highway ramp is being repurposed into an elevated 

park (think High Line, but on an interstate). Another proposal would go even higher, via a 

cable car over the highway. Still others dream of reviving an even more ambitious 
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scheme — digging a canal through downtown Albany, in an effort to bring the river back 

into the city. Some of these proposals are more realistic than others, but they all flow 

from the same desire to reconnect the city with the Hudson River, elevated highway be 

damned. "787 isn't going to be gone tomorrow, but we can at least break down some of 

the inefficiencies," said Matthew Peter, executive director of the Albany Parking 

Authority. "[The Skyway] can potentially serve as a model, and I think that's what's really 

important." 

Construction Firms, States Fret as Highway Patch Nears Lapse 
Bloomberg Government (10/19, Byington) reports that some states are struggling to plan 

future road and bridge projects without assurance that long-term federal funds will be 

available in the coming months. With less than two weeks before a short-term extension 

of federal transportation programs expires, and perhaps only months before the Highway 

Trust Fund runs out of money, state officials and industry representatives worry more 

costly and disruptive delays are on the way. "We just don't have any assurance of what 

federal funds will be available and when they'll be available," said Susan Howard, 

program director for transportation finance at the American Association of State Highway 

and Transportation Officials. "Is that federal investment going to be there after October 

31?" 

MoDOT's Planned Work on Sorrels Overpass Moved Up After 1-70 

Crash Monday 
ABC 17 (10/19) reports that the Missouri Department of Transportation has been 

planning to rebuild the Sorrels Overpass in 2022. However, the timeline has been moved 

up after a truck crashed into the bridge Monday afternoon. According to MoDOT, the 

original rehabilitation plan was necessary to improve the condition of the bridge and 

extend its life by 30 years. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

468 Citations and Out of Service Orders Issued During Three Day 

Georgia CMV Blitz 
CDL Life (10/19) reports on enforcement on FMCSA's SafeDRIVE program. In total, 468 

citations and out-of-service orders were issues in Georgia between Oct. 5 and Oct. 7. 

Ex-CDL School Director Sentenced for Role in Defrauding VA of $4.1M 
FreightWaves (10/19, Hawes) reports the former director of a California-based truck 

driving school was sentenced to 15 months in federal prison on Monday for his role in 

bilking the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs out of more than $4 million. His co-

defendant, Emmit Marshall, 54, aka "Amit Marshall," of Woodland Hills, California, 

owned the Alliance School of Trucking, headquartered in Chatsworth, California. He was 
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sentenced to four years in federal prison in October 2020 and ordered to pay $4.1 million 

in restitution. According to court documents, Waggoner and Marshall recruited eligible 

veterans under the Post-9/11 GI Bill and convinced over 100 veterans to enroll in their 

school by telling them "they could collect housing and other fees from the VA without 

attending the programs," according to the U.S. attorney's office. Knowing that the vast 

majority of veterans enrolled at AST did not intend to attend any portion of the programs 

the trucking school offered, which included a 160-hour Tractor Trailer and Safety class 

and a 600-hour Select Driver Development program, Marshall and Waggoner "created 

and submitted fraudulent enrollment certifications," according to Marshall's plea 

agreement. 

Fatal Collision in Texas Leads to $30M Verdict Against FedEx Freight 
FreightWaves (10/19, Kingston)reports FedEx Freight has been hit with a $30 million 

verdict in a Texas court for a deadly head-on collision in 2018. The driver of a FedEx 

Freight truck, David Forehand, was held 49% responsible for the crash that killed Joseph 

Cargal, who was driving for XPO Logistics. FedEx was held 51% responsible due to what 

the jury said was its negligence in training and supervising Forehand. 

ATA President Discusses Trucker Shortage With CNN 
c (10/19, Yurkevich) interviews Chris Spear, President and CEO of the American 

Trucking Associations. He says the trucking industry is short 80,000 drivers, a record high. 

He says that's a 30% increase from before the pandemic, when the industry already faced 

a labor shortage of 61,500 drivers. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION 

Kansas City Southern Suspends Earnings Guidance Amid Uncertainties 
FreightWaves (10/19) reports Kansas City Southern is refraining from adjusting its 

earnings guidance for the year amid uncertainties over the global chip shortage and 

teacher protests and supply chain disruptions for refined fuel products in Mexico. "We're 

the first to admit that the visibility on the commercial side is limited," KCS President and 

CEO Pat Ottensmeyer told investors during the company's third-quarter 2021 earnings 

call Tuesday morning. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 

Prolonged Disruption Could Be a Drag on Pandemic Recovery for 

Metro and DC Region, Leaders Say 
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Washington Post (10/19, Duncan, George) reports Metro's Blue Line derailment that 

triggered a federal safety investigation and the removal of more than half the agency's 

rail fleet from service has officials concerned. The longer that lower service levels persist, 

the more likely Metro is to face lasting repercussions financially, politically and in the 

perception of riders, according to customers and U.S. Rep. Gerald E. Connolly, D-Va., 

whose influence and advocacy has helped boost Metro funding over the years. "It's a 

continual drip, drip, drip in the number of safety-related problems that seem to be 

admitted only belatedly, and all of that erodes confidence," said Connolly, chair of the 

House Government Operations subcommittee. 

NJ Transit Ready to 'Cautiously Buy' Its First Electric Buses at $9.4M 
NJ.com (10/19, Higgs) reports NJ Transit is making its first electric bus purchase on a 

"conservative scale." Its board of directors will vote on a $9.4 million contract with New 

Flyer of North America to buy eight "zero emissions" battery-powered electric buses and 

parts on Wednesday. The buses will be used on a much-publicized pilot program in 

Camden operating from the Newton Garage. The article compares a purchase by 

Texas-based CapMetro of 197 new buses to bring its fleet of electric buses to 200, one of 

the largest purchases in the country. 

Philadelphia Subway Riders Witnessed Rape But Did Nothing, Police 

Say 
In continuing coverage, Reuters (10/19, Goldberg), C (10/19, Levenson) and .3c 

(10/19/ Burke) report on the rape of a woman aboard a Philadelphia subway 

witnessed by as many as 10 passengers, some of whom appeared to film the attack, 

could have been stopped quickly if one had called 911, police said. 

Metro-North Railroad to Offer Bike Storage Program at Grand Central 
Progressive Railroading (10/19) says MTA Metro-North Railroad will launch in November 

a pilot bicycle-storage program at Grand Central Terminal in New York City. In 

collaboration with Brooklyn-based startup Oonee, Metro-North will install a six-space 

secure biking storage unit at the terminal's former "taxiway" space. 

Light Rail Service Disrupted in Mesa, Arizona, Due to Fatal Crash 
Fox 10 Phoenix (10/20) is reporting a fatal accident Mesa, Arizona, that shut down a 

portion of the light rail late Oct. 19. According to police, a driver jumped the curb near 

Main Street and Alma School Road, and crashed into an electric pole. 

Back to Top 

GREAT LAKES ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT 

CORPORATION 

Great Lakes Seaway Shipping Navigates the Global Supply Chain 
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AJOT (10/19) reports that the Great Lakes Seaway Partnership today reported that 

American and Canadian ports in the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway System handled 

5,361,000 mt of iron ore (+26.63 percent increase year-over-year) and 1,589,000 mt of 

iron and steel, an impressive 99.16 percent increase YOY. "Vessel traffic through the 

Great Lakes Seaway System remains steady," said Craig H. Middlebrook, Deputy 

Administrator, Great Lakes St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation. "Iron ore 

continues to be a standout export commodity moving through the system, with a 27 

percent increase when compared to the same time frame in 2020. General cargo saw a 

59 percent increase due to the strong performance of steel products used for 

manufacturing. While drought conditions in parts of the Midwest continue to affect the 

export of U.S. grain, we anticipate an increase in grain shipments as the fall harvest 

becomes available. The Great Lakes Seaway System does not appear to be experiencing 

the same degree of supply chain disruptions as is the case elsewhere." 

Duluth Port Handles Cargo Containers for the First Time Ever 
KOOL 101.7 (10/19, Tanko) reports that the Duluth Seaway Port Authority is now 

accepting and processing cargo containers for the first time ever at the Clure Public 

Marine Terminal. The move makes the Duluth port only one of two on the Great Lakes 

that can process cargo container ships, and the furthest west into the United States; the 

other Great Lakes port that can process cargo containers is in Cleveland, Ohio. 

Rep. Marcy Kaptur: Great Lakes Regional Authority Could Lead 

Development 
Morning Journal (10/19, Payerchin) reports that fresh water could be the driving force for 

manufacturing and transportation in the Great Lakes region for decades to come, said 

U.S. Rep. Marcy Kaptur, D-Toledo. The hearing documents included Kaptur's Great Lakes 

Authority Proposal, a plan for the nation's largest pool of skilled and experienced 

production workers and the world's largest supply of fresh water. There is no 

developmental authority in place for it, she said. "We must augment our seaway's 

capacity to compete," Kaptur said. Kaptur suggested finding ways to match the power 

rates, terms and economic development sophistication of the Tennessee Valley 

Authority, or having the Great Lakes match the energy and water investments made by 

the Bureau of Reclamation in the West. 

Great Lakes Ports Report Strong Cargo Volumes in September 
WorkBoat (10/19) reports that cargo volumes through the St. Lawrence Seaway and U.S. 

Great Lakes ports remained robust in September as ships delivered critical commodities 

and products without the delays or supply chain disruption seen in other trade gateways. 

According to figures from the St. Lawrence Seaway, cargo volumes from March 22 to 

Sept. 30 totaled 24.1 million metric tons, up 2.6% from the same time period in 2020. 

"Our member ports and ship operators continued to transport a diverse mix of materials 

and products in September that are critical to the recovery of the American economy," 
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said Bruce Burrows, president and CEO of the Chamber of Marine Commerce. "In an era 

of global supply chain uncertainty, the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway system remains 

a reliable, congestion-free gateway for North American trade." 

Supply Chain Challenges Hit Port Milwaukee, But Director is Hopeful 

for Opportunity 
WTMJ (10/19, Bettack) reports that logjams being felt by some of the country's largest 

coastal ports are also hitting ports around the Great Lakes. "We've been seeing supply 

chain duress in a local way here at the port as well," said Port Milwaukee Director Adam 

Tindall-Schlicht. The issues come after the port reported commercial growth between 

2018 and 2020. Shipping container availability is among the challenges facing larger 

ports, which has also made its way to Milwaukee. "One of the things that I'm calling for 

as Milwaukee's port director is increased utilization of our port and other Great Lakes 

ports," Tindall-Schlicht said. "Right now U.S. Customs has only approved the Port of 

Cleveland to handle maritime containers—that's containers imported into the country via 

ships. If other ports like our port were approved by U.S. Customs, we could really position 

ourselves well to be a relief valve for those local businesses and manufacturers that rely 

on easy access to containers." 

Michigan Selected for New Center to Study Freshwater Oil Spills 
Detroit News (10/19, Nann Burke) reports that Michigan has been chosen as the site of a 

new Coast Guard National Center of Expertise that will study the impact of freshwater oil 

spills with the aim of improving effective emergency responses. U.S. Sen. Gary Peters 

announced that the center will be located at two sites within Michigan. Peters worked to 

designate $4.5 million in federal funding, including $3 million in the year-end spending 

package last year for the center after getting a bill passed to establish it. The legislation 

followed a hearing in 2017 where the then-commandant of the Coast Guard told Peters 

that the agency was not prepared for an oil spill in the Great Lakes, as existing 

technologies for responding to oil spills are designed for salt-water environments. 

Marine Shipping Calls for Seat on IJC River Board 
AJOT (10/19) reports that the Chamber of Marine Commerce is calling for commercial 

navigation interests to be represented on the International Lake Ontario-St. Lawrence 

River Board (ILOSLRB), and that the "full extent" of the economic consequences of 

interrupting or delaying navigation due to unsafe water outflows at Moses-Saunders dam 

be properly recognized. The call comes as the first phase of the Plan 2014 Review comes 

to an end with a report expected this month. Bruce Burrows, President and CEO of the 

Chamber of Marine Commerce, said: "Commercial navigation is one of the key users of 

the St. Lawrence Seaway — we absolutely should have a voice at the table, be part of the 

decision-making and be able to work in partnership with other stakeholders to come up 

with smart solutions. There is a long history of being central to the decision-making 
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process, and commercial navigation successfully collaborated during the high-water 

periods. We should all be working together in the future." 

Shipments of Iron Ore Climb on St. Lawrence Seaway 
Sault Star (10/19, Kelly) writes that iron ore shipments on the St. Lawrence Seaway are up 

27 per cent compared to 2020. From March 22 to Sept. 30, 5.4 million tonnes of iron ore 

were shipped compared to 4.2 million tonnes during the same seven-month span in 

2020, St. Lawrence Management Corp., says. 

Back to Top 

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION 

Amazon, Ikea and Unilever Pledge Zero-Carbon Shipping by 2040 
Quartz (10/19, Almendral) reports that nine global retailers, including Amazon, IKEA, 

Unilever, Patagonia, and Inditex, the fast fashion retailer that owns Zara, announced 

Tuesday that they will aim to progressively switch to zero-carbon vessels to ship their 

goods by 2040. The companies, who charter cargo space on ships by the millions of tons, 

were convened by the Aspen Institute nonprofit, and the announcement is intended to 

galvanize an industry that has so far been moving slowly toward reducing its carbon 

emissions. "It's an incredibly important signal to the shipping sector that there will be a 

market for this," said Johannah Christensen, head of the Global Maritime Forum, a 

Copenhagen-based think tank for sustainability in shipping. 

BBC News (10/19, Thomas, Fleury) notes that decarbonising the shipping industry doesn't 

come cheap. Some estimates suggest it will take well over $2trn of investment to get 

shipping to net-zero carbon dioxide emissions. For the job to get done, most of the 

money will have to be spent on cleaner fuels - their production, storage and distribution. 

New designs for ships will also be needed. Even before today's announcement some 

companies had already got the ball rolling. Shipping powerhouse Maersk had ordered 

eight new vessels which are able to run on carbon-neutral methanol instead of an oil 

based fuel. But at a cost of $175m each, and with delivery not for another few years, the 

industry will have to scale up quickly if it is to achieve the goal set by these companies. 

GreenWire (10/19, Skibell) also reports on the development. 

Can the Biden Administration Meet Its Offshore Wind Goals? 
JD Supra (10/19) writes that one area missing from any congressional attention is the 

Title XI Federal Ship Financing Program administered by the U.S. Maritime 

Administration. This program can play an important role in financing new vessel 

construction for the burgeoning offshore wind trade. Congress could improve the Title XI 

program by setting aside funds for and establishing a new expedited approval process to 

finance U.S. vessels dedicated to transport equipment and crews and install turbines and 

platforms. 
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Puget Sound is the Classroom for Students at Maritime High School 
KUOW (10/19, Gasca) writes that Maritime High School is a new program designed to 

give hands-on experience to ninth graders (35 students) with marine science, maritime 

construction, and vessel operations. The school and its partners — which include the Port 

of Seattle, the Northwest Maritime Association, and the Duwamish River Cleanup 

Association — hope that by giving students opportunities to learn on the water, they'll 

consider a future in the maritime industry. Seattle is home to at least 60,000 direct 

maritime jobs, according to Port of Seattle Commissioner Ryan Caulkins. That 

encompasses jobs in shipbuilding, marine science, towboat operations and tourism, to 

name a few. 

Port of Oakland Calls for Cargo to Assist in Supply Chain Backlog 
KRON (10/19, Pieschke) reports that the Port of Oakland announced on Tuesday that they 

have no backlog on docks as other ports face high congestion. Port officials said shipping 

lines can route more cargo to Oakland and urged restoring service that avoided Oakland 

since the summer. "There's no congestion at the Oakland seaport, and we're ready for 

more business," declared Port of Oakland Maritime Director Bryan Brandes. "We need 

ocean carriers to reinstate services in order to stabilize the supply chain, and our import 

and export partners echo this sentiment." 

Back to Top 

NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

Biden to Tap Steven Cliff to Head NHTSA 
AP (10/19, Krisher) reports that President Joe Biden on Tuesday announced his intention 

to nominate Steven Cliff, who has served as deputy administrator of NHTSA since 

February, to become the agency's administrator. Reuters (10/19, Shepardson) notes that 

Cliff has been a key figure in the Biden administration's proposed rewrite of fuel economy 

standards through 2026. He is also overseeing the department's safety probe of Tesla and 

investigation of whether 30 million vehicles produced by nearly two dozen automakers 

have unsafe air bags. Bloomberg (10/19, Laing) also reports on the development. 

Automakers are Spending Billions to Produce Battery Cells for EVs in 

the U.S. 
CN BC (10/19, Wayland) writes that as supply chains remain in distress across the globe, 

automakers are spending billions to move production of battery cells to their home 

countries to meet what's expected to be rapidly growing demand for electric vehicles 

over the next decade. Automakers from Detroit to Japan plan to simplify supply chains to 

lower costs, ease logistics and avoid massive disruptions. A global shortage of 

semiconductor chips has highlighted the industry's reliance on overseas manufacturers 

for the parts. "There's the rapid electrification that's going to happen, plus the Covid-19 
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semiconductor shortage has really taught us that we need to do more than just rely on 

battery as a commodity," said Arun Kumar, a managing director in the automotive and 

industrial practice at AlixPartners. "You're going to see this accelerate even more, in our 

viewpoint, primarily because localization becomes an important factor, if you really think 

about producing batteries at scale." 

Protecting Cars from Cybersecurity Threats More Critical Than Ever 
Wards Auto (10/19, Clark) writes that as cars become more connected, they are 

becoming increasingly dependent on software. Whether developed in-house or within 

the supply chain, automotive software, as well as the channels through which software 

updates are made, have the potential for multiple attack points carrying a high risk of 

being targeted. Unfortunately, the automotive industry currently lacks a standardized 

means of verifying software updates. However, overarching cybersecurity-related 

guidance is available from entities such as NHTSA, which recently updated its 

Cybersecurity Best Practices for Modern Vehicles report. Additionally, President Joe 

Biden signed an Executive Order (EO) on "Improving the Nation's Cybersecurity," 

signaling potentially increased regulatory oversight of cybersecurity laws and regulations. 

How Jeep is Going Electric, with CEO Christian Meunier 
Verge (10/19, Patel) talks to Jeep CEO Christian Meunier on EVs, Stellantis, and more. 

N ow  in 2022, 75 percent of conquest buyers say technology influenced their decision. So 

if you have great technologies that respond to the customer, you have a lot more chance 

to get conquests. So technology is now really important." 

Back to Top 

OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY/ BUREAU OF 

TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS 

Six Companies to Demonstrate Alternative PNT to European Union 
Inside GNSS (10/19, Cameron) reports that the European Union will explore alternative 

PNT through a pre-feasibility study and technological demonstration of seven different 

non-GNSS positioning, navigation, or timing solutions from six different companies. The 

October 11 announcement caps a year of submissions and review since the tender for the 

project was published in October of last year by the European Commission's Directorate 

Generaal for Defence, Industry and Space. The goal of the process is "to analyse the 

technologies, which could deliver positioning, and/or timing information, independently 

from GNSS, to be effective backup in the event of GNSS disruption, and if possible to be 

able to provide PNT in the environments where GNSS cannot be delivered." 

Back to Top 
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PIPELINE & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

Data Shows Ship Crossed Over Oil Pipeline in OC Spill 
AP (10/19, Brown, Melley) reports cargo ship that was supposed to be at anchor was 

buffeted by high winds during a January storm and repeatedly crossed over an undersea 

oil pipeline that later ruptured off the Southern California coast, according to vessel 

monitoring data. Federal investigators are examining whether on Jan. 25, the anchor 

from the Panama-registered container ship MSC DANIT caught the pipe and pulled it 

across the seafloor, Coast Guard Lt. j.g. SondraKay Kneen said. Tracking data analyzed by 

the environmental group Skytruth showed that on that date the MSC DANIT drifted 

several times over the pipeline that is about 100 feet below the surface. 

Enbridge Temporarily Stops Michigan Pipeline Due to Protests 
AP (10/19) and Detroit Free Press (10/19, Methany) reports Enbridge Energy said it 

temporarily shut down Line 5 Tuesday after protesters in Michigan warned the company 

that they planned to turn an emergency valve. Video posted on social media showed 

someone with a hard hat and a wrench inside a fenced area in Tuscola County, 90 miles 

north of Detroit. A man outside the fence sang and played an electric guitar. A sign 

warned against trespassing and said the property belonged to Enbridge Energy. 

Back to Top 

NATIONAL NEWS 

Jan. 6 Panel Votes to Hold Steve Bannon in Contempt 
AP (10/19, Jalonic, Amiri) reports that a House committee investigating the Jan. 6 Capitol 

insurrection voted unanimously Tuesday to hold former White House aide Steve Bannon 

in contempt of Congress. The committee's chairman, Rep. Bennie Thompson, D-Miss., 

said Tuesday that Bannon "stands alone in his complete defiance of our subpoena" and 

the panel will not take no for an answer. He said that while Bannon may be "willing to be 

a martyr to the disgraceful cause of whitewashing what happened on January 6th — of 

demonstrating his complete loyalty to the former President," the contempt vote is a 

warning to other witnesses. "We won't be deterred. We won't be distracted. And we 

won't be delayed," Thompson added. New York Times (10/19, Broadwater) adds "Now 

we're on, as they say, the point of attack — the point of attack tomorrow," Mr. Bannon 

said on Jan. 5 as he promoted a plan hatched by Mr. Trump and far-right Republican 

lawmakers to try to overturn President Biden's victory the next day, when Congress 

would meet to formalize the election results. "It's going to kick off. It's going to be very 

dramatic." It is because of comments like that, which foreshadowed the violence that 

played out during the Capitol riot, that the House committee investigating the assault is 

interested in questioning Mr. Bannon. Wall Street Journal (10/18, Wise, Tau) notes that 

on Thursday, the full House is expected to vote on certifying the contempt resolution, 
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referring the matter to the Justice Department for potential prosecution. Democrats hold 

a slim majority in the House. 

Indictment Accuses Nebraska Congressman of Lying to FBI 
Washington Post (10/19, Sonmez, Cassata) reports that a federal grand jury has indicted 

Rep. Jeff Fortenberry, R-Neb., on charges of lying to federal investigators about his 

campaign contributions. New York Times (10/19, Benner) adds that the Justice 

Department accused the lawmaker, Representative Jeff Fortenberry, of lying to the F.B.I. 

twice about whether he knew that he had received illegal campaign donations, including 

during an interview with the government that his lawyer attended, according to the 

federal indictment. The indictment stems from a separate federal investigation into 

Gilbert Chagoury, a Lebanese Nigerian billionaire who was accused of conspiring to make 

illegal campaign contributions to American politicians in exchange for access to them. IP 

(10/19, Schulte) writes that the contributions were funneled through a group of 

Californians from 2012 through 2016 and went to four U.S. politicians, including $30,200 

to Fortenberry in 2016. Using an analysis of federal election records, Politico has 

identified the other three Republican recipients as former U.S. Rep. Lee Terry, of 

Nebraska, in 2014; Rep. Darrell Issa, of California, in 2014; and Mitt Romney during his 

2012 presidential campaign. 

Back to Top 

Washington Schedule 

White House 

President Biden 

• 9:30 AM: The President receives the President's Daily Brief 

• 3:05 PM: The President departs the White House en route Joint Base Andrews 

• 3:25 PM: The President departs Joint Base Andrews en route Avoca, Pennsylvania 

• 4:15 PM: The President arrives in Avoca, Pennsylvania 

• 5:15 PM: The President delivers remarks promoting his Bipartisan Infrastructure 

Deal and Build Back Better Agenda 

• 7:05 PM: The President departs Avoca, Pennsylvania en route Joint Base Andrews 

• 7:50 PM: The President arrives at Joint Base Andrews 

• 8:10 PM: The President arrives at the White House 
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Vice President 

• No events scheduled. 

US Senate 

• Hearing: Hearings to examine health insurance coverage in America, focusing on 

the current and future role of Federal programs. - 10:00 AM — Host: Finance 

• Hearing: Hearings to examine the nominations of Holly A. Thomas, of California, 

to be United States Circuit Judge for the Ninth Circuit, Mary Katherine Dimke, to 

be United States District Judge for the Eastern District of Washington, Maame 

Ewusi-Mensah Frimpong, to be United States District Judge for the Central District 

of California, Charlotte N. Sweeney, to be United States District Judge for the 

District of Colorado, Jennifer L. Thurston, to be United States District Judge for the 

Eastern District of California, and Hernan D. Vera, of California, to be United 

States District Judge for the Central District of California. — 10:00 AM — Host: 

Judiciary 

• Hearing: Hearings to examine evaluating the Federal response to the persistence 

and impacts of PFAS chemicals on our environment. — 10:00 AM — Host: 

Environment and Public Works 

• Hearing: Hearings to examine the nominations of R. Nicholas Burns, of 

Massachusetts, to be Ambassador to the People's Republic of China, Rahm 

Emanuel, of Illinois, to be Ambassador to Japan, and Jonathan Eric Kaplan, of 

California, to be Ambassador to the Republic of Singapore, all of the Department 

of State, and other pending nominations. — 10:00 AM - Foreign Relations 

• Meeting: Business meeting to consider the nominations of Victoria Marie Baecher 

Wassmer, of the District of Columbia, to be Chief Financial Officer, Mohsin Raza 

Syed, of Virginia, to be an Assistant Secretary, Amitabha Bose, of New Jersey, to 

be Administrator of the Federal Railroad Administration, and Meera Joshi, of 

Pennsylvania, to be Administrator of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration, all of the Department of Transportation, Mary T. Boyle, of 

Maryland, to be a Commissioner of the Consumer Product Safety Commission, 

Rear Admiral Nancy A. Hann, of Maryland, to be Director, National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration Corps and Director, Office of Marine and Aviation 

Operations, Department of Commerce, and routine lists in the Coast Guard; to be 

immediately followed by a hearing to examine the nominations of Max Vekich, of 

Washington, to be a Federal Maritime Commissioner, Christopher A. Coes, of 

Georgia, to be an Assistant Secretary of Transportation, and Laurie E. Locascio, of 
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Maryland, to be Under Secretary of Commerce for Standards and Technology. — 

10:00 AM — Host: Commerce, Science, and Transportation 

• Hearing: Hearings to examine the nominations of Ernest W. DuBester, of Virginia, 

and Susan Tsui Grundmann, of Virginia, both to be Member, and Kurt Thomas 

Rumsfeld, of Maryland, to be General Counsel, all of the Federal Labor Relations 

Authority. — 10:30 AM — Host: Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

• Hearing: Hearings to examine protecting companies and communities from 

private equity abuse. — 2:00 PM — Host: Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs I 

Subcommittee on Economic Policy 

• Briefing: To receive a closed briefing on certain intelligence matters. — 2:00 PM — 

Host: Intelligence 

• Hearing: Hearings to examine the nominations of Patricia Mahoney, of Virginia, to 

be Ambassador to the Central African Republic, Peter Hendrick Vrooman, of New 

York, to be Ambassador to the Republic of Mozambique, Peter D. Haas, of 

Virginia, to be Ambassador to the People's Republic of Bangladesh, Julie Chung, of 

California, to be Ambassador to the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, 

Brian Wesley Shukan, of Virginia, to be Ambassador to the Republic of Benin, 

Elizabeth Anne Noseworthy Fitzsimmons, of Delaware, to be Ambassador to the 

Togolese Republic, and David R. Gilmour, of the District of Columbia, to be 

Ambassador to the Republic of Equatorial Guinea, all of the Department of State, 

and other pending nominations. — 2:00 PM — Host: Foreign Relations 

• Hearing: Hearings to examine restoring the Voting Rights Act, focusing on 

protecting the Native American and Alaska Native vote. — 2:30 PM — Host: 

Judiciary I Subcommittee on Constitution 

• Hearing: Hearings to examine media freedom in the Organization for Security and 

Co-operation in Europe region. — 2:30 PM — Host: Commission on Security and 

Cooperation in Europe 

• Hearing: Hearings to examine investing in economic sovereignty, focusing on 

leveraging Federal financing for new and sustained development in Native 

communities. — 2:30 PM — Host: Indian Affairs 

• Hearing: An oversight hearing to examine Library of Congress modernization 

efforts. — 3:00 PM — Host: Rules and Administration 

US House of Representatives 

• Hearing: The Strategic Importance of the Pacific Islands - 10:00 AM - Host: Foreign 

Affairs I Subcommittee on Asia, the Pacific, Central Asia and Nonproliferation 
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• Hearing: Oversight of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990: The Current 

State of Integration of People with Disabilities - 10:00 AM — Host: Judiciary I 

Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties 

• Hearing: Accelerating Deep Space Travel with Space Nuclear Propulsion - 10:00 

AM - Host: Science, Space, and Technology I Subcommittee on Space and 

Aeronautics 

• Hearing: Achieving Mission Balance: Positioning the Coast Guard for the Future. - 

10:00 AM - Host: Transportation and Infrastructure I Subcommittee on Coast 

Guard and Maritime Transportation 

• Hearing: Global Supply Chains and Small Business Trade Challenges - 10:00 AM - 

Host: Small Business I Subcommittee on Oversight, Investigations, and 

Regulations 

• Hearing: Legislative Hearing on: H.R. 2568 United States Cadet Nurse Corps 

Service Recognition Act of 2021; H.R. 2724 VA Peer Support Enhancement for MST 

Survivors Act; H.R. 2800 WINGMAN Act; HR 2827 Captain James C. Edge Gold Star 

Spouse Equity Act; H.R. 3402 Caring for Survivors Act of 2021; H.R. 3793 

Supporting Families of the Fallen Act; H.R. 4191 Gold Star Spouses Non-Monetary 

Benefits Act; H.R. 4601 Commitment to Veteran Support and Outreach Act; H.R. 

4633 to amend title 38 United States - 10:00 AM - Host: Veterans' Affairs I 

Subcommittee on Disability Assistance and Memorial Affairs 

• Hearing: "Enhancing Public Health: Legislation to Protect Children and Families" - 

10:30 AM - Host: Energy and Commerce I Subcommittee on Health 

• Business Meeting: H. Res. H. Rept. 117-152 Resolution Recommending that 

the House of Representatives Find Stephen K. Bannon in Contempt of Congress 

for Refusal to Comply with a Subpoena Duly Issued by the Select Committee to 

Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol - 11:00 AM - Host: 

Rule 

• Hearing: "Colorado River Drought Conditions and Response Measures - Day Two" - 

11:00 AM - Host: Natural Resources I Subcommittee on Water, Oceans, and 

Wildlife 

• Hearing: Good For Business: Private Sector Perspectives on Climate Action - 1:30 

PM - Host: Select Committee on the Climate Crisis 

Other Notable Events 

• Brookings Institution: How should we assess children's learning in the COVID 

era? - Wednesday, Oct 20, 2021 - 8:00 AM EDT - 9:00 AM - T he Center for 
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Universal Education (CUE) will host a lively discussion to address all of these issues 

in what will be the first in a series of three events centered around assessment. 

This first discussion will focus on the assessment goals that are most helpful in 

supporting high-quality learning for all children, and particularly for children in 

low- and middle-income countries. CUE will share its insights from collaborative 

work with six countries across Africa and Asia on assessment strategies that help 

foster deeper learning and engaging pedagogy in challenging contexts, while also 

highlighting the complexities of assessment in the era of the pandemic. Panelists 

will debate the merits and trade-offs of different approaches, and discuss how the 

pandemic is shaping the debate on assessing learning. 

Mobile version and searchable archives available at https://dot.barbaricumanalytics.com 
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SECRETARY IN THE NEWS 

  

   

• Eight Things that Struck Adam Wren About the Mayor Pete Documentary; 

Buttigieg Discusses Political Future 

• California North Coast Lawmakers Push Back on Coal Train Proposal 

DOT IN THE NEWS 

• House Approves a Stopgap Bill to Revive Transportation Programs and End 

Furloughs Caused by the Voting Delay 

• Biden Heads to Capitol Hill After Infrastructure Vote Delay 

• The Supply-Chain Crisis is Rattling Americans as Shipping Delays Hit Historic Highs 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

• Chief Blue Origin Complaint Author Disputes Cause of Termination; FAA Reviewing 

• 2 Dead in Midair Collision Between a Plane and Helicopter in Arizona 

• Airlines Tell Employees They Must Get Covid Vaccinations Under Federal Rules 

• Insurers Increase Investments in Drones, Robots 

• Delta Purchases More than $1 Billion Worth of Sustainable Aviation Fuel 

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
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• Projections in New Study Show More Traffic With Toll Lanes on Beltway, 1-270 

• Prison Bus Involved in Rollover Accident on Highway 281 in Texas 

• Multiple People Injured in Five-Car Crash on Overseas Highway in Florida Keys 

FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• FMCSA's Medical Review Board Whiffs on Attempt to Help Truckers with Recalled 

CPAPs 

• Trucking Company Owner Admits to Covering up Fatal Tanker Explosion, PPP 

Fraud 

• Meera Joshi on Track to Lead FMCSA 

• Kodiak Robotics Introduces Next-Gen Autonomous Truck 

FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION 

• Train Derailments Like the Montana Incident are Rare, But Other Railroad-Related 

Deaths are on the Rise 

• Schumer Sounds Alarm About Railroad Bridge in Southern Ulster County 

• Metra Breaks Ground on Bridge Project Near Grayland Station 

• NTSB Urges Railroads to Better Protect Rail Roadway Workers 

FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 

• FTA, Leaders Launch Construction on King County Metro's Future RapidRide G 

Line 

• 8 or 9 Ways to Fix New York's Traffic Hell Right Now 

NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• Pedestrian Safety Is A Shared Responsibility 

• El Monte Police Awarded $150,000 Traffic Safety Grant 

• CA to Vastly Increase Investments in Zero Emission Vehicles and Infrastructure 

• 5 Midwestern Governors Agree to Create a Network to Charge Electric Vehicles 

OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY/ BUREAU OF 

TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS 

• FCC Considers Public Safety, loT Spectrum Needs 
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PIPELINE & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• DOT Awards Nearly $100 Million in Pipeline, Hazardous Materials Grants 

• What Gov. Spencer Cox Said About COVID-19, Drought and the Lake Powell 

Pipeline 

• Protests Renewed Along CGL Pipeline Near Houston 

• Enbridge Pipeline Will be up and Running Friday 

• Biden 'Confident' in the Nation's Cybersecurity Efforts as Cybersecurity Awareness 

Month Begins 

NATIONAL NEWS 

• U.S. Coronavirus Death Toll Surpasses 700,000 Despite Wide Availability of 

Vaccines 

• Federal Judge Hears Arguments Over Texas Abortion Law 

Washington Schedule 

SECRETARY IN THE NEWS 

Eight Things that Struck Adam Wren About the Mayor Pete 
Documentary; Buttigieg Discusses Political Future 
In a subscriber exclusive, Business Insider (10/1, Wren) previews "Mayor Pete", the new 

documentary releasing on November 12 on Amazon Prime about Pete Buttigieg. Pete 

Buttigieg hasn't given up his dreams of being president, a new documentary with 

exclusive scenes from the transportation secretary's 2020 presidential campaign reveals. 

In one of the final scenes of the new Amazon original film "Mayor Pete," which is 

scheduled to premiere at the Chicago International Film Festival on October 14 before 

Amazon releases it worldwide on November 12, Buttigieg answers a question about 

whether he thinks he'll be president one day. "I don't know," the former mayor of South 

Bend, Indiana, responds. "I know that I might be. And that's something." In his comments 

about his future, Buttigieg holds fast to the possibility that he could become the first 

transportation secretary to be president. "Time is on my side, I hope," he says. 

California North Coast Lawmakers Push Back on Coal Train Proposal 
Times Standard (10/1, Vanderheiden) writes that North Coast lawmakers are working to 

block a proposal that would restore the defunct North Coast railroad in an attempt to 

export coal from Montana, Utah and Wyoming overseas through the Port of Humboldt 

Bay. Rep. Jared Huffman (D-San Rafael) and Rep. Mike Thompson (D-St. Helena) sent a 

letter to U.S. Department of Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg on Wednesday 

urging immediate action against the project. "We write to express our concern that a 
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consortium of coal interests are, according to public reporting, pursuing a federal loan 

from your agency to finance their controversial scheme to restore freight rail service on a 

dilapidated and functionally abandoned North Coast rail right of way in order to export 

their Powder River basin coal to Asia," the letter stated. "We cannot imagine that your 

Department of Transportation, with your strong commitment to climate protection and a 

bold transition to clean energy, would provide financial support for a coal export project 

that directly undermines the Biden administration's climate and clean energy agenda." 

Back to Top 

DOT IN THE NEWS 

House Approves a Stopgap Bill to Revive Transportation Programs and 

End Furloughs Caused by the Voting Delay 
CNN (10/1, Wallace, Zanona, Wilson) reports that on Friday the House of Representatives 

passed a resolution extending funding for the Highway Trust Fund for 30 days, hours after 

funding for the program had lapsed at midnight. The vote is separate from a to vote on 

the larger $1 trillion, bipartisan infrastructure package. However, the effects of the lapse 

in funding were still felt Friday, as nearly 4,000 federal employees were off the job 

because Congress failed to extend funding, a Transportation Department spokesperson 

told CNN earlier Friday. The American Association of State Highway and Transportation 

Officials said the failure "lapses our highway, transit, and highway safety programs and 

halts work on vital transportation infrastructure around the country, which is detrimental 

to our economy and the quality of life of our communities." The issue impacts the Federal 

Highway Administration, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, and the 

Federal Transit Administration, according to a DOT summary prepared earlier this week. 

Reuters (10/1, Shepardson), The Hill (10/1 Evers-Hillstrom) and Federal News Network 

(10/1, Heckman) also provided coverage. 

Meanwhile, Washington Post (10/1, Duncan) reports that the House voted late Friday to 

extend transportation funding programs for a month, a step that would grant a reprieve 

to 3,700 employees who were furloughed when the money expired a day earlier. 

"Today's extension protects thousands of Department of Transportation employees and 

will keep important projects on schedule," said Rep. Peter A. DeFazio (D-Ore.), chairman 

of the Transportation Committee. "Now we will continue our work to pass the Build Back 

Better agenda into law, including a historic investment in America's infrastructure." New 

York Times (10/1, Cochrane, Ngo, Kaplan) reports that the Senate will seek to pass the 

stoppage bill on Saturday, which passed the House by a vote of 365 to 51. 

Biden Heads to Capitol Hill After Infrastructure Vote Delay 
Fox (10/1, Morris) reports that House Speaker Nancy Pelosi admitted Friday evening that 

"more time is needed" to pass a $1 trillion infrastructure bill after previously vowing to 
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pass the measure this week. Forbes (10/1, Solender) reports President Biden told House 

Democrats he sees the bipartisan $1.2 trillion infrastructure bill as linked with Democrats' 

larger social spending bill, though he expects the latter package to cost considerably less 

than the proposed $3.5 trillion. Biden said the large social spending bill, focused on 

programs like Medicare and the Child Tax Credit and on fighting climate change, will likely 

be trimmed down to a range of $1.9 trillion to $2.2 trillion, according to Reps. Henry 

Cuellar (D-Texas) and Hank Johnson (D-Ga.). Biden did not say he "wants the 

infrastructure bill before the reconciliation bill," but rather expressed a desire for "both 

bills to go at the same time," according to Kahele. Reuters (10/1, 

Cornwell, Cowan, Mason) also reports Biden told his caucus that they could delay a vote 

on the smaller bill and scale back the larger one. Yahoo News (10/1, Delaney) reports 

Biden later reporters he was in no rush to pass his agenda, saying that whether passing 

both bills takes "six minutes, six days or six weeks — we're going to get it done." Right-

leaning outers, including Washington Examiner (10/1, Lim), and Breitbart (10/1 Spiering) 

also reported on the House abandoning a planned vote on an infrastructure deal. 

Meanwhile, The Hill (10/1, Jagoda) reports that moderates had demanded a vote on the 

infrastructure bill but progressives worry doing so will cost them the leverage they need 

to pass the larger reconciliation bill that contains many of their priorities. 

Additionally, Yahoo News (10/1, Cariaga) reports that when and if President Joe Biden's 

infrastructure bill gets passed by Congress, it could make life easier for millions of 

Americans by providing $550 billion in new spending over five years to modernize roads, 

bridges and transit systems, as well as expand high-speed internet systems and electric 

vehicle charging stations. 

The Supply-Chain Crisis is Rattling Americans as Shipping Delays Hit 

Historic Highs 
Business Insider (10/1, Kay) reports a survey of over 1,000 US consumers found that 82% 

of Americans are concerned about disruptions in the global supply chain impacting their 

life plans, including birthdays, holidays, and the ability to purchase necessary supplies. 

The study results were published on Wednesday and the respondents were surveyed 

from September 9 through 10. As the supply chain is poised to have a major impact on 

holiday plans this year, executives have warned customers to start buying holiday gifts as 

soon as possible, as thousands of shipping containers face weeks of delays. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

Chief Blue Origin Complaint Author Disputes Cause of Termination; 

FAA Reviewing 
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TechCrunch (10/1, Alamalhodaei) reports that Blue Origin said in a statement that 

Alexandra Abrams, former head of employee communications, was dismissed "for cause 

two years ago after repeated warnings for issues involving federal export control 

regulations." However, Abrams said she never received any warnings, verbal or written, 

from management regarding issues related to federal export control regulations. Instead, 

she says her termination came after initiating a project to develop an internal employee 

app. 

Two weeks after that app, called Voyager, went live, it was discovered that part of its 

architecture was not secure — this is a major concern in the aerospace industry, as all 

communications tools must be compliant with International Traffic in Arms Regulations 

(ITAR), a set of regulations governing tech related to defense and space. Abrams says she 

immediately escalated the issue. While senior management conducted an investigation 

and found no export violations occurred, senior executives reportedly told her that "she 

could no longer be trusted" and fired her. "As a communications professional, and part of 

the non-technical staff, I was not responsible for certifying or approving any compliance 

of any third-party software architecture. And to-date, as far as I'm aware, the software in 

question is still used by Blue Origin and Amazon," she added. Yesterday, the Federal 

Aviation Administration said it was "reviewing the information" detailed in the essay. 

Abrams said that the agency has not reached out to her, but that she would "very much 

welcome" that. 

2 Dead in Midair Collision Between a Plane and Helicopter in Arizona 
CNN (10/1, Selva) reports that two people are dead after a midair collision between a 

helicopter and a fixed-wing plane in Arizona Friday morning, according to Chandler Fire 

Department spokesman Keith Welch. Both aircraft are operated by flight schools, 

Chandler Police spokesperson Sgt. Jason McClimans told CNN. 

The plane that was involved in the crash landed safely at Chandler Airport. The helicopter 

in which two people were killed was operated by Quantum Helicopters, and the plane 

which landed safely is operated by Flight Operations Academy. Chandler Police are 

investigating the crash and are looking for information from any potential witnesses, and 

asking if anyone happened to videotape the accident. 

Airlines Tell Employees They Must Get Covid Vaccinations Under 

Federal Rules 
CN BC (10/1, Josephs) Alaska Airlines and JetBlue Airways told their employees that the 

carriers' work as government contractors means they must be vaccinated against Covid-

19 as early as Dec. 8 because of new federal rules. President Joe Biden last month said his 

administration would issue rules that would require employees at federal contractors, a 

category airlines fall into since they transport government employees and provide other 

services, as well as companies with more than 100 employees to be vaccinated. Last 
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week, the Biden administration said federal contractors would need to be vaccinated no 

later than Dec. 8. Both airlines said there will be an approval process for medical and 

religious exemptions. 

Insurers Increase Investments in Drones, Robots 
Wall Street Journal (10/1, McCormick) reports that insurance companies are increasing 

their investment in robotic systems aimed at helping claims adjusters evaluate storm-

damaged properties with greater safety and less cost. Travelers Cos., United Services 

Automobile Association and Farmers Insurance Group were among the major property 

and casualty companies to deploy aerial drones this summer to inspect property damage 

in the wake of Hurricane Ida. 

International Data Corp. expects the insurance industry to spend about $602 million 

world-wide on robotics systems, including drones, in 2021, with spending growing to $1.7 

billion in 2025. 

Delta Purchases More than $1 Billion Worth of Sustainable Aviation 

Fuel 
Environment Energy Leader (10/1, Tannenbaum) reports that Delta Airlines has entered 

into a 10-year contract with renewable fuels company Aemetis, worth more than $1 

billion, to source sustainable aviation fuel for its flights. SAF is a low-carbon jet fuel made 

from renewable biomass and waste resources. The fuel will be produced at Aemetis's 

Riverbank, California renewable jet/diesel plant, currently under development, and is 

expected to be available for use by Delta in 2024. 

Seattle Times (10/1, Delta Air Lines) shares that SAF is an alternative to fossil fuel that are 

made from renewable feedstocks, which can be created from substances such as used 

cooking oil, animal fat, municipal solid waste from landfills, and wood residue from forest 

floors, and can lower the lifecycle of greenhouse gas emissions by up to 80% compared to 

conventional jet fuel. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

Projections in New Study Show More Traffic With Toll Lanes on 

Beltway, 1-270 
Bethesda Magazine (10/1, Schere) reports a new study projects heavier traffic in 

2045 but less congestion under Gov. Larry Hogan's (R-Md.) proposal to add toll lanes to 

portions of interstates 495 and 270 in Montgomery County. The report asserts that the 

presence of toll lanes would create a reason for more vehicles to travel on the road, 

leading to more traffic overall. The report states that adding toll lanes under the current 

proposal would increase speeds, improve reliability and reduce travel times and delays 
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"along the majority of 1-495, 1-270, and the surrounding roadway network compared to 

the No Build Alternative." 

Prison Bus Involved in Rollover Accident on Highway 281 in Texas 
-1(10/1) reports law enforcement officials are investigating the crash of a prison 

bus early Friday morning on a rain-slicked State Highway 281 about three miles south of 

George West, Texas. Texas Department of Public Safety spokesman Nathan Brandley 

confirmed that more than 40 prisoners were on the bus, which was en route to the 

Dominguez unit in San Antonio. There has been no exact number of injuries announced in 

the crash, but Texas Department of Public Safety spokesman Nathan Brandley said 

multiple people were complaining about neck pain after the crash. 

Multiple People Injured in Five-Car Crash on Overseas Highway in 

Florida Keys 
Miami Herald (10/1, Goodhue) reports several people were seriously injured in a multiple 

vehicle crash on U.S. 1 in the Florida Keys Friday afternoon. The wreck involving five 

vehicles happened shortly after 2 p.m. near Long Key State Park, according to the Monroe 

County Sheriff's Office. The sheriff's office said around 2:30 p.m. that three medical 

helicopters were preparing to land on the Channel 5 Bridge to take the injured to Miami-

Dade County hospitals 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

FMCSA's Medical Review Board Whiffs on Attempt to Help Truckers 

with Recalled CPAPs 
Overdrive (10/1, Cole) reports that after four hours of back-and-forth deliberation 

Wednesday afternoon by the FMCSA's Medical Review Board over how to help truck 

drivers who use CPAP machines included in the massive Philips recall announced this 

summer, the waters seem to be murkier than before the meeting. The task given to the 

MRB by the agency was to develop recommendations for truck drivers and medical 

examiners on how to handle the situation if their device, or their patient's device, is 

included in a recall. However, the main recommendation that seemed likely to emerge is 

one that could potentially put drivers using the recalled devices in a more difficult 

position than before. 

Trucking Company Owner Admits to Covering up Fatal Tanker 

Explosion, PPP Fraud 
CDLLife (10/1) reports that a man who owns multiple California trucking companies has 

pleaded guilty to felony charges including conspiracy, tax evasion, and fraud — and now 

faces the possibility of a 100 year federal prison sentence. On Wednesday, 63 year old 
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Carl Bradley Johansson pleaded guilty to five felony charges. The charges were laid 

against Johansson in connection with a tanker explosion that seriously injured one 

worker and killed another in 2014, and for fraudulently obtaining Paycheck Protection 

Program (PPP) COVID-19 relief funds while out on bond awaiting trial in the tanker 

explosion case. 

Meera Joshi on Track to Lead FMCSA 
A FreightWaves opinion piece (10/1, Heller) features many of the responses by Deputy 

Administrator Joshi during her nomination hearing, and writes that the TCA is wishing 

Deputy Administrator Joshi a speedy appointment process to her perspective role as 

FMSCA's administrator. Deputy Administrator Joshi is a valued partner of the truckload 

segment of the trucking industry and will successfully fill the vacuum left in the wake of 

the change in administration. The TCA looks forward to her eventual confirmation by the 

Senate. 

Kodiak Robotics Introduces Next-Gen Autonomous Truck 
Transport Topics (10/1) shares that Kodiak Robotics has unveiled its fourth-generation 

autonomous truck, which is set to hit the roads during the fourth quarter. The truck has a 

modular three-position sensor suite, with a center pod on the front roof line along with 

pods integrated into the side mirrors. The new setup is intended to simplify sensor 

installation and maintenance while increasing safety, the company said. 

The truck will feature Luminar's Iris lidar, ZF full-range radar, Hesai 360-degree scanning 

lidar for side- and rear-view detection, Cummins X15TM Series engines, Bridgestone 

Americas smart-sensing tire technology and the Nvidia Drive platform. The Kodiak Vision 

system fuses data from various sensors on the truck and considers the relative strengths 

and weaknesses of each type. This is intended to add another layer of safety to the self-

driving system by incorporating extra redundancies and cross-validation data, the 

company said. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION 

Train Derailments Like the Montana Incident are Rare, But Other 

Railroad-Related Deaths are on the Rise 
Washington Post (10/1, Lazo) writes that it's been a week since an Amtrak train derailed 

in rural Montana, killing three people and injuring dozens more. Images showing train 

cars decoupled as others landed on their side raised a question for unsettled travelers: 

How often does this happen? According to experts and federal rail incident data, such 

occurrences — already rare — are becoming even less frequent. Industry-wide, 

derailments themselves aren't uncommon, but most don't result in injuries. Amtrak 

derailments make up about 2 percent of all train derailment involving major railroads 
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across country — a small share partly because the passenger operation accounts for a 

fraction of train traffic nationwide. In the last decade, Amtrak has averaged 24 

derailments annually, according to data reported to the Federal Railroad Administration. 

That number is down from about 43 derailments that occurred annually over the 

previous decade. The vast majority cause no injury or death, according to the FRA's Office 

of Safety Analysis. Most are the result of track, mechanical or human factors, such as 

improperly lined switches, track problems, speeding and issues related to snow, ice or 

mud on tracks. 

Schumer Sounds Alarm About Railroad Bridge in Southern Ulster 

County 
Daily Freeman (10/1, Kirby) reports that U.S. Senate Majority Leader Charles Schumer is 

urging the Federal Railroad Administration to conduct a full inspection of a CSX Corp. 

bridge on the west side of the Huson River, between the southern Ulster County hamlets 

of Highland and Milton. The Blue Point Railroad Bridge, which crosses a small piece of 

water that comes off the west edge of the river, was temporarily reinforced last year 

amid safety concerns and is being actively monitored by CSX. Its underside still is jury-

rigged, and Schumer, D-N.Y., said nearby residents and other stakeholders are concerned 

about the risks it poses. Schumer, who long has been vocal about the risks posed by train 

accidents, said a derailment and/or spill in the Blue Point area could have disastrous 

results. Numerous freight trains that cross the Blue Point bridge carry petroleum 

products. "A jury-rigged bridge is hardly a long-term solution to securing the safety of the 

CSX freight rail at the Blue Point Railroad Bridge," the senator said in a statement. "Ulster 

County and the surrounding communities are on board for an independent safety review 

from the feds, which should grease the skids in the interest of the health and safety of 

the entire region and bring peace of mind to Hudson Valley residents on both sides of the 

Hudson." 

Metra Breaks Ground on Bridge Project Near Grayland Station 
Mass Transit (10/1, Wanek-Libman) shares that Metra held a groundbreaking ceremony 

on Sept. 20 for a $36.1-million project that will replace Bridge A32 over Milwaukee 

Avenue and reconstruct Grayland Station. The 122-year-old bridge will be replaced with a 

ballasted double track bridge with new abutments. The platforms at the adjacent 

Grayland Station will be raised and rebuilt to be longer. The station, which is located 

south of the bridge, will also see new public address equipment, visual information signs, 

shelters with on-demand heat on each side, new lighting and new stairs and ramps, 

which will make it fully ADA-compliant. 

The project is being financed through a mix of federal, local and private funds, including 

$13.1 million from the Federal Transit Administration, $17.8 million from a Federal 

Railroad Administration grant through its Federal-State Partnership for State of Good 
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Repair Program, $2.3 million from Canadian Pacific, the Class 1 freight railroad that uses 

the bridge, and $2.9 million in other Metra funding. 

NTSB Urges Railroads to Better Protect Rail Roadway Workers 
P,IF\', (10/1, Lester) The National Transportation Safety Board Thursday again called on 

the Federal Railroad Administration and Amtrak to put an immediate end to the use of 

"train approach warning" as the sole method of on-track safety in areas covered by 

positive train control. TAW is an older method of using designated watchmen to look out 

for approaching trains in a work zone. By using TAW instead of available protections 

provided by advanced positive train control systems, Amtrak circumvented important 

PTC safety features that could help prevent rail worker deaths. 

Railway worker fatalities are far too common. The latest Federal Railroad Administration 

data shows a total of 459 employee on-duty fatalities since 1997. In 2020, the NTSB 

investigated eight accidents involving railroad and transit worker fatalities. "Improve Rail 

Worker Safety" is an item on the NTSB's 2021 — 2022 Most Wanted List of Transportation 

Safety Improvements. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 

FTA, Leaders Launch Construction on King County Metro's Future 

RapidRide G Line 
Mass Transit (10/1) reports that local and federal officials joined King County Metro at a 

groundbreaking event to celebrate the start of construction on the Madison — RapidRide 

G Line. "By making it easier to board, easier to pay and ensuring more buses per hour, 

the RapidRide G Line will better connect the people of Seattle, encouraging more people 

to get on board," said FTA Administrator Nuria Fernandez. "FTA is proud to join our 

partners in the Seattle area to expand the bus rapid transit network in western Puget 

Sound." The project will build new sidewalks, repave the street and change the lane 

layout to make the bus more reliable, accessible and easier to get to. 

8 or 9 Ways to Fix New York's Traffic Hell Right Now 
New York Times (10/1, Bellafante) reports on proposals for a more livable New York, 

including congestion pricing, electric-bike-sharing in transit deserts and pedestrian 

bridges. Between September 2020 and this past August, more than 122,000 cars have 

been newly registered in the city, an increase of 26 percent over the previous year. At the 

end of September, subway ridership was down nearly by half from the equivalent period 

before Covid. Additionally, the review process is expected to extend into 2023 for a plan 

that would exact a toll on drivers entering Manhattan between 60th Street and the 

Battery. 
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Back to Top 

NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

Pedestrian Safety Is A Shared Responsibility 
WKXA (10/1) reports NHTSA is launching the first National Pedestrian Safety Month to 

increase awareness about pedestrian safety, and remind drivers and walkers that staying 

safe is a shared responsibility. The Ohio State Highway Patrol says, as the end of Daylight 

Saving Time approaches and the nights get longer, the risks for pedestrians increase. 

"Whether you're on foot or behind the wheel, you should always be aware of your 

surroundings," said Lieutenant Matt Crow, Findlay Post Commander. The Highway Patrol 

says, since 2016, there have been 14,677 pedestrian-related crashes on Ohio's roadways. 

El Monte Police Awarded $150,000 Traffic Safety Grant 
Hey SoCal (10/1) reports the El Monte Police Department was awarded a $150,000 grant 

from the state Office of Traffic Safety to enhance enforcement procedures, authorities 

announced Friday. "This funding allows us to provide necessary traffic enforcement 

measures with the goal of reducing serious injury and fatal crashes on our roads. It will 

also allow us to educate and enhance the safety of all El Monte residents." El Monte 

police Chief David Reynoso said in a statement. The grant will pay for additional 

enforcement measures, including DUI checkpoints, bicycle and pedestrian safety 

programs and warrant service operations targeting multiple DUI offenders who fail to 

appear in court. The grant program will run through September of 2022. 

CA to Vastly Increase Investments in Zero Emission Vehicles and 

Infrastructure 
Cal Streets Blog (10/1, Curry) reports the final budget bill of the 2021 California legislative 

session, S.B. 170, includes investments in zero emission vehicle (ZEV) infrastructure and 

incentives, among other programs. "This budget package is the kind of bold action 

needed to dramatically reduce our dependence on fossil fuels and accelerate the 

transition to zero-emission technologies," said California State Transportation Agency 

(CaISTA) Secretary David Kim. But, he cautioned, zero emission vehicles "are not a silver 

bullet when it comes to reducing GHGs in transportation and meeting our state's 

ambitious climate goals... Along with vehicle technologies, we also need to encourage 

greater mode shift, reduce our dependence on driving, and reduce vehicle miles traveled. 

This is the transportation demand side of the equation that goes hand in hand with 

ZEVs." At a recent announcement on the package, the heads of several state agencies 

called these investments "transformative," "unprecedented," "absolutely needed," and a 

"once-in-a-lifetime" opportunity to shift California's transportation system away from 

fossil fuels. 
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5 Midwestern Governors Agree to Create a Network to Charge Electric 

Vehicles 
NPR (10/1, Chappell) reports the governors of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota and 

Wisconsin are building a network for charging electric vehicles. The bipartisan plan aims 

to improve the region's economy while also reducing toxic emissions from cars and 

trucks. Along with those goals, the plan promises to make it easier to find charging 

stations, which could boost adoption of electric vehicles. "Today's REV Midwest 

partnership is a bipartisan effort to build the future of mobility and electrification and 

connect our communities." Gov. Gretchen Whitmer (D-Mich.) said. "Our partnership will 

enable the Midwest to lead on electric vehicle adoption, reduce carbon emissions, spur 

innovation, and create good-paying jobs." Some of those communities that will benefit 

from the plan are located near main highways or freight and shipping facilities — areas 

whose emissions and other negative impacts could be reduced by the switch to electric 

power. 

Back to Top 

OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY/ BUREAU OF 

TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS 

FCC Considers Public Safety, loT Spectrum Needs 
RCR Wireless (10/1, Hill) reports the Federal Communications Commission is 

reconsidering the spectrum needs of public safety and the internet of things, after the 

agency rescinded rules passed under the Trump administration that would have allowed 

state-by-state leasing of 50 megahertz of spectrum at 4.9 GHz. In the fall of 2020, the FCC 

voted along party lines to expand the use of the 4.9 GHz band, over objections from 

public safety users. Louis Peraertz, VP of policy for Wireless Internet Service Providers 

Association, said the organization will work for commercial use in the band. "Limiting the 

band to critical information industry entities in a severely spectrum-constrained world 

would keep that spectrum significantly underutilized.The 4.9 GHz spectrum, which 

consists of 50 megahertz (4.940-4.990 GHz), was designated for exclusive use by public 

safety for fixed and mobile services back in the early 2000s. 

Back to Top 

PIPELINE & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

DOT Awards Nearly $100 Million in Pipeline, Hazardous Materials 

Grants 
Transportation Today (10/1, Carey) reports that the U.S. Department of Transportation's 

PHMSA announced Wednesday that it awarded $98,800,117 in grants to 11 different 
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organizations to help states, territories and tribes enhance pipeline and hazardous 

materials safety programs. "States and community groups play an important role in 

addressing the safety challenges associated with pipelines and hazardous materials," 

PHMSA Acting Administrator Tristan Brown said. "The grants announced today are 

essential in supporting the resource needs of states and localities to effectively enforce 

safety standards, train response personnel, and equip everyday citizens with the 

necessary tools to protect themselves from transportation related accidents." Among the 

pipeline safety programs funded are $58 million in Pipeline Safety State Base grants to 

support state inspection and enforcement of pipeline safety regulations for natural gas 

and hazardous liquid pipelines, and $4.8 million in Underground Natural Gas Storage 

grants for inspection and enforcement of safety requirements. 

What Gov. Spencer Cox Said About COVID-19, Drought and the Lake 

Powell Pipeline 
Spectrum (10/1, Hemmersmeier) reports that Utah Gov. Spencer Cox reaffirmed his 

support for the Lake Powell Pipeline during his monthly PBS press conference on 

Thursday, adding that he was appreciative of monsoonal moisture and giving an update 

on the state's response to the Delta variant of COVID-19. 

The Lake Powell Pipeline is a project that is heralded by some as a solution to Washington 

County's water worries. This project has been in the works since the 1990s and plans to 

drain even more water from the shrinking lake in the next few years. If completed, 

it could bring some 28 billion gallons of water per year to Washington County. 

Protests Renewed Along CGL Pipeline Near Houston 
Terrace Standard (10/1, Huband) reports that protesters continue to block the Coastal 

GasLink (CGL) work site south of Houston. Once again, the site has become the center of 

a standoff between the company and police and Wet'suwet'en and other opponents of 

the pipeline project who blockaded access to the site late last week. 

CGL workers are preparing to run the pipeline underneath the Morice River, something 

Wet'suwet'en and others are protesting, saying there will be environmental and cultural 

harm. The company disputes the negative environmental impact of the work. 

Enbridge Pipeline Will be up and Running Friday 
KARE (10/1) reports that the Enbridge Line 3 pipeline will be operational on Friday. Line 3 

snakes from Canada down into the U.S., passing through North Dakota and Minnesota 

before reaching Enbridge's terminal in Superior, Wisconsin. The project was completed 

despite six years of legal battles and stiff opposition from local tribes, environmentalists 

and others, saying that the 337-mile pipeline violated treaty rights, would worsen climate 

change and would risk spills. 
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Biden 'Confident' in the Nation's Cybersecurity Efforts as 

Cybersecurity Awareness Month Begins 
The Hill (10/1, Miller) reports that President Biden on Friday expressed confidence in 

measures taken by his administration during his first months in office to secure the 

nation against mounting cyber threats as Cybersecurity Awareness Month kicks 

off. "Cyber threats can affect every American, every business regardless of size, and every 

community," Biden said in his statement. "That's why my administration is marshalling a 

whole-of-nation effort to confront cyber threats. 

Biden on Thursday signed a proclamation declaring October Cybersecurity Awareness 

Month, with the proclamation pointing to recent security incidents in calling on the 

American public to "take action to better protect yourselves against cyber threats." These 

incidents included the SolarWinds hack, discovered just prior to Biden taking office in 

January, which allowed Russian government-linked hackers to compromise numerous 

federal agencies and more than 100 private sector groups. 

Back to Top 

NATIONAL NEWS 

U.S. Coronavirus Death Toll Surpasses 700,000 Despite Wide 

Availability of Vaccines 
New York Times (10/1, Bosman, Leatherby) reports the U.S. surpassed 700,000 deaths 

from the coronavirus on Friday. The new and alarming surge of deaths this summer 

means that the coronavirus pandemic has become the deadliest in American history, 

overtaking the toll from the influenza pandemic of 1918 and 1919, which killed about 

675,000 people. "This Delta wave just rips through the unvaccinated," said Howard 

Markel, a medical historian at the University of Michigan. The deaths that have followed 

the wide availability of vaccines, he added, are "absolutely needless." Vaccines have been 

proven highly effective in preventing severe illness and death, and a study from the 

C.D.C. that was published in September found that after Delta became the dominant 

variant, unvaccinated people were more than 10 times as likely to die of the virus as the 

vaccinated were. The article notes vaccine mandates have begun to take effect in some 

states and within some companies, and on Friday, California became the first state to 

announce plans to add the coronavirus vaccine to other vaccinations required to attend 

school, starting as early as next fall. Additionally, Associated Press (10/1, Forliti, Johnson) 

reports Natalie Dean, a professor of biostatistics at Emory University, is taking a cautious 

view about the winter. It is unclear if the coronavirus will take on the seasonal pattern of 

the flu, with predictable peaks in the winter as people gather indoors for the holidays. 

Simply because of the nation's size and diversity, there will be places that have outbreaks 

and surges, she said. 
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Meanwhile Wall Street Journal (10/1, Hopkins and McKay) reports Merck & Co. and its 

partner Ridgeback Biotherapeutics LP said their experimental Covid-19 pill helped 

prevent high-risk people early in the course of the disease from becoming seriously ill and 

dying, a big step toward providing the pandemic's first easy-to-use, at-home treatment. 

"An oral antiviral that can impact hospitalization risk to such a degree would be game-

changing," said Amesh Adalja, senior scholar at the Johns Hopkins Center for Health 

Security. Reuters (10/1, Beasley O'Donnell) report Merck said viral sequencing done so 

far shows the Covid-19 pill is effective against all variants of the coronavirus. 

Federal Judge Hears Arguments Over Texas Abortion Law 
New York Times (10/1, Benner Tavernis) reports a federal judge heard arguments on 

Friday from the State of Texas and the federal government on whether a Texas law that 

bans nearly all abortions in the state should be suspended while the courts decide if it is 

legal. At the hearing on Friday, before Judge Robert L. Pitman, a Federal District Court 

judge in Austin, William T. Thompson, a lawyer for the State of Texas, stated that the 

federal government had no grounds to be arguing the case, because the law did not harm 

it. "If the Texas Heartbeat Act actually, you know, created a liability for the federal 

government, there would be at least a potential injury there that would be worth 

litigating," Mr. Thompson said. "But the Heartbeat Act doesn't do that." Brian Netter, a 

lawyer for the Justice Department, argued on Friday that, contrary to Texas' claims, 

Senate Bill 8 did harm the federal government because it violated the constitutional 

principal that federal law took precedence over state law if a conflict arose between the 

two. Wall Street Journal (10/1, Kendall) reports Texas has resorted to a "scheme of 

vigilante justice" that denies constitutionally protected abortion rights and is "an open 

threat to the rule of law," Justice Department lawyer Brian Netter argued Friday. The 

state, he said, had engaged in "an unprecedented attack on the supremacy of the federal 

government." 

AP (10/1, Weber) reports Amy Hagstrom Miller, president of Whole Woman's Health, 

said some of the 17 physicians at her four clinics are ready to resume normal abortion 

services if the law is put on hold. Meanwhile, Washington Post (10/1, Marimov) reports 

women in Texas are traveling long distances to Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma and New 

Mexico to terminate pregnancies, providers and advocates have said 

Back to Top 

Washington Schedule 

White House 

President Biden 
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• 7:15 AM: Out-of-Town Pool Call Time 

• 8:30 AM: Out-of-Town Pool Call Time 

• 9:00 AM: The President departs the White House en route to Wilmington, 

Delaware 

• 9:55 AM: The President arrives in Wilmington, Delaware 

Vice President Harris 

• No events scheduled. 

US Senate 

• No events scheduled. 

US House of Representatives 

• 8:30 AM: House Veteran's Affairs Subcommittee on Economic Opportunity 

Meeting: Ending Veteran Hunger Examining the Impact of COVID-19 on Food 

Insecurity 

Other Notable Events 

• No events scheduled. 

Mobile version and searchable archives available at https://dot.barbaricumanalytics.com 
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SECRETARY IN THE NEWS 

  

   

• U.S. National Parks to Offer Look into Green-Friendly Transit 

• Transportation Secretary's Political Operation Ready to be Reignited 

• Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg to Visit Phoenix Light Rail Site, Sky Harbor 

Airport Friday 

• The Mystery of Pete Buttigieg 

DOT IN THE NEWS 

• Biden Lauds Electric Cars in Michigan During Tour of GM Plant, Discusses 

Infrastructure Act 

• Biden, Top Officials Spread Out to Promote Infrastructure Package; House 

Democrats Plan 1,000 Events by the End of the Year 

• Democrats See Friday Vote as Likely for Build Back Better Bill 

• Supply Chain Issues Continue to Affect Southern California Ports 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

• Thanksgiving Air Travel to Rebound to 2019 Levels, TSA Says 

• SpaceX's Musk: 1st Starship Test Flight to Orbit in January 

• FAA Proposes New Rule to Address 747 Fuel-Tank Ignition Risk 

• FAA, Congressman Discuss Alabama Rendering Plant 
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• Flight Attendants and Airline Workers Ask Congress To Protect Them From Violent 

Passengers 

• Mechanical Error' Forces American Eagle Flight to Make Emergency Landing 

• Single-Engine Air Tanker Crash in Colorado Prompts FAA Investigation 

• Airplane Crashes into Dirt Lot in New Mexico Neighborhood, Pilot Has Minor 

Injuries 

• How Common are Bird Strikes at the Sacramento International Airport? 

• Businessman Teams Up With NCCC to Offer Training Program for Pilots 

• Vietnam Airlines to Launch Service to San Francisco, its First U.S. Destination 

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

  

   

• More than 45,000 of America's Bridges are in 'Poor' Condition. Should You Be 

Worried? 

• One Surprising Winner in Biden's Infrastructure Bill: Biodiversity 

• An Increase in Federal Highway Funding isn't Enough to Cancel Oregon's Plans for 

Tolls 

• New Mexico Receives $25M for Navajo Nation Highway Project 

• Oregon Tribal Elders Ask Feds to Restore Sacred Site Destroyed by U.S. 26 

Expansion 

• Infrastructure Package Could Mean Improvements for Region's Border Bridges 

• December Party Planned for New 1-74 Iowa-Illinois Bridge Completion 

FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• Truckers Steer Clear of 24-Hour Operations at Southern California Ports 

• A Shortage of Truck Drivers Could Contribute to Supply Chain Bottlenecks 

• Waymo Via Expands UPS Partnership to Include Autonomous Freight with Class 8 

Trucks 

• Ryder, Georgia Tech Release Autonomous Trucking Study 

• Third Defendant Sentenced for Chameleon Carrier Scheme 

FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION 

• Chart of the Day: Amtrak's Officially Getting a Massive Cash Boost 

• From Safety to Technology: Rail Initiatives in Infrastructure Bill 

• Restart of Amtrak Passenger Rail Service to Canada Delayed Until 2022 

• More Gateway Fumbles: Amtrak's Billion Bloated Boondoggle Can't Complete a 

Pla 

• Interest in the Expansion of High-Speed Rail Corridors 
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• Amtrak Rolls Out New Ticket Kiosks Nationwide 

• Long Island Rail Road Opens First New Station in 50 Years 

• Railroad Crossing Malfunction Snarling Traffic in Indiana 

• Biden Signs Infrastructure Bill that Includes Funding for Hyperloop 

FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 

• ETA Outlines How Historic Spending Level Will Play Out for Transit Infrastructure 

• ETA Opens Enhancing Mobility Innovation Program Funding 

• Transit Agencies Discuss Available ETA Funding 

• Transit Authorities Consider How to Spend Money from IIJA 

• ETA Honors Streamline in Bozeman, MT 

• Passenger Rail Station Accessibility Gets Renewed Focus with New Funding 

Program 

• Honolulu Releases Lower Estimated Cost for HART 

• MTA Buys 60 Fully Electric Buses for $1 Million Each; on Path to Biggest E-Bus 

Fleet in North America, Officials Say 

• DART Starts a New Microtransit Pilot Program in Ankeny 

GREAT LAKES ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT 

CORPORATION 

• Smooth Sailing on Great Lakes as Seaway Shipping Increases Steadily 

• Q&A: New EPA Great Lakes Administrator Talks Benton Harbor, Infrastructure 

• Climate Change and the Great Lakes States 

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION 

• New Act Proposes $125M in Grants to Reroute Container Ships 

• Plans to Move Forward with New Shipping Port in Jefferson County 

• Op-Ed: AFL-CIO Needs to Take Lead on Revitalizing U.S. Merchant Marine 

• Military Sea lift Is Needed for Effective Power Projection 

• Graves Announces RAISE Grant to Replace Grand River Railroad Bridge near 

Brunswick, MO 

NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• Detroit's Factory Zero Featured as Next Steps for EV Chargers, Tax Credits, and 

Thursday Summit Take Shape 
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• NYT Investigation: How Americans' Appetite for Leather in Luxury SUVs Worsens 

Amazon Deforestation 

• Vietnamese Carmaker VinFast Plans to Begin Selling EVs in US Next Year 

• Relatives of NY Crash Victims Cheer Limo Reforms in Infrastructure Bill 

• Raleigh Mom: Infrastructure Bill Will Prevent Crashes Like the One that Killed Her 

Daughters 

• Sono Motors, Solar EV Company from Germany, Goes Public in US with IPO 

• Stellantis Recalls Heavy Duty Diesel Rams to Fix Fuel Pumps 

• The Streaking Stocks of the New Big Three—Tesla, Rivian and Lucid—Challenge 

the Laws of Market Physics. Or Do They? 

• Zero Emissions Truck Plan Gets Green Light from Oregon Regulators 

• AFP: US Cars Mandated to Spot Drunk Drivers 

• Here's Why Car Makers Like Tesla are Embracing Cobalt-Free Batteries 

OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY/ BUREAU OF 

TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS 

• Lawmakers Get a Chance to Question Rosenworcel on 5.9 GHZ 

PIPELINE & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• Industry Study Evaluates Underground Facility Locating Process 

• Federal Pipeline Regulations Expands to Include More than 425,000 Miles of 

Onshore Gas Gathering Lines 

• Houston Company Hopes to Turn Pipelines' Waste into Electricity 

• 'We Want You to Want this Project,' Pipeline Company Acknowledges Poor 

Communication, Vows to Hold Public Meetings for Hanover, Other Residents 

• Wyoming Pipeline Owner Agrees to $2M Settlement for 2015 Oil Spill into 

Yellowstone River Near Glendive 

• Cost, Benefits of Natural Gas Pipeline Project Questioned in Western 

Massachusetts 

NATIONAL NEWS 

• White House Plans Major Expansion of Covid Vaccine Production 

Washington Schedule 

SECRETARY IN THE NEWS 

U.S. National Parks to Offer Look into Green-Friendly Transit 
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AP (11/17, Yen) reports that on Wednesday, Interior Secretary Deb Haaland and 

Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg signed a joint pledge to test some of the newest 

and most innovative travel technologies on public lands and improve visitors' tourism 

experience. The article notes that under multimillion-dollar pilot programs made 

available by the $1 trillion infrastructure law and other federal spending, visitors to 

national parks could see self-driving shuttle buses, along with electric scooter or bike 

stations and electric charging stations for zero-emission cars. According to the article, 

Secretary Buttigieg said the joint initiative would "keep our most prized national wonders 

accessible and safe for all Americans," adding that he and Haaland toured a trail widening 

project on Wednesday for bicyclists and pedestrians along the Potomac River in the 

nation's capital. Newsweek (11/17, Korpar) adds that Yellowstone National Park will most 

likely see these changes implemented the quickest. Additional coverage was provided by 

The Hill (11/17, Romaine). 

Transportation Secretary's Political Operation Ready to be Reignited 
NBC News (11/17, Allen) reports that according to an official who worked on his 2020 

campaign, Secretary Buttigieg has been highly visible and his political operation is ready 

to be reignited if he wants to make another bid for the presidency. According to the 

article, Buttigieg has been a point of tension for Vice President Harris supporters because 

the White House was so quick to defend him when he recently came under attack from 

conservatives for taking family leave to care for newly adopted twins. The article notes 

that according to the official, the Secretary's "biggest challenge right now is to reach out 

to more communities of color and, ironically, the other person who is queued up to run 

for president is a woman of color." 

Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg to Visit Phoenix Light Rail 

Site, Sky Harbor Airport Friday 
Arizona Republic (11/17, Fifield) reports that Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport 

and the future location of the northwest Phoenix light rail line are on the agenda Friday 

as Secretary Buttigieg visits Arizona to promote the signing of the $1.2 trillion federal 

infrastructure bill. According to the article, Arizona will be eligible for billions, for 

highways, roads, bridges, public transit, airports, broadband internet, wildfire protection 

and cybersecurity. The article notes that Buttigieg will visit the future Northwest light rail 

extension as part of a Valley Metro event at the shuttered Metrocenter Mall. 

The Mystery of Pete Buttigieg 
An article from The Atlantic (11/17, Kornhaber) continues discussing the recently 

released 'Mayor Pete' documentary, which "attempts to dissect how Buttigieg's aw-

shucks performances of ordinariness have helped him stand out." The article states that 

the film's subject is Secretary Buttigieg's "improbable" 2020 presidential run, but it also 

suggests how he has since managed to "parlay" the unglamorous job of transportation 

secretary into a role as one of the White House's chief media surrogates. The article adds 
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that while viewers of the documentary may be unsurprised to find out how laboriously 

the Secretary prepares for speeches and interviews, "what's haunting is that the camera 

never captures him even close to losing his cool." 

Back to Top 

DOT IN THE NEWS 

Biden Lauds Electric Cars in Michigan During Tour of GM Plant, 

Discusses Infrastructure Act 
Washington Post (11/17, Kim, Grandoni) writes that President Biden continued his 

infrastructure sales tour Wednesday with a visit to the Detroit area, promoting American-

made electric vehicles and his broader public works law while the rest of his climate 

agenda hangs in the balance in Washington. The car-aficionado-in-chief took a spin 

through a General Motors plant retooled to manufacture electric cars, proclaiming that 

Detroit has led the world in electric vehicles. "We're going to make sure that the jobs of 

the future end up here in Michigan, not halfway around the world," Biden told a crowd of 

300 GM workers. "That means that here in Detroit, you're going to set a new pace for 

electric vehicles. This is not hyperbole. It's a fact." 

Reuters (11/17, Mason, Renshaw) adds that Biden climbed behind the wheel of an 

electric Hummer SUV on Wednesday and sped off with a screeching of tires, in a test 

drive to tout billions of dollars in EV investment. Biden also touted his proposed $2 

trillion social safety net spending plan being debated in Washington. The bill contains up 

to $12,500 in tax credits for U.S.-made EVs, including a $4,500 credit for union-made 

vehicles. 

AP (11/17, Madhani, Krisher) notes that Biden punched the accelerator on a battery-

powered Hummer on Wednesday, causing the wheels to squeal and the truck to jet 

forward as he tried in his own way to drive the country toward an electric vehicle future. 

"Anyone wanna jump in the back?" Biden asked. Biden highlighted billions of dollars in 

his giant bipartisan infrastructure deal to pay for the installation of electric vehicle 

chargers across the country, an investment he says will curb emissions while creating 

good-paying jobs. 

CNN (11/17, Saenz, Vazquez) adds that Biden said, "For most of the 21st century we led 

the world by a significant margin because we invested in our people. We invested in 

ourselves. But something went wrong along the way. China and the rest of the world are 

catching up. Well, we're about to turn that around in a big, big way." Biden argued that 

the US is now on its way to beating China in the global race to investing in the future of 

electric vehicles, stating, "Up until now, China's been leading in this race. That's about to 
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change because this law next year, for the first time in 20 years, in which American 

infrastructure investment will be far greater than China's." 

Fox News (11/17, Gastelu) adds that the full-size truck is capable of reaching 60 mph in 

three seconds using a launch mode called WTF, which GMC says stands for "Watts To 

Freedom." A GM spokesman has confirmed to Fox News Autos that Biden used it during 

his run. He took one more run before pulling up to reporters and telling them, "This 

sucker is something else. This is three times as heavy as my Corvette and three times as 

fast," he said. TMZ (11/17) noted Biden's 'Need for Speed' in the new Hummer, while a 

CBS News segment (11/17) featured the appearance. Local coverage was provided by CBS 

Detroit (11/17, Morton), Detroit Free Press (11/17, Spangler, LaReau), and WKAR (11/17, 

Carmody). 

Biden, Top Officials Spread Out to Promote Infrastructure Package; 

House Democrats Plan 1,000 Events by the End of the Year 
ABC News (11/17, Klein, Harper, Shepherd) writes that President Joe Biden is touting the 

infrastructure act as the biggest investment in the nation's infrastructure in 70 years --

"real stuff," as the president said Tuesday. Democrats are planning "1,000 events 

between now and the end of the year" to showcase the infrastructure bill, the chairman 

of the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee, Rep. Sean Patrick Maloney, said 

Tuesday. 

The Hill (11/17, Chalfant, Gangitano) adds that President Biden and other top officials are 

fanning out across the country to promote the bipartisan infrastructure law, in many 

cases heading to swing states and locations where lawmakers face tight races next year. 

Biden traveled to New Hampshire and Michigan this week, while Vice President Harris is 

being deployed to Ohio and Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg is headed to Arizona, 

all to demonstrate what effects the law will have locally. 

NPR (11/17, Snell) adds that President Biden launched the campaign Tuesday as he and 

fellow Democrats walked side by side across a crumbling bridge in Woodstock, N.H. 

"Folks, when you see these projects start in your hometowns, I want you to feel what I 

feel — pride," Biden said from the foot of the flag-draped bridge. "Pride in what we can 

do together as the United States of America." House Democrats plan to follow with more 

than 1,000 events of their own — about five per member — to support the pitch by the 

end of the year. 

NBC News (11/17, Todd, Memoli, Murray, Kamisar) notes that overall, Biden has been to 

21 states this year on official travel. And what stands out most perhaps is where he hasn't 

gone much, or at all — just one trip so far to Florida, for instance, and none yet to Nevada 

or Arizona. Biden has visited Ohio three times, and Wisconsin and Georgia just twice. He's 

made just one trip west of the Rocky Mountains as president. White House officials have 
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been saying they expect the president to be a major player in the midterm election 

campaign, particularly when most of the legislative heavy lifting is fully behind him. 

CNN (11/17, Merica) reports that now that President Joe Biden has signed his highly 

sought-after infrastructure bill into law, it is time for Democrats to go out and sell the 

accomplishment. Building Back Together, the pro-Biden outside organization that formed 

earlier this year with the White House's blessing, is starting that work with a $10 million 

ad campaign to tout the proposal across the country, including in Arizona, Georgia, New 

Hampshire, Nevada, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin -- all states with key Senate races in 

2022. The group's first ad of the campaign features video of the signing and focuses on 

how the law will address supply chain issues, fix decaying roads, and replace lead pipes. 

Democrats See Friday Vote as Likely for Build Back Better Bill 
The Hill (11/17, Lillis) reports that House Democrats are eyeing a Friday vote on the $1.75 

trillion climate and social benefits package. Party leaders are racing to approve the bill 

and send it to the Senate before the weeklong Thanksgiving recess, which begins this 

weekend, and some are still floating the idea that the legislation could receive a vote as 

early as Thursday. But members of the Democratic whip team, after huddling with 

Speaker Pelosi and other party leaders in the Capitol basement Wednesday morning, 

emerged predicting the vote is more likely to come Friday. "We're being told there's 

almost no way we'll be back here [to vote on the Build Back Better Act] on Thursday," 

said one of the lawmakers, relaying the message from leadership. "We're planning for 

Friday." 

CBS News (11/17, Watson) explores what the road ahead looks like for the bill, while New 

York Times (11/17, Weisman) writes that the bill includes a $4.1 billion tax break for 

people who buy electric bicycles, $2.5 billion for "tree equity," another $2.5 billion to 

help "contingency fee" lawyers recoup their expenses and a long-sought tax break for 

producers of sound recordings, adding that when a nearly $2 trillion piece of legislation 

moves through Congress, it affords lawmakers ample opportunity to pursue any number 

of niche issues 

MLive (11/17, Barrett) adds that in Detroit, President Joe Biden argued America will lose 

a global race for economic dominance without large investments in its workforce, 

pitching his Build Back Better proposal as key to the country's future. "I truly believe that 

50 years from now, historians are going to look back at this moment and they're going to 

determine whether or not, did America win the competition for the 21st Century or did 

we lose it?" Biden said. "All the pieces on the globe are changing. We've gotta get back in 

the game, folks." Meanwhile, The Atlantic (11/17, Meyer) looks at the 'seven lawmakers 

who will decide the climate's fate,' adding that the bill now seems likely to be a hinge 

point in the country's history. 

Supply Chain Issues Continue to Affect Southern California Ports 
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NPR (11/17, Beras, Childs) examines what broke the global supply chain and how the 

ports are working to clear the bottlenecks at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach on 

the Planet Money podcast. Fox 40 (11/17, Zavala, Taraya) and Orange County Register 

(11/17, Littlejohn) report on California Governor Gavin Newsom's visit to the Ports of Los 

Angeles and Long Beach with Port Envoy John D. Porcari in which Newsom announced 

the State would issue temporary permits to allow trucks to carry more cargo. 

In a New York Times (11/17, Platten) opinion piece, the Secretary General of the 

International Chamber of Shipping argues that the current supply chain crisis is also a 

labor crisis, as the pandemic has stretched workers in the transport sector to the 

breaking point. He argues that the United States should take the lead in restoring order 

to supply chains before it is too late. By using its influence, the United States should 

persuade other countries to address an underlying cause of the crisis — working 

conditions for transport workers. While an opinion piece on Fox Business (11/17, Lazio) 

argues that more small and medium-sized businesses should be included in conversations 

about supply chain issues. 

Marketplace (11/17) questions whether clogged maritime traffic bound for the Port of 

Los Angeles could be transferred to the Port of Houston, concluding that there are too 

many impracticalities to diverting so much cargo traffic. Houston Chronicle (11/17, 

Drane) reports on the increase of traffic at the Port of Houston, up 11 percent compared 

to last year and with an average ship waiting time of two days. 

S&P Global Platts (11/17) reports container throughput at the Ports of Seattle and 

Tacoma in October dropped from September as the ports had to delay ships from 

unloading due to a lack of available yard space. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

Thanksgiving Air Travel to Rebound to 2019 Levels, TSA Says 
AP (11/17) reports that the number of airline passengers traveling for Thanksgiving this 

year is expected to rebound to pre-coronavirus pandemic levels, but the Transportation 

Security Administration says it is ready to handle the surge. According to the article, 

Administrator David Pekoske said Wednesday he expects agency staffing to be sufficient 

for what's traditionally TSA's busiest travel period. The article mentions that Pekoske told 

NBC's "Today" (11/17, Lowe) on Wednesday that "the level of unruly behavior [on flights] 

is much higher than [he has] ever seen." The article adds that the FAA says it has referred 

37 cases involving unruly airline passengers to the FBI for possible criminal prosecution 

since the number of disruptions on flights began to spike in January. 
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The Wall Street Journal (11/17, Pohle, Sider) reports that the holiday travel season 

starting next week will test whether airlines, regulators and airports have done enough to 

combat a sharp rise in unruly passenger behavior and ease tensions for travelers. The 

article adds that according to the agency, close to three-quarters of reports to the FAA 

are of mask-related incidents. Additional coverage was provided by The Hill (11/17, 

Prieb). 

Spacen Musk: 1st Starship Test Flight to Orbit in January 
AP (11/17, Dunn) reports that SpaceX founder Elon Musk said Wednesday that his 

company will attempt to launch its futuristic, bullet-shaped Starship to orbit in January, 

but he's not betting on success for that first test flight. The article notes that Musk said 

he's confident Starship — launching for the first time atop a mega booster — will 

successfully reach orbit sometime in 2022. According to the article, Musk said that after a 

dozen or so orbital test flights next year, SpaceX then would start launching valuable 

satellites and other payloads to orbit on Starships in 2023. The article adds that according 

to Musk, the FAA should be done by the end of the year with its review, leading to a 

launch in January or February at the latest. Additional coverage was provided by 

TechCrunch (11/17, Alamalhodaei) and CN BC (11/17, Sheetz). 

FAA Proposes New Rule to Address 747 Fuel-Tank Ignition Risk 
FlightGlobal (11/17, Hemmerdinger) reports that in a move to prevent fuel tank fires, the 

FAA intends to require US airlines to inspect and potentially modify some fuel-tank 

components in 104 Boeing 747s. According to the article, the FAA suggested the 

requirements in a new proposed airworthiness directive that would apply to 747-SPs, 

747-100s, 747-200s, 747-300s and 747-400s. It does not apply to 747-8s. The article notes 

that this marks the continuation of a multi-decade FAA push, set in motion by the 1996 

explosion of TWA flight 800, to prevent fuel tank fires. The article adds that the proposal 

follows the FAA's receipt of "a report indicating that a certain type of fastener used in the 

fuel-tank walls of model 747 airplanes is insufficiently bonded to the airplane structure." 

FAA, Congressman Discuss Alabama Rendering Plant 
The Gadsden Times (11/17, Thornton) reports that U.S. Rep. Robert Aderholt and FAA 

representatives met separately with stakeholders in favor of and against the proposal to 

build a rendering plant at the Northeast Alabama Regional Airport in Gadsden. The article 

notes that in a statement issued after the Zoom meetings, Rep. Aderholt said he thought 

the meeting clarified the FAA's current thinking about the status of the proposal. 

According to the article, Rep. Aderholt said that "FAA officials reiterated their concern for 

how this proposed plant could attract wildlife that could be a hazard to aviation." 

Flight Attendants and Airline Workers Ask Congress To Protect Them 

From Violent Passengers 
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The _Jr-  (11/17, Jayme) reports that as airlines anticipate a busy holiday season, airline 

workers worry about their safety. Sara Nelson of the Association of Flight Attendants 

appealed to Congress to help protect them against violent passengers. The article notes 

that during Tuesday's hearing, Nelson said: "Flight attendants are begging, 'Make it 

stop.'" According to the article, John Samuelsen, the international president of the 

Transportation Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO said during the Tuesday hearing that 

"More has to be done to combat this dangerous behavior". According to the article, he 

added that the agency only recommended 37 cases for criminal prosecution. The article 

mentions that Rep. Bonnie Watson Coleman agreed that more should be done, saying 

"violators must be held accountable". 

Mechanical Error' Forces American Eagle Flight to Make Emergency 

Landing 
Fox News (11/17, Miller) reports that an American Airlines regional American Eagle plane 

heading from North Carolina to Chicago was forced to make an emergency landing in 

Indianapolis on Wednesday afternoon. According to the article, the flight landed at 

Indianapolis International Airport Wednesday afternoon before evacuating 49 passengers 

and six crew members from the plane in a move the airlines says was in response to a 

"mechanical issue." The article notes that the FAA told Fox News Digital that the "crew 

reported a smoke alarm activating in the cargo hold" and that the agency will be 

conducting an investigation into the incident. 

Single-Engine Air Tanker Crash in Colorado Prompts FAA Investigation 
ABC News (11/17, Jacobo) reports that as the Kruger Fire broke out Tuesday morning 

near Kruger Rock in Larimer County, CO, a single-engine air tanker crashed south of Estes 

Park Tuesday evening. According to the article, the crash is being investigated by the FAA 

and the National Transportation Safety Board. Additional coverage was provided by the 

Wall Street Journal (11/17, Calfas). 

Airplane Crashes into Dirt Lot in New Mexico Neighborhood, Pilot Has 

Minor Injuries 
The Farmington Daily Times (11/17, Kellogg) reports that a small airplane crashed in a dirt 

lot in a Farmington neighborhood this morning, resulting in the pilot being treated for 

minor injuries. According to the article, Farmington police were waiting for a response 

from the FAA as to how the federal agency is going to respond to the incident. 

How Common are Bird Strikes at the Sacramento International 

Airport? 
KCRA (11/17, Flores) reports that a bird strike during departure on Monday caused an 

Aeromexico plane to make an emergency landing back at the Sacramento International 

Airport. The article notes that according to the FAA, bird (and other wildlife) strikes are 

actually very common — especially in Sacramento. The article adds that since the FAA 
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began reporting these incidents in Feb. 1990, SMF has had 3,346 incidents as of Tuesday. 

According to the article, county officials told KCRA 3 that bird strikes made up 17% of the 

emergency landings from 2015-2020. 

Businessman Teams Up With NCCC to Offer Training Program for 

Pilots 
The Buffalo News (11/17, Prohaska) reports that Niagara County Community College 

(NCCC) announced plans Wednesday to begin offering a pilot training program at a 

planned new building at or near Niagara Falls International Airport. According to the 

article, NCCC President William J. Murabito said the college hopes to recruit more than 50 

prospective pilots for associate degree or certificate programs, targeted to open in the 

fall of 2022. The article notes that Niagara Falls Flight Academy (NFTA) spokeswoman 

Helen Tederous confirmed that authority officials have talked with local businessman 

Joseph E. Wolfson, but no deal has been made so far. The article adds that Tederous said 

the NFTA would work with the FAA on any necessary approvals. 

Vietnam Airlines to Launch Service to San Francisco, its First U.S. 

Destination 
The Points Guy (11/17, Klapper) reports that Vietnam Airlines is about to add a major 

new pin to its route map: San Francisco (SFO), its first scheduled destination in the United 

States. According to the article, Service begins on Nov. 28 with a departure from Ho Chi 

Minh City (SGN), and a return flight departing San Francisco on Nov. 29.The article notes 

that not only is this the first scheduled U.S. destination for Vietnam Airlines, but it's the 

first scheduled destination in the U.S. for any Vietnamese carrier. The article adds that in 

clearing its final regulatory hurdle with the FAA, Vietnam Airlines beat startup competitor 

Bamboo Airways in the race to launch U.S. service. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

More than 45,000 of America's Bridges are in 'Poor' Condition. Should 

You Be Worried? 
USA Today (11/17, Crowe, Caruso) writes that more than 45,000 bridges across America 

have deteriorated so badly that the Federal Highway Administration listed them in poor 

condition in last year's National Bridge Inventory. The 45,000 bridges in poor condition 

add up to 7% of all bridges in the United States, according to a USA TODAY data analysis 

of the inventory. Some states are struggling more than others to maintain bridges, 

though. In West Virginia, Iowa and Rhode Island, about one in five bridges was listed in 

poor condition. Just five states account for one third of all the "poor" bridges in the U.S.: 

Iowa, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Oklahoma and Missouri. The five states with the smallest 

percentages of poor bridges are Nevada, Arizona, Texas, Utah and Delaware. 
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One Surprising Winner in Biden's Infrastructure Bill: Biodiversity 
Grist (11/17, Teirstein) writes that the bipartisan infrastructure bill could mark a turning 

point in the way the U.S. regards an important environmental issue that many scientists 

say comprises the flip side of the climate change coin: biodiversity. For more than a 

century, infrastructure projects in the U.S. have largely sought to stymie nature, not 

encourage it or coexist alongside it. The bill doesn't use the word "biodiversity" explicitly, 

but it will put $40 billion into pots of funding that will go toward projects related to 

natural infrastructure and conservation, he package's biodiversity-friendly funding 

includes $350 million for a new grant program to help wildlife navigate existing road 

infrastructure via overpasses, underpasses, and fencing; $8 billion for flood resilience and 

wildfire prevention and management; $130 million per year for growing back some of the 

trees lost to wildfires; and more. 

An Increase in Federal Highway Funding isn't Enough to Cancel 

Oregon's Plans for Tolls 
Willamette Week (11/17, Monahan) reports that the extra $1 billion earmarked for 

Oregon over five years in the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act won't be enough to 

make ODOT drop its plans for tolling on Portland-area interstate highways. "We're 

starting to hear that from folks these days, 'Now that you have this money, you won't 

need to toll, right?" said ODOT assistant director Travis Brouwer last Friday. "The reality 

is that if you do the math, that simply isn't going to be the case. If we took every single 

dollar coming in additional money from this bill, it would not be enough to build the 

Interstate Bridge, or 1-205 and the Rose Quarter." 

New Mexico Receives $25M for Navajo Nation Highway Project 
Farmington Daily Times (11/17, Smith) reports that New Mexico will receive $25 million 

in federal funding for a transportation project on the Navajo Nation. The state was 

awarded funding through the Rebuilding American Infrastructure with Sustainability and 

Equity (RAISE) grants; the state has been working to improve the portion of Highway 64 

that runs west from Shiprock to the Arizona state line. 

Oregon Tribal Elders Ask Feds to Restore Sacred Site Destroyed by 

U.S. 26 Expansion 
Oregonian (11/17, Gaitan) reports that the FHWA and U.S. Bureau of Land Management 

should restore a sacred site and burial ground near Mount Hood that was destroyed to 

make room for a left-turn lane on the U.S. 26, an attorney argued this week before the 

9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. U.S. Magistrate Judge Youlee Vim You dismissed the 

lawsuit in March 2018, saying the elders did not show that their right to exercise their 

religion had been "substantially burdened." You also said the site is not the only area 

where the plaintiffs can practice their religion, as the entire Mount Hood and Willamette 

Valley is sacred to them, and that they are still able to access the site through the East 

Wemme Trail Road. 
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Infrastructure Package Could Mean Improvements for Region's Border 

Bridges 
WWNY (11/17, Straub) writes that border travel is crucial to the north country for 

tourism. We use massive, expensive bridges to cross the St. Lawrence River. Those 

bridges need improvements. The $1.2 trillion infrastructure package out of Washington 

will invest in New York bridges, including the spans in Ogdensburg and in the Thousand 

Islands. "It's 60 years old and we'd like to get it functional for another 50 or 60 years," 

said Steve Lawrence with the Ogdensburg Bridge and Port Authority. 

December Party Planned for New 1-74 Iowa-Illinois Bridge Completion 
Radio Iowa (11/17) reports that the Interstate 74 bridge construction team is planning a 

big party next month to celebrate the completion of a new, six-lane bridge over the 

Mississippi River at the Quad Cities. The massive undertaking has been underway for 

more than four years. Project manager George Ryan says the project is coming in on time 

and within budget. On December 1st, the public is invited to take a walk on the east-

bound bridge between Moline and Bettendorf, while those Illinois-bound lanes will open 

to traffic a few days later. The old, Illinois-bound side of the original twin bridge will close 

the same day the new one opens. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

Truckers Steer Clear of 24-Hour Operations at Southern California 

Ports 
Wall Street Journal(11/17, Berger) reports the Biden Administration's efforts to increase 

trucking capacity at ports in South California have "barely made a ripple" in the supply 

chain bottleneck. The slow adoption of 24-hour services at the ports of Los Angeles and 

Long Beach, the nation's busiest port complex, highlights the challenge facing the Biden 

administration as supply-chain problems persist despite months of government and 

industry measures to ease congestion. Bloomberg (11/17, Golle) reports continued 

supply chain bottlenecks are driving up freight costs, with a proxy for U.S. trucking freight 

rates jumping in October by more than 36% compared to last year. 

A Shortage of Truck Drivers Could Contribute to Supply Chain 

Bottlenecks 
CNBC (11/17) reports a bipartisan group of lawmakers urged Labor Secretary Marty 

Walsh on Wednesday to speed up a federal program that recruits and trains new trucker 

drivers to help ease the supply chain bottle necks that are disrupting the U.S. economy. A 

Bloom berg(11/17) editorial argues that autonomous trucks could eventually alleviate the 

driver shortage. I((' -(11/17, Worthen) disputes "the narrative that a trucker shortage 
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is to blame for the supply-chain problem" as stated by the American Trucking 

Association, "big media," as well as outlets like North State Journal (11/17, Larson) and 

Transport Topics (11/17, Mulero), while Journal of Healthcare Contracting (11/17) argues 

that studies from large carriers and ATA do not align with other data such as a report 

from consultancy FTR. 

News 4(11/17, Wallace) reports on changing demographics in the trucking industry as 

more Latinas join the sector. Burlington Free Press(11/17, D'Ambrosio) reports on the 

increased demand for truck drivers at a local driving school, noting that many of the 

students receive job offers before they even graduate. 

Waymo Via Expands UPS Partnership to Include Autonomous Freight 

with Class 8 Trucks 
TechCrunch (11/17, BeIlan) reports Waymo is set to expand its existing partnership with 

UPS to carry freight via autonomous Class 8 trucks in a six-week pilot program that will 

take place between Houston and Dallas-Fort Worth, TX. 

Ryder, Georgia Tech Release Autonomous Trucking Study 
Trucker (11/17) reports Ryder System and Georgia Tech say a new study could be a "road 

map for commercializing self-driving trucks at a significant cost savings." Analyzing real-

world data from Ryder's dedicated transportation network in the Southeast, they 

developed an Autonomous Transfer Hub Network (ATHN) that combines autonomous 

trucks on highways with conventional trucking operations for the first and final miles. 

Third Defendant Sentenced for Chameleon Carrier Scheme 
Land Line (11/17, Fisher) reports another defendant associated with Presidential Moving 

and chameleon carriers was sentenced to time served and three years supervised release 

for his role in the scheme. Investigators for the Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration and Texas Department of Motor Vehicles jumped on the complaints in 

October 2017. The investigation reviewed 17 of the complaints with more complaints 

pouring in during the investigation. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION 

Chart of the Day: Amtrak's Officially Getting a Massive Cash Boost 
NBC News (11/17, Tambe) examines how Amtrak's $22 billion in allocated funding from 

the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act, the largest investment of its kind since the 

company's establishment, will be distributed. The company's Northeast Corridor, home 

to its busiest and most profitable routes, stands to benefit from improvements outlined 

in the act. Amtrak's leadership says the money will also be spent on possible service 
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expansion, but some experts are skeptical that sustainable improvements will be possible 

given the high cost of building and maintaining rail transit. 

From Safety to Technology: Rail Initiatives in Infrastructure Bill 
Freight Waves (11/17, Marsh) reports on the many safety, capital improvement funding 

and technological initiatives aimed at bolstering freight rail included in the Infrastructure 

Investment and Jobs Act. 

Restart of Amtrak Passenger Rail Service to Canada Delayed Until 

2022 
c 31 (11/17) speaks with Amtrak spokesperson Marc Magliari who says, "we expect we're 

going to be restoring the current cross-border trains — we're working with customs and 

border protection on both sides and with the folks who own the tracks to re-establish 

that ... in 2022." "There's a procedure we have to go through to re-qualify the crews who 

haven't been operating the trains for quite a while. Certainly the vaccination 

requirements on the Canadian side need to be met — there will be inspections that come 

with that — all of that means we probably won't be restoring the cross-border service 

until after the first of the new year," he said. There's no firm restart date just yet. 

More Gateway Fumbles: Amtrak's Billion Bloated Boondoggle Can't 

Complete a Play 
A New York Daily News (11/17) editorial criticizes the Gateway Development 

Commission, in particular criticizing the Portal North Bridge. It says "the absence of 

cheerleading for the bridge, a vastly overpriced mini-boondoggle within the larger $33.7 

billion Gateway maxi-boondoggle, was key because the pet Jersey project is now costing 

$2.2 billion, up another $400 million and Trenton is demanding Albany match its Portal 

commitment by paying that much more for the tunnel." 

Interest in the Expansion of High-Speed Rail Corridors 
Fox 13 (11/17, Bowen) reports that all five commissioners of Polk County, Florida voted 

to approve a letter to Secretary Buttigieg in support of Brightline's plans to build a high-

speed train connecting Tampa and Orlando. This came as KIRO (11/17) and Patch (11/17, 

Woodman) report Washington, Oregon and British Columbia have agree to form a 

committee to continue exploring the possibility of connecting the three areas with high-

speed rail. A memorandum from the meeting says, "recent feasibility studies funded by 

Washington, Oregon, British Columbia and the private sector have demonstrated a 

compelling case for an Ultra-High-Speed Corridor that will create good-paying jobs, 

increase affordable housing options, clean our air, improve safety and reduce traffic." 

Amtrak Rolls Out New Ticket Kiosks Nationwide 
Business Traveler (11/17, McKee) reports Amtrak is installing over 200 new kiosks in 

more than 150 stations across the country. The new kiosks will feature an updated user 
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interface consistent with other Amtrak digital channels that allows for a minimum touch 

experience for the most common in-station transactions. 

Long Island Rail Road Opens First New Station in 50 Years 
Progressive Railroading (11/17) reports MTA Long Island Rail Road will open its first new 

station in 50 years following announcement from New York Governor Kathy Hochul. 

Railroad Crossing Malfunction Snarling Traffic in Indiana 
Reporter-Times (11/17) reports Indiana Southern Railroad and the Federal Railroad 

Administration have concerns with local police and firefighters using their own 

equipment to raise activated arms on an at-grade railroad crossing signal on IN-67 

despite no train being present. 

Biden Signs Infrastructure Bill that Includes Funding for Hyperloop 
Electronics360 (11/17, Brown) reports that the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act 

will allow hyperloop companies to access federal government programs and funding that 

other transportation modes and organizations already have access to. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 

FTA Outlines How Historic Spending Level Will Play Out for Transit 

Infrastructure 
RT&S (11/17, Wilson) speaks with FTA Administrator Nuria Fernandez who says, "as the 

transit industry renews ridership, this historic support will help us transform the way we 

plan and use public transportation in the United States," adding "long-overdue 

investments in transit infrastructure will deliver new and expanded public transit 

services, especially in communities that have suffered from historical funding inequities." 

FTA Opens Enhancing Mobility Innovation Program Funding 
Progressive Railroading (11/17) and Mass Transit (11/17) report that FTA announced $2 

million in competitive grant funding for projects that improve experience and mobility for 

transit riders. "Tens of millions of Americans use public transit every week, and we have 

an opportunity to make their experience even better — as well as to attract new riders," 

says Secretary Buttigieg. "This funding will help spur innovation so that people can get 

around more quickly, reliably, comfortably and conveniently." 

Transit Agencies Discuss Available FTA Funding 
Spectrum News (11/17, D'Urso) reports on the impact of the infrastructure bill on 

transportation funding in Orange County, noting that FTA will make $100 billion in funds 

available for transit projects. Almanac (11/17, Walsh) reports FTA has estimated that 

Caltrain's electrification will require an additional $333 million, of which the transit 

agency has reserved roughly half. All told, the electrification will cost roughly $2.3 billion 
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once fully completed. Northwest Arkansas Democrat-Gazette (11/17, Oman) reports ETA 

will provide Little Rock, AR's Rock Region Metro with an additional $6.9 million which can 

be used for operating activities such as preventive maintenance, paratransit operations, 

planning and training. 

Transit Authorities Consider How to Spend Money from IDA 
Philadelphia Inquirer (11/17, Fitzgerald) relays criticism of the Infrastructure Investment 

and Jobs Act, noting that it largely leaves Americans dependent on automobiles and 

praising the "big jump in spending and policy changes aimed at making streets safer for 

bicyclists and pedestrians — goals Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg talked up 

when he was nominated for the job." This comes as Boston Globe (11/17, Dolven) reports 

that MBTA General Manger Steve Poftak cautions that "money may not go that far" due 

to the multitude of projects planned by MBTA. An editorial in Tampa Bay Times (11/17) 

encourages leaders in the Tampa area to spend the money allocated to Florida in the 

infrastructure bill wisely, noting "these big chunks of federal infrastructure money don't 

come along too often, and the task now is to invest strategically to grow and improve the 

state and the region." KSHB (11/17, Kim) reports that the Kansas City Transportation 

Authority will see investments in better roads, electric vehicles, upgrades to the agency's 

headquarters and a bi-state fast-transit bus route. 

FTA Honors Streamline in Bozeman, MT 
KTVM (11/17) reports in this video segment that the ETA recognizes the Streamline Bus 

Service in Bozeman and Missoula, MT for outstanding service. 

Passenger Rail Station Accessibility Gets Renewed Focus with New 

Funding Program 
Mass Transit(11/17, Perrero) reports the new All Stations Accessibility Program, 

established with the Bipartisan Infrastructure Deal, allows eligible entities to apply for 

funding dedicated to bringing legacy passenger rail stations and facilities into ADA 

compliance. 

Honolulu Releases Lower Estimated Cost for HART 
Star Advertiser (11/17, Nakaso) and Honolulu Civil Beat (11/17, Honore) report the 

Honolulu Authority for Rapid Transportation chairperson Lori Kahikina says the $3.5 

billion deficit for the city's troubled rail project could turn out to be $2 billion and 

perhaps even as low as $1.5 billion based on a new analysis by the firm Triunity 

Management and Engineering, Inc. HART now estimates it will need just under $10 billion 

to get the system as far as downtown. Kahikina stressed that the destination goal 

remains Ala Moana, as specified under the city's funding deal with the Federal Transit 

Administration. 

MTA Buys 60 Fully Electric Buses for $1 Million Each; on Path to 

Biggest E-Bus Fleet in North America, Officials Say 
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New York Daily News (11/17, Guse) reports that MTA is on track to become the owner of 

the nation's largest fleet of electric buses as the Authority's board approved the purchase 

of 60 fully electric buses in line with the agency's larger effort to phase out all fossil fuel 

powered vehicles by 2040. This comes as WTOP (11/17, Vitka) reports that Arlington City 

Schools in Arlington, VA is introducing five new electric buses to the public school fleet 

"as part of the division's commitment to sustainability and hybrid vehicles." 

DART Starts a New Microtransit Pilot Program in Ankeny 
Iowa Public Radio (11/17, Wheeler) reports the Des Moines, IA area public transit system 

has begun a new pilot program that will allow riders to use an app and choose their pick 

up and drop off location within a set area, similar to ride share apps. The agency will also 

study other potential applications for the program. 

Back to Top 

GREAT LAKES ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT 

CORPORATION 

Smooth Sailing on Great Lakes as Seaway Shipping Increases Steadily 
gCaptain (11/17) reports that the Great Lakes Seaway Partnership today reported an 

increase of 1.92 percent for St. Lawrence Seaway traffic, consistent with previous growth 

trends. According to the article, the Partnership said that "this consistent growth in traffic 

for the Great Lakes Seaway System is evidence that the system is not experiencing the 

same degree of supply chain disruptions or congestion compared to coastal ports or 

elsewhere globally." The article mentions Craig H. Middlebrook, Deputy Administrator at 

the U.S. Great Lakes St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation, who said that in 

October, the Seaway System saw a noticeable increase in cargo movements, particularly 

during the last week of the month. 

AJOT (11/17) adds that according to Deb DeLuca, executive director of the Duluth Seaway 

Port Authority, "the flexibility we offer shippers to switch between modes of transport to 

and from our multimodal general cargo terminal has been an advantage for them in 

navigating the global supply chain challenges of 2021." According to the article, Iron ore 

volumes via the Seaway (up 20%) continue to be robust, driven in part by pellet exports 

from Minnesota ports. The article notes that dry bulk shipments through the Seaway are 

up 8% due to the cross-border trade of materials for building projects. 

The Sault Star (11/17, Kelly) reports that traffic and cargoes shipped on the St. Lawrence 

Seaway, including Soo Locks in Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., are slightly above 2020 volumes. 

According to the article, transits total 2,976 as of Oct. 31, which is up 1 per cent from 

2,937 in 2020, St. Lawrence Seaway Management Corp., says. 
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Q&A: New EPA Great Lakes Administrator Talks Benton Harbor, 

Infrastructure 
Great Lakes Now (11/17, Wilson) discusses Debra Shore, the EPA's newly minted 

administrator for the Great Lakes region, who shared her thoughts on the Benton Harbor 

water crisis, her views on next steps to deal with Lake Erie's long-standing algae bloom 

problems, and the billion-dollar windfall the region will receive from the infrastructure 

bill. The article notes that in her interview with Great Lakes Now's Gary Wilson, Shore 

stated that the director of the Great Lakes National Program Office indicated that a 

significant portion of the $1 billion "windfall" for Great Lakes restoration will be 

dedicated to continuing work and accelerating clean up on the Areas of Concern in the 

Great Lakes, in particular cleaning up the contaminated sediment in these Areas of 

Concern. 

Climate Change and the Great Lakes States 
WBAY (11/17) reports that new research says it would cost nearly $5 billion over the next 

two years to repair the damage of climate change along the shores of the Great Lakes --

on top of money already spent to repair damage over the last two years. The article notes 

that Madeline Magee, the Wisconsin DNR's Great Lakes & Mississippi River monitor 

coordinator, says if people think about climate change as affecting polar bears and far-

away places, this report and the dollar amounts -- and how climate change will change 

your tax rates -- brings the discussion closer to home. The article notes that in her 

interview with Chris Roth, Magee talks about the damage that can already be seen along 

Lake Michigan, resulting in both severe storms and drought, higher high-water levels and 

lower lows. 

Back to Top 

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION 

New Act Proposes $125M in Grants to Reroute Container Ships 
Mfame (11/17) reports that lawmakers in both chambers of Congress have introduced 

legislation aimed at compensating vessel owners that want to divert ships from the U.S. 

West Coast to less-congested Gulf and East Coast ports. The article notes that the Supply 

Chain Emergency Response Act, introduced this week by Sen. Rick Scott, R-Fla., and Rep. 

Carlos Gimenez, R-Fla., redirects $125 million of unspent money from the CARES Act to 

help owners of vessels currently anchored off the U.S. West Coast to transit through the 

Panama Canal and dock at U.S. Gulf or East Coast ports instead. The article also reports 

that in addition to helping vessel owners get compensated for costs associated with 

diverting their ships, Reps. Scott and Gimenez also see the legislation as a way to move 

more container business through Florida ports. The article adds that according to a draft 

of the bill, the grant program would be set up by the secretary of Transportation — acting 
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through the U.S. Maritime Administration (MARAD) — and would cover toll costs 

associated with rerouting vessels from the U.S. West Coast through the Panama Canal. 

Plans to Move Forward with New Shipping Port in Jefferson County 
KTVI (11/17, Hawkins) reports that a new shipping port in Jefferson County could help 

transform how goods are shipped and received on the Mississippi River. According to the 

article, a major announcement for those involved with a signed letter of intent to launch 

the new transportation system was welcome news to Jefferson County Port Authority 

President Derrick Good. The article notes that the plan between American Patriot 

Holdings and Port of Plaquemines is to send shipping containers through the Gulf of 

Mexico from the Panama Canal, eventually docking at a port about 30 miles South of St. 

Louis in Herculaneum. 

Op-Ed: AFL-CIO Needs to Take Lead on Revitalizing U.S. Merchant 

Marine 
An opinion article from Maritime Executive (11/17, Curt) comments that the U.S. 

Merchant Marine is in its worst state in history with less than 200 deep draft U.S. flag 

ships. According to the article, the U.S. Merchant Marine be revitalized in a way that is 

"Win-Win-Win" when the facts are examined. The article states that the AFL-CIO is the 

organization to best present these facts to industry. The article argues that the numbers 

"strongly support" using U.S. flag container ships for imports, of which the AFL-CIO 

should assume this leadership role. In addition, the article concludes that the AFL-CIO and 

large consumer goods importers would be doing themselves, the U.S. economy, and our 

national security a great service by making these changes. 

Military Sealift Is Needed for Effective Power Projection 
The National Interest (11/17, Goure) reports that the next administration must address 

the crisis in military sealift. The article notes that in recent years, multiple studies, 

government officials, and experts have warned that the sealift fleet is in jeopardy and 

unless a major effort is undertaken to correct the situation, the United States could lose 

its ability to project military power abroad and sustain forward-deployed forces. 

According to the article, this means that the Department of Defense must be willing to 

spend resources on support vessels at a time when resources for major weapons 

programs will be strained by flattening or even declining defense budgets. The article 

adds that to rapidly assemble a sealift fleet in order to move equipment, ammunition and 

other supplies overseas, the U.S. government would have to access an additional sixty 

commercial vessels in the Maritime Security Program (MSP). Also, the article comments 

that to further complicate the surge process, the first two of these groups are operated 

by the Military Sealift Command (MSC) while the third and fourth are managed by the 

Maritime Administration (MARAD). 

Graves Announces RAISE Grant to Replace Grand River Railroad 

Bridge near Brunswick, MO 
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KTTN (11/17) reports that Congressman Sam Graves, (M0-06), Ranking Member for the 

House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, announced that the Grand River 

Bridge Resiliency Project has received a RAISE Transportation Discretionary Grant. The 

article notes that the RAISE Grant program, which was previously called the BUILD Grant 

program before being renamed earlier this year, will fund the replacement of the Grand 

River Railroad Bridge west of Brunswick, Missouri. The article adds that in August, 

MoDOT received one of six Marine Highway Project designations from the U.S. 

Department of Transportation's Maritime Administration (MARAD). 

Back to Top 

NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

Detroit's Factory Zero Featured as Next Steps for EV Chargers, Tax 

Credits, and Thursday Summit Take Shape 
The Today Show (11/17, Stump) reports that General Motors ambitiously plans to say 

goodbye to gasoline engines within the next 14 years, which means the work on its future 

fleet of electric vehicles has started now at the automaker's $2.2 billion Factory Zero in 

Detroit. GM CEO Mary Barra gave NBC News correspondent Tom Costello an exclusive 

look on TODAY Wednesday at the massive new facility. "We believe in climate change," 

Barra said on TODAY. "It's real. And so we know that transportation has a huge impact." 

Reuters (11/17, White, Shepardson) adds that "Factory Zero" in Detroit is on the front 

line of a battle for the U.S. electric vehicle market between ageing, unionized factories, 

and new, non-union plants run by young electric vehicle companies. Biden's 

administration wants to give the older part of the American auto industry a boost. 

Factory Zero, opened in 1985, is one of 21 GM assembly and powertrain operations in the 

United States, and the first to get a makeover to begin assembling electric vehicles. 

Meanwhile, Wall Street Journal (11/17, Bykowicz, Hughes) notes that Biden says he 

wants to save the planet and save union jobs. The electric-vehicle tax credit in his social 

spending package shows how those aims can sometimes conflict, as labor-friendly 

provision has touched off a fierce lobbying battle by Tesla, Toyota, and other nonunion 

auto companies that say Biden is betraying the environment to help a political ally, the 

United Auto Workers. Reuters (11/17, Schere, Graham) adds that leaders of the United 

States, Canada and Mexico will meet for the first time in five years on Thursday to 

promote economic integration, but tensions over the auto industry, 'Buy American' 

policies and a Mexican energy bill could weigh on talks. 

CBS News (11/17, Ivanova) notes that drivers across the U.S. have good reason to watch 

the negotiations over the Build Back Better Act, the latest version of which contains 

substantial tax breaks for owners of electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles; and Mashable 
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(11/17, Lekach) explores where EV charging station funds could be going and where EV 

"deserts" currently are. 

NYT Investigation: How Americans' Appetite for Leather in Luxury 

SUVs Worsens Amazon Deforestation 
New York Times (11/17, Andreoni, Tabuchi, Sun) writes that a New York Times 

investigation into Brazil's rapidly expanding slaughterhouse industry has identified 

loopholes in its monitoring systems that allow hides from cattle kept on illegally 

deforested Amazon land to flow undetected to markets. A luxury vehicle can require a 

dozen or more hides, and suppliers in the United States increasingly buy their leather 

from Brazil. To track the global trade in leather from illegal ranches in the Brazilian 

rainforest to the seats in American vehicles, The Times interviewed ranchers, traders, 

prosecutors and regulators in Brazil, and visited tanneries, ranches and other facilities. 

Vietnamese Carmaker VinFast Plans to Begin Selling EVs in US Next 

Year 
Reuters (11/17, Jin) reports that Vietnamese automaker VinFast plans to list on the U.S. 

stock market within the next couple of years, its chief executive told Reuters. VinFast also 

plans to start producing electric cars in the United States in the second half of 2024. CNN 

(11/17, Valdes-Dapena) adds that VinFast unveiled a pair of electric SUVs Wednesday 

that it plans to begin selling in the United States next year. In the United States, VinFast 

will sell only electric vehicles, CEO Lohscheller said, because that's where the company 

sees its largest opportunity for growth. The electric models are based on VinFast's own 

engineering, said Lohscheller. "The entire market is completely disrupted," he said, "so 

we're going immediately to EV only, and with that we think that the market potential is 

growing significantly." 

Relatives of NY Crash Victims Cheer Limo Reforms in Infrastructure 

Bill 
WCAX (11/17, O'Brien) reports that President Biden's infrastructure bill calls for new 

federal mandates for the limousine industry. It comes after a 2018 crash left 20 people 

dead, many of them with ties to New York's North Country. "What happened to my 

nieces didn't need to happen," said Barbara Douglas, who has thought about that tragic 

night for the last three years. "It was pure greed from the company." On October 6, 2018, 

her four nieces and their husbands were killed in a limousine crash along with 11 of their 

close friends and two pedestrians. It happened after police say the limo driver blew a 

stop sign, crossed an intersection and hit an SUV and a vehicle in an adjacent parking lot. 

Upon inspection, state police said the limo should have never been on the road. 

Raleigh Mom: Infrastructure Bill Will Prevent Crashes Like the One 

that Killed Her Daughters 
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News & Observer (11/17, Stradling) writes that for more than eight years, Marianne Karth 

has been seeking tougher safety standards for trucks and truck trailers that would 

prevent the kind of crash that killed her teenage daughters in 2013. Karth's goal was 

partially achieved in the infrastructure bill President Joe Biden signed into law this week. 

Along with $1 trillion in spending, the law requires manufacturers to equip trucks and 

trailers with rear guards strong enough to prevent a car going 35 mph from sliding 

underneath. "This infrastructure bill has recognized the importance of solving this deadly 

problem and given NHTSA a clear mandate to begin working on it," Karth wrote in an 

email. "This is unprecedented. For that I'm grateful." 

Sono Motors, Solar EV Company from Germany, Goes Public in US 

with IPO 
Fast Company (11/17, Grothaus) reports that solar EV company Sono Motors went public 

with an IPO in the U.S. on Wednesday. Sono develops solar power technology that can be 

used by other car manufacturers. The company is also working on its own vehicle, the 

Sion, which the company says is "the world's first solar electric vehicle (SEV) for the 

masses." Motor Authority (11/17, Vijayenthiran) adds that Sono's goal is to launch an 

affordable EV for urban commuting. Called the Sion, the EV is targeted for start of 

deliveries in the first half of 2023. A prototype was shown at the 2021 Consumer 

Electronics Show in January, where Sion said an array of solar panels attached to the 

vehicle could result in a daily average of about 10 miles of range per day just from 

sunlight. 

Stel!antis Recalls Heavy Duty Diesel Rams to Fix Fuel Pumps 
AP (11/17) reports that Stellantis is recalling more than 240,000 diesel heavy-duty trucks, 

mainly in North America, to fix fuel pumps that can fail and cause engine stalls. The recall 

covers certain 2019 and 2020 heavy-duty pickups and chassis cab trucks equipped with 

6.7-liter Cummins diesel engines. 

The Streaking Stocks of the New Big Three—Tesla, Rivian and Lucid—

Challenge the Laws of Market Physics. Or Do They? 
Fortune (11/17, Hetzner) writes: have the laws of physics governing the auto industry 

changed so fundamentally that they no longer apply? investors apparently believe so, as 

in recent days they've bid up shares in Tesla, Rivian and Lucid to nosebleed valuations, 

pushing the market valuations of the three EV startups past those of major international 

automakers with much longer histories—and much higher revenues. "It's a gold rush and 

everyone is looking for the next nugget," Bernstein analyst Arndt Ellinghorst told 

Fortune. Jefferies analyst Philippe Houchois, another veteran industry watcher, suggests 

it may be the legacy carmakers that are overvalued. They are saddled with stranded 

combustion engine assets and struggle to adapt their mindset to the new, software-

enabled electric future. "Tesla challenges everything the industry does. And everything 

the industry does is usually disappointing, when it comes to returns," he told Fortune. 
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Zero Emissions Truck Plan Gets Green Light from Oregon Regulators 
Oregon Public Broadcasting (11/17, Samayoa, Steves) reports that Oregon regulators on 

Wednesday approved a plan to shift heavy trucks and buses away from carbon-polluting 

fuel by gradually replacing much of the fleet with electric vehicles. "I think Oregon is 

really stepping up to join California's lead in transitioning our fleet to cleaner fuel," she 

said following the vote. "We couldn't ignore that transportation accounts for about 40% 

of [Oregon] greenhouse gas emissions." 

AFP: US Cars Mandated to Spot Drunk Drivers 
Agence France-Presse (11/17) reports that breath-sniffing sensors and finger-scanning 

detectors are central to a landmark US safety mandate to fight drunk driving that is 

spurring tough questions about what technology can be trusted to do. 

Here's Why Car Makers Like Tesla are Embracing Cobalt-Free Batteries 
CN BC (11/17, Petrova) writes that lithium-ion batteries contain a number of different 

materials including lithium, nickel, aluminum, iron, manganese and cobalt. Of all these 

metals, cobalt is the most expensive. For the past four years, the average cost of cobalt 

was higher than the cost of all the other battery metals put together. "For mass 

electrification to happen, there are lots of sentiments that cobalt needs to be eliminated 

or reduced to the bare minimum," says Chibueze Amanchukwu, professor of molecular 

engineering at the University of Chicago. 

Back to Top 

OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY/ BUREAU OF 

TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS 

Lawmakers Get a Chance to Question Rosenworcel on 5.9 GHZ 
Politico (11/17, Din) writes that all eyes are on the Senate Commerce Committee this 

morning, as lawmakers get a chance to question Rosenworcel, the FCC chair who has 

been re-nominated to another five-year term as commissioner, and Bedoya, the nominee 

to fill the FTC's final Democratic seat. Expect questions for Rosenworcel to run the whole 

gamut of telecom. Blumenthal said he wants to talk robocalls. Sen. Jon Tester (D-Mont.) 

wants to drill down on broadband mapping and the different potential internet speed 

benchmarks the agency can impose. Sen. Gary Peters (D-Mich.) anticipated questioning 

Rosenworcel about the 5.9 GHz auto safety airwaves, which the Trump-era FCC carved up 

to include a cut for Wi-Fi. 

Back to Top 

PIPELINE & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 
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Industry Study Evaluates Underground Facility Locating Process 
Underground Construction (11/17) reports the American Pipeline Contractors Association 

has provided a study on excavation construction projects to PHMSA and the National 

Association of Pipeline Safety Representatives. The study, "811 Emergency," takes an in-

depth look at a range of issues surrounding facility locating, provides an in-depth 

examination of 811 operations in every state and Washington, D.C., and demonstrates 

that the costs and the increased risk to the job site and public safety could be significantly 

reduced if states adopted more effective practices and procedures already in use in 

different regions of the country. The study recommends that state programs provide no 

exemptions in state law for any stakeholder in the damage prevention process, 

mandatory damage reporting, and balanced enforcement, which may require a 

restructuring of the state's penalty structure and the development of a third-party 

damage prevention board. 

Federal Pipeline Regulations Expands to Include More than 425,000 

Miles of Onshore Gas Gathering Lines 
Daily Energy Insider (11/17, Galford) reports PMHSA will require pipeline operators to 

report safety information on all gas gathering lines, an expansive oversight addition of 

more than 425,000 miles of lines. Until now, gas gathering lines — lower pressure, lower 

risk lines generally used to transport natural gas from production facilities to interstate 

gas transmission pipelines — have gone unregulated. "After years in development, these 

new regulations represent a major step to enhance and modernize pipeline safety and 

environmental standards" U.S. Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg said. "This rule 

will improve safety, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and result in more jobs for 

pipeline workers that are needed to help upgrade the safety and operations of these 

lines." 

Houston Company Hopes to Turn Pipelines' Waste into Electricity 
Houston Chronicle (11/17, Webb) reports on a Houston-based company that is offering to 

convert pipeline waste into energy. The technology is not new but the costs to install the 

equipment have dramatically dropped because the Biden Administration made them 

eligible for federal investment tax credits, which are similar to those offered for solar and 

wind projects. 

'We Want You to Want this Project,' Pipeline Company Acknowledges 

Poor Communication, Vows to Hold Public Meetings for Hanover, 

Other Residents 
Richmond Times-Dispatch (11/17, Prestidge) reports Chickahominy Pipeline LLC admits it 

"could have done a better job communicating with stakeholders ahead of launching" its 

initiative to build an 83-mile pipeline through Hanover County and neighboring counties. 

The company says it will hold virtual public meetings and in-person open houses with 
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landowners in December and January and admits the "lack of credible information about 

the project" has been the public's top concern. 

Wyoming Pipeline Owner Agrees to $2M Settlement for 2015 Oil Spill 

into Yellowstone River Near Glendive 
KTVH (11/17) reports Bridger Pipeline agrees to a $2 million settlement with the U.S and 

Montana governments over a 2015 oil spill into the Yellowstone River near Glendive. 

Cost, Benefits of Natural Gas Pipeline Project Questioned in Western 

Massachusetts 
WAMC (11/17, Tuthill) reports elected officials continue to question a plan by Eversource 

to build a natural gas pipeline between Longmeadow and the South End neighborhood of 

Springfield, MA, raising concerns about safety, traffic disruptions during construction, the 

impact on ratepayers, and whether it makes sense to build new gas infrastructure when 

fossil fuels are supposed to be phased out in the coming years. 

Back to Top 

NATIONAL NEWS 

White House Plans Major Expansion of Covid Vaccine Production 
New York Times (11/17, Stolberg) reported that the United States plans to spend billions 

of dollars to boost COVID-19 vaccine manufacturing capability in order to produce at 

least one billion additional doses a year. According to the article, the investment is part of 

a new strategy by the White House "to address immediate vaccine needs in the United 

States and overseas and to prepare for future pandemics." Washington Post (11/17, 

Pager, Diamond) reported that Pfizer and Moderna are actively reviewing the 

government's plan, and that "while open to the idea, made no commitments to working 

with U.S. officials on this effort." 

Back to Top 

Washington Schedule 

White House 

President Biden 

• 9:00 AM: The President receives the President's Daily Brief 

• 9:45 AM: The President delivers remarks and signs into law S. 1511, the 

"Protecting America's First Responders Act of 2021," S. 1502, the "Confidentiality 

Opportunities for Peer Support Counseling Act or the COPS Counseling Act," and 
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S. 921, the "Jaime Zapata and Victor Avila Federal Officers and Employees 

Protection Act" 

• 1:15 PM: The President participates in a bilateral meeting with The Right 

Honorable Justin Trudeau, P.C., M.P., Prime Minister of Canada 

• 1:45 PM: Press Briefing by Press Secretary Jen Psaki 

• 3:00 PM: The President participates in a bilateral meeting with His Excellency 

Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, President of the United Mexican States 

• 4:45 PM: The President hosts The Right Honorable Justin Trudeau, P.C., M.P., 

Prime Minister of Canada, and His Excellency Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, 

President of the United Mexican States, for the North American Leaders' Summit 

Vice President Harris 

• No events scheduled. 

US Senate 

• Business meeting to consider S.2629, to establish cybercrime reporting 

mechanisms, S.2340, to improve the safety and security of the Federal judiciary, 

S.2614, to provide for the modernization of electronic case management systems, 

and for other purposes, and the nominations of Holly A. Thomas, of California, to 

be United States Circuit Judge for the Ninth Circuit, Mary Katherine Dimke, to be 

United States District Judge for the Eastern District of Washington, Charlotte N. 

Sweeney, to be United States District Judge for the District of Colorado, Jennifer L. 

Thurston, to be United States District Judge for the Eastern District of California, 

Hernan D. Vera, and Maame Ewusi-Mensah Frimpong, both to be a United States 

District Judge for the Central District of California, Linda Lopez, and Jinsook Ohta, 

both to be a United States District Judge for the Southern District of California, 

Katherine Marie Menendez, to be United States District Judge for the District of 

Minnesota, David Herrera Urias, to be United States District Judge for the District 

of New Mexico, and Cindy K. Chung, to be United States Attorney for the Western 

District of Pennsylvania, Gregory K. Harris, to be United States Attorney for the 

Central District of Illinois, Gary M. Restaino, to be United States Attorney for the 

District of Arizona, and Philip R. Sellinger, to be United States Attorney for the 

District of New Jersey, all of the Department of Justice. — 9:00 AM — Host: 

Judiciary Committee 
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• Hearings to examine the nomination of Saule T. Omarova, of New York, to be 

Comptroller of the Currency. — 9:30 AM — Host: Banking, Housing and Urban 

Affairs Committee 

• Hearings to examine inclusive disaster management, focusing on improving 

preparedness, response, and recovery. — 9:30 AM — Host: Aging Committee 

• Business meeting to consider S.172 and H.R.1664, bills to authorize the National 

Medal of Honor Museum Foundation to establish a commemorative work in the 

District of Columbia and its environs, S.180, to withdraw certain Bureau of Land 

Management land from mineral development, S.270, to amend the Act entitled 

"Act to provide for the establishment of the Brown v. Board of Education National 

Historic Site in the State of Kansas" to provide for inclusion of additional related 

sites in the National Park System, S.491, to amend the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act 

to designate certain river segments in the York River watershed in the State of 

Maine as components of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, S.535, to 

authorize the location of a memorial on the National Mall to commemorate and 

honor the members of the Armed Forces that served on active duty in support of 

the Global War on Terrorism, S.554 and H.R.297, bills to require the Secretary of 

Agriculture to conduct a study on the establishment of, and the potential land 

that could be included in, a unit of the National Forest System in the State of 

Hawaii, and other business. — 10:00 AM — Host: Energy and Natural Resources 

Committee 

• Hearings to examine vaccine diplomacy in Latin America and the Caribbean, 

focusing on the importance of U.S. engagement. — 10:00 AM — Host: Foreign 

Relations Committee I Subcommittee on Western Hemisphere, Transnational 

Crime, Civilian Security, Democracy, Human Rights, and Global Women's Issues 

• Hearings to examine the nominations of Erik Adrian Hooks, of North Carolina, to 

be Deputy Administrator, Federal Emergency Management Agency, Department 

of Homeland Security, Michael Kubayanda, of Ohio, to be a Commissioner of the 

Postal Regulatory Commission, Laurel A. Blatchford, of the District of Columbia, to 

be Controller, Office of Federal Financial Management, Office of Management and 

Budget, and Ebony M. Scott, to be an Associate Judge of the Superior Court of the 

District of Columbia.— 10:15 AM — Host: Homeland Security and Governmental 

Affairs Committee 

• Hearings to examine confronting the Kremlin and Communist corruption. — 10:30 

AM — Host: Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe 

US House of Representatives 
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• Hearing: Tribal Voices Tribal Wisdom: Strategies for the Climate Crisis - 9:30 AM - 

Host: Select Committee on the Climate Crisis 

• Hearing: Modernizing VAs Medical Supply Chain: Progress Made? - 10:00 AM - 

Host: Committee on Veterans' Affairs I Subcommittee on Oversight and 

Investigations 

• Hearing: Personnel is Policy: UN Elections and US Leadership in International 

Organizations - 10:00 AM I 2172 Rayburn HOB - Host: Committee on Foreign 

Affairs I Subcommittee on International Development, International 

Organizations and Global Corporate Social 

Other Notable Events 

• No events scheduled. 

Mobile version and searchable archives available at https://dot.barbaricumanalytics.com 
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SECRETARY IN THE NEWS 

  

   

• Harris and Buttigieg Under the Spotlight Amid Uncertainty Over Biden's Future 

• Continued Coverage: "Mayor Pete" Director Discusses Capturing Authenticity 

DOT IN THE NEWS 

• Some GOP Backers of Infrastructure Bill Plan to Skip Biden's Signing Ceremony 

• Countries Approve Climate Pact at C0P26 

• The Boring Co's LVCC Loop Capacity is Still Below Target, But Customers Already 

Love It 

• The Supply Chain Crisis' Latest Woe: Cargo Theft That May Last as Long as The 

Backlogs Do 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

• Southwest Airlines Employee Hospitalized After Passenger Punched Her, Police 

Say 

• Airlines Offer Staff Holiday Incentives After Operational Meltdowns 

• Jetmakers Push Freighters, 787 Timing in Hands of Regulators 

• Editorial: The Rule for Unruly Passengers? One Strike and You're Off the Plane. 

Permanently. 

• Expert Warns Weaponized Drones May Come to US Soon 
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• Navy Veteran Becomes Fourth Santa Fe Aviator to Receive Master Pilot Award 

• Small Plane Crashes in California Desert Killing 2 Aboard 

• Four Dead Following Plane Crash on Beaver Island 

• Continued Coverage: FAA Proposed $225K in New Fines Against 10 Unruly 

Passengers 

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

• What Florida Can Expect From Infrastructure Spending Bill and How it Could be 

Spent 

• Louisiana Looks to Improve Roads, Bridges With Billions in New Funding 

• Oregon Will Receive Over $5 Billion in 5 Years From Biden's Infrastructure Bill 

• Billions Headed to Missouri Transportation Fund From Gas Tax Hike, 

Infrastructure Bill 

FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• National Truck Driver Shortage Could Have a Future Hope 

• Trucking Companies Paying Big Bonuses for Qualified Drivers 

• Kodiak Robotics Secures $125m to Make Mass Autonomous Trucking a Reality 

FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION 

  

   

• Senators Express Concern Brightline Train Could Harm Bighorn Sheep by 

Fragmenting Habitat 

• Amazon Driver Survives After Amtrak Train Slams into Truck 

FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 

• Even Without New Infrastructure Dollars, NFTA Remains Bullish on Metro Rail 

Extension 

• National Transportation Union Intercedes in Possible Akron Metro RTA Strike 

• Mann Transit Services Could Face Big Federal Funding Cuts 

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION 

• Ports of LA, Long Beach to Hit Cargo That Lingers Too Long With Fees 

• With Other Cargo Ports in Chaos, Portland's is Sailing Toward a Record-Breaking 

Year 
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• King County Judge Upholds Port of Seattle's Vaccine Mandate 

NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• Crash Deaths Are on the Rise Across the Nation 

• U.S. Investigating Tesla's Self-Driving Software After Collision 

• As Lawmakers Push for More Electric Vehicles, Illinois Trails Most of the Country 

in Charging Station Infrastructure 

• Tesla is Delivering Some EVs Without USB Ports Due to Chip Shortages 

PIPELINE & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• Security for August State Capitol Pipeline Protest Cost $1.6M 

• Spire's Pipeline Debate Gets Heated, and Sparks Big Questions About the Region's 

Heating 

NATIONAL NEWS 

• Oklahoma National Guard Rejects Pentagon's Coronavirus Vaccine Mandate 

Washington Schedule 

SECRETARY IN THE NEWS 

Harris and Buttigieg Under the Spotlight Amid Uncertainty Over 

Biden's Future 
The Washington Post (11/13, Wootson Jr., Sullivan) reports that while Secretary Buttigieg 

started his week in the White House press briefing room promoting a "crown jewel" of 

President Biden's legislative agenda, Vice President Harris traveled to Paris at a fraught 

moment for the U.S.-French alliance, as well as for her own tenure. The article notes that 

for now, at least, Harris and Buttigieg, barrier-breaking Democrats who failed in their 

initial White House bids, are the highest-profile prospects to succeed Biden at the top of 

the Democratic ticket in 2024 or 2028. The article adds that while Buttigieg has become a 

visible advocate for the administration's top legislative achievement, Harris often has 

been associated with its biggest trouble areas, including immigration and voting rights — 

and, in the past week, U.S.-French relations. According to the article, South Carolina state 

representative JA Moore said Buttigieg has begun addressing one of the main flaws of his 

campaign, a glaring lack of support from voters of color. The article also reports that 

while Harris is likely to remain at the center of the conversation about Biden's successor, 

Democrats increasingly see Buttigieg as part of that conversation as well. 
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The article also states that Buttigieg's growing media presence is evident in his many 

television interviews and other appearances promoting the infrastructure plan. In a video 

from the Washington Post (11/13), Secretary Buttigieg responds to questions at the 

White House briefing on Nov. 8 about the Biden administration's infrastructure plans. 

Continued Coverage: "Mayor Pete" Director Discusses Capturing 

Authenticity 
Salon (11/13, Cheung) reports that in Amazon Prime's new documentary "Mayor Pete," 

director Jesse Moss takes audiences on an intimate journey through the inner workings 

of Secretary Buttigieg's campaign and his private life while on the campaign trail. The 

article notes that as Moss tells Salon, the documentary explores "the good and the bad, 

the pretty and the ugly" of campaign life, and what it takes to run for president, through 

never-before-seen footage and interviews with Buttigieg and his husband Chasten. 

According to the article, Moss told Salon that the Secretary's recurring struggle to present 

an "authentic" version of himself on the campaign trail is emblematic of a greater human 

struggle. 

Back to Top 

DOT IN THE NEWS 

Some GOP Backers of Infrastructure Bill Plan to Skip Biden's Signing 

Ceremony 
Wall Street Journal (11/13, Wise, Collins) reports that some Republicans who support the 

package don't plan to show up to the ceremony President Biden is hosting to sign the 

bipartisan infrastructure bill. The article adds the roughly $1 trillion package, which 

passed the House with the support of most Democrats and 13 Republicans, has exposed 

an acrimonious rift within the GOP over whether Republican lawmakers should be 

cooperating with Democrats, much less celebrating with them. One high-profile no show: 

Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell. "No, I've got other things I've got to do other 

than going to a signing ceremony," he said. Mr. McConnell defended the legislation and 

noted that it includes about $5.1 billion for Kentucky for roads, bridges and broadband. 

Countries Approve Climate Pact at C0P26 
The Hill (11/13, Frazin) reports that countries formally reached a deal at the C0P26 

climate summit in Glasgow, Scotland, on Saturday, providing a punctuation mark on a 

two-week global conference that stretched into the weekend. The agreement calls for 

countries to step up their ambitions on climate change by strengthening their 2030 

climate targets by the end of next year. It specifically calls for global carbon dioxide 

emissions to be cut 45 percent by 2030 when compared to 2010 levels. Washington Post 

(11/13, Dennis, Kaplan) adds that two weeks of high-profile talks yielded a package that 

pushes countries to strengthen near-term climate targets and move away from fossil 
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fuels faster. It insists that wealthy countries fulfill a broken promise to help vulnerable 

nations cope with the rising costs of climate change. And it cracks open the door to 

future payments developed nations might make for damage already done. Washington 

Post (11/13, Mufson, Birnbaum) also adds that during the conference, the United States 

and European Union have corralled more than 100 countries into supporting deep cuts in 

emissions of methane, the potent greenhouse gas. and the article notes that the United 

States has taken part in a coalition to fight deforestation, which is destroying the world's 

carbon sinks. The U.S. delegation has also helped convince other nations to halt financing 

for the construction of foreign coal plants, a pact that includes Japan, South Korea and 

China, all major funders of such projects. 

The Boring Co's LVCC Loop Capacity is Still Below Target, But 

Customers Already Love It 
TESLARATI (11/13, Alvarez) reports the LVCC Loop has proven extremely popular among 

those that have tried it out. The article adds that the LVCC Loop has so far been unable to 

hit its target of transporting people from one side of the Convention Center to the other 

in two minutes. In its first week of operations, for example, the system's manually-driven 

Teslas took an average of nearly four minutes to transport its passengers. The article also 

shares that the LVCC Loop did meet its capacity goal of 4,400 conference attendees per 

hour during a demonstration event in May. The Boring Company accomplished this by 

having each Tesla in the system hold three passengers. took an average of nearly four 

minutes to transport its passengers. 

The Supply Chain Crisis' Latest Woe: Cargo Theft That May Last as 

Long as The Backlogs Do 
Yahoo Finance (11/13, Romero) reports that theft is another problem that has ensnared 

the companies trying to ship goods, and the customers and shops waiting for those 

supplies. The article adds that the worsening supply chain crisis are making stolen 

shipments an increasingly common problem that's affecting shoppers, already facing long 

delays and soaring prices. Cargo that finally makes its way out of backlogged ports on the 

West Coast is being aggressively targeted by criminals eyeing containers filled with 

electronics amid the chip shortage. Meanwhile, on the East Coast, refrigerated trucks 

used to transport food have been a favorite target of thieves, according to reports. The 

article shares that California topped the list of states most targeted by thieves, followed 

by Texas and Florida. As much as $45 million in cargo thefts have been reported from 

January to September. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 
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Southwest Airlines Employee Hospitalized After Passenger Punched 

Her, Police Say 
NBC News (11/13, Lozano) reports that during the boarding process for Southwest Flight 

4976 from Dallas Love Field to New York's LaGuardia Airport, a Southwest Airlines 

employee was assaulted by a passenger Saturday afternoon following a "verbal 

altercation," the airline said. The article notes that according to Dallas police, the 

passenger boarded the flight around 12:40 p.m. and headed straight to the back, where 

she argued with a flight attendant who instructed the passenger to leave the plane. The 

article adds that the passenger then walked to the front of the plane and verbally fought 

with another Southwest employee before punching that person in the head. According to 

the article, an airline spokesman said in an emailed statement that "Southwest Airlines 

maintains a zero-tolerance policy regarding any type of harassment or assault and fully 

support our Employee as we cooperate with local authorities regarding this unacceptable 

incident." Additional coverage was provided by ABC News (11/13). 

Airlines Offer Staff Holiday Incentives After Operational Meltdowns 
(11/13, Maruf) reports that Southwest Airlines is the latest carrier to offer new 

incentives to its employees during the holidays, as airlines gear up to avoid operational 

delays during a peak travel season. According to the article, the company is offering 

operational employees, such as flight attendants and pilots, who work qualifying shifts 

between November 15 and January 14 up to 120,000 Rapid Rewards Points from its 

frequent flyer program. The article notes that Southwest has admitted that service 

problems caused by short staffing were occurring even before the canceled flights left 

thousands of angry passengers stranded. The article adds that Southwest isn't the only 

carrier to incentivize its workers as the holidays loom, with American Airlines who said it 

was giving flight attendants who work during the holidays a one-time holiday pay 

premium. 

Jetmakers Push Freighters, 787 Timing in Hands of Regulators 
Reuters (11/13, Hepher, Cornwell) reports that on Saturday, Boeing said that it was in 

advanced talks to sell a cargo version of its future 777X jetliner jet while Airbus predicted 

an A350 freighter deal soon, as aerospace giants eye a post-pandemic boom in e-

commerce. The article notes that Boeing also indicated it was nearing the end of 

production snags on the 787 Dreamliner, but said the timing of any return to normal 

deliveries was strictly in the hands of regulators. However, the article adds that in July, 

the FAA said some 787s had a manufacturing quality issue. The article adds that lhssane 

Mounir, senior vice president of commercial sales and marketing, said that "whether the 

FAA or international regulators look at us and ask us questions... [Boeing] will comply 

with those." 

Editorial: The Rule for Unruly Passengers? One Strike and You're Off 

the Plane. Permanently. 
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An editorial from USA Today (11/13, USA Today Editorial Board) discusses the FAA's zero-

tolerance policy that has levied more than $1 million in fines (although procedural 

challenges allowed under the law can slow collections to a crawl) and put out some 

shaming public service announcements. The article agrees with Secretary Buttigieg, who 

said a few weeks ago that a federal no-fly list of unruly passengers "should be on the 

table." According to the article, the conduct of these passengers is intolerable, and flight 

attendants are pleading with airlines, airports and the federal government to do more 

about it. However, the article states that there needs to be a clear message that if alcohol 

or simply being an angry person drives someone to abusive or violent behavior during a 

flight, they automatically forfeit the prerogative to fly commercially. 

Expert Warns Weaponized Drones May Come to US Soon 
Newsmax (11/13, Kim) reports that as drones become an increasingly normal sight in 

some unrestricted areas, one expert warns that they may soon become a potentially 

deadly weapon here in the United States. According to the article, "Drone Wars" author 

Seth Frantzman said in a video interview on Newsy that "Iran has been building drones 

for decades, but in the last few years it's really realized that drones are an easy machine 

that you can kind of disassemble, move across borders, teach proxies and terrorist groups 

how to use them and basically encourage those groups then to attack Americans or other 

U.S. allies." The article notes that Iran is suspected of using a drone loaded with 

explosives to try and assassinate Iraq's Prime Minister Mustafa Al-Kadhimi three weeks 

ago. The article adds that counterterrorism expert Bernard Hudson told the news 

organization that domestic use of weaponized drones here would not be surprising. 

Navy Veteran Becomes Fourth Santa Fe Aviator to Receive Master 

Pilot Award 
The Santa Fe New Mexican (11/13, Sandford) reports that pilot, Navy veteran, and deputy 

commander for seniors with the Civil Air Patrol's Santa Fe Composite Squadron Maj. Glen 

Nicolet was given the FAA's Wright Brothers Master Pilot Award on Nov. 2 at the New 

Mexico Army National Guard facility at Santa Fe Regional Airport. According to the article, 

Nicolet became the fourth Santa Fe pilot to receive the award, which recognizes 50-plus 

years of safe flying and has been bestowed nationwide since 2003. 

Small Plane Crashes in California Desert Killing 2 Aboard 
AP (11/13) reports that two people were killed when their plane crashed in the California 

desert Friday afternoon. According to the article, the FAA identified the aircraft as a 

single-engine Zenith STOL CH-701. The article notes that the NTSB is investigating the 

crash. 

Four Dead Following Plane Crash on Beaver Island 
WILX (11/13, Vigna) reports that four people are dead following a plane crash on Beaver 

Island, MI Saturday afternoon. The article notes that according to the Charlevoix County 
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Sheriff's Office in a release, the plane was arriving at the Welke Airport when it crashed. 

According to the article, the FAA has been notified of the incident. 

Continued Coverage: FAA Proposed $225K in New Fines Against 10 

Unruly Passengers 
The Jet Set (11/13, Jayme) reports that the FAA proposed $225,287 in fines against 10 

unruly passengers. According to the article, the agency issued fines that ranged from 

$9,000 to $32,000 for each passenger; $1.45 million in total fines against unruly air 

travelers. 

Vail Daily (11/13, Carroll) reports that Florida woman accused of verbally abusing and 

physically striking an attendant on an American Airlines flight from Dallas to Aspen in 

March faces a $23,000 fine from the FAA. According to the article, the fine is part of the 

$225,287 in civil fines against 10 passengers as part of its no-tolerance policy declared in 

January to address unruly and violent passengers. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

What Florida Can Expect From Infrastructure Spending Bill and How it 

Could be Spent 
WUSF (11/13, Hudson) reports billions of dollars for roads, bridges and internet 

broadband will be coming to Florida over the next five years. President Joe Biden will sign 

the infrastructure bill into law Monday. The trillion-dollar-plus spending plan earmarks 

money for a list of projects — transportation, public transit, electric vehicle recharging 

stations, and clean water projects among them. There was some bipartisan support for 

the bill, but not among the Florida congressional delegation. Democrats in this state 

voted for it. Republicans against it. The article adds that while there are a number of 

categories for projects, most of the Florida-destined money will go toward roads — about 

$13 billion of the $19 billion, according to the Miami Herald's Washington correspondent 

Alex Daugherty. "The White House says its the biggest investment in roads since the 

interstate highway system was approved in 1956," Daugherty said. The Florida 

Department of Transportation is taking a wait-and-see approach ahead of the 

presidential signature making it law. Then the funding will be subject to spending 

formulas and state desires. 

Louisiana Looks to Improve Roads, Bridges With Billions in New 

Funding 
WGNO (11,13, Riley) reports construction along Louisiana's roads and highways is 

expected to increase. It comes as the state receives $7 billion from the federal 

infrastructure package that now awaits President Joe Biden's signature. "We are doing 
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the things that Louisiana has always talked about that elected officials have always asked 

us to do and finally, we got some dollars to do it," said the Louisiana Department of 

Transportation and Development Secretary Dr. Shawn Wilson. The article adds that 

Wilson said he expects the money for these projects to start rolling in the next six to nine 

months. 

Oregon Will Receive Over $5 Billion in 5 Years From Biden's 

Infrastructure Bill 
Register-Guard (11/13, Poehler) reports Oregon is expected to receive at least $5.3 billion 

in federal funding for roads and other infrastructure when President Biden signs the $1.2 

trillion bill into law, according to estimates from the White House. Most of that money, 

$3.4 billion, will be earmarked for roads; Oregon also will receive large amounts for 

bridges, public transportation, electric vehicle chargers, internet, airports and drinking 

water filtration and distribution systems from the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act. 

The article adds that the Oregon Department of Transportation is expecting to receive 

about $1.2 billion of initial money. The rest of the $3.4 billion for roads will go to 

counties, cities and metropolitan planning organizations. According to ODOT, Eugene will 

receive $35 million for roads in the next five years, an increase of $8 million, and Salem 

will receive $34 million in funding, also an increase of $8 million. 

Billions Headed to Missouri Transportation Fund From Gas Tax Hike, 

Infrastructure Bill 
Joplin Globe (11/13, Keller) reports that with $6.5 billion on the way from the federal 

infrastructure bill and a newly increased gas tax, Missouri is ready to take a big bite out of 

$4.5 billion in unfunded highway needs, Patrick McKenna, director of the Missouri 

Department of Transportation, said. He also said that the extra funding will be directed to 

as many of the more than 400 unfunded projects as possible. The choice, McKenna said, 

"is one project or hundreds of projects with critical safety needs from all over the state." 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

National Truck Driver Shortage Could Have a Future Hope 
KSNW (11/13) reports that while the truck driver shortage is already impacting the supply 

chain, president of Kansas Truck Driver training Jeffrey Baza believes the recent passage 

of the infrastructure bill could have a big impact on the future of trucking. According to 

the article, Baza mentions that 18-20-year-olds "will be able to legally cross state lines, 

...delivering products but with some strict guidelines." 

Trucking Companies Paying Big Bonuses for Qualified Drivers 
WPTV (11/13, Navarro) reports that some trucking companies are now paying sign up 

bonuses as high as $15,000 to attract more qualified drivers. According to the article, the 
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Florida Trucking Association hopes to get Congress to pass the Drive Safe Act, which 

would essentially lift a rule restricting 18 to 20-year-olds from driving commercial goods 

across state lines as a possible solution to the shortages. 

Kodiak Robotics Secures $125m to Make Mass Autonomous Trucking 

a Reality 
Grit Daily (11/13, Fajardo) reports that Kodiak Robotics, a transportation startup based in 

Mountain View, CA, has secured $125m in Series B funding to continue its mission to 

redefine the long-haul trucking industry. According to the article, the new funding will 

allow Kodiak Robotics to grow its team by doubling its headcount and expanding its 

service capabilities across the United States by adding 15 new trucks to its fleet. The 

article notes that the startup believes that this approach will allow it to become a major 

player in the autonomous trucking industry, helping alleviate the stress placed on drivers 

and supply chain managers in recent times. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION 

Senators Express Concern Brightline Train Could Harm Bighorn Sheep 

by Fragmenting Habitat 
The Victorville Daily Press (11/13, Estacio) reports that representatives of Brightline West 

have said the electric trains running at speeds of up to 200 mph will cut emissions — 

400,000 tons of carbon dioxide annually — by removing from the road more than 3 

million vehicles that would normally travel up Interstate 15 to Sin City every year. 

However, the article notes that several groups and officials, including two U.S. senators, 

worry about the impact the train could have on residents that don't drive — particularly 

desert bighorn sheep. According to the article, Sens. Dianne Feinstein and Alex Padilla say 

the train will create a barrier and prevent the state-protected animal from roaming 

through its normal habitat, which could potentially threaten its long-term survival. 

Amazon Driver Survives After Amtrak Train Slams into Truck 
WISN (11/13) reports that Amazon driver Alexander Evans is thankful to be alive after an 

Amtrak train slammed his truck. According to the article, Evans says he's deaf in his left 

ear and didn't hear the horn at first. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 

Even Without New Infrastructure Dollars, NFTA Remains Bullish on 

Metro Rail Extension 
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The Buffalo News (11/13, McCarthy) reports that the wait continues for Western New 

York commuters anticipating the proposed extension of Metro Rail to Amherst, even as 

the nation's new $1.2 trillion infrastructure package finances New York City 

megaprojects. According to the article, officials say that no direct funding for the $1 

billion plan to reach the University of Buffalo's North Campus and beyond is slated in the 

new legislation, even as several billions are identified for big downstate projects like 

Amtrak's Gateway Tunnel under the Hudson River and extending New York City's Second 

Avenue subway. However, the article states that the Niagara Frontier Transportation 

Authority remains confident that construction of new rails to the University at Buffalo's 

North Campus and beyond could start as early as 2026. 

National Transportation Union Intercedes in Possible Akron Metro 

RTA Strike 
W010 (11/13, Czekalinski, Bingel) reports that the Transport Workers Union of America 

has interceded in the Akron Metro RTA's threatened strike Monday, saying that the local 

union had not given appropriate notice needed to authorize a strike. The article notes 

that according to a union media release, the TWU, which represents 150,000 public 

transportation, commercial aviation, passenger rail employees, put on hold the possibility 

of the transit strike threatened for Monday. 

Mann Transit Services Could Face Big Federal Funding Cuts 
The Mann Independent Journal (11/13, Houston) reports that Mann County public transit 

agencies could face service and staffing cuts after a decision by the Biden administration 

this week made California ineligible for billions of dollars in transportation funding. 

According to the article, the decision stems from a years-long dispute between the 

federal government and California regarding changes to the state's pension system in 

2013, which reduced benefits for employees overall. 

Back to Top 

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION 

Ports of LA, Long Beach to Hit Cargo That Lingers Too Long With Fees 
Daily Breeze (11/13, Haire) reports the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach on Monday, 

Nov. 15, are set to begin levying fees against ocean carriers whose containers linger too 

long at terminals, among the most significant initiatives they've undertaken to alleviate 

the unprecedented supply chain bottleneck that threatens the nation's economic 

recovery from the coronavirus pandemic. The article adds that the potentially hefty fees, 

initially set to go into effect on Nov. 1 but delayed so ocean carriers had time to prepare, 

are but one potential solution the ports, federal and state officials and even ocean 

carriers themselves have announced in recent weeks to alleviate the bottleneck in the 

short-term and improve the supply chain in the years to come. 
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With Other Cargo Ports in Chaos, Portland's is Sailing Toward a 

Record-Breaking Year 
Press Herald (11/13, McGuire) reports that Maine's only container port is busier than 

ever and running smoothly despite last year's economic downturn and supply chain 

disruptions that have caused backups in harbors nationwide. The article says at least 

36,700 shipping containers are expected to cross the docks at the International Marine 

Terminal in Portland this year. "There has been incredible growth and support," said 

Andrew Haines, executive vice president of Eimskip's North America division. The article 

adds Eimskip is on track to have its best year ever in Portland after a lackluster showing 

during the pandemic-triggered economic downturn in 2020. As the end of 2021 

approaches, the company has picked up more customers and expanded business with 

existing clients, Haines said. Eimskip and the International Marine Terminal have avoided 

the backlogs plaguing major U.S. ports, which has worked to its advantage. 

King County Judge Upholds Port of Seattle's Vaccine Mandate 
Westport News (11/13) reports that a King County Superior Court judge has upheld a 

requirement issued by the Port of Seattle for all Port employees to be vaccinated by Nov. 

15 as a condition of employment. The article adds a Port spokesperson said 90% of Port 

employees have been fully vaccinated. The other 10% have until 5 p.m. Monday to show 

they are vaccinated. They can also submit an exemption request for medical or religious 

reasons, or request an extension demonstrating they are in the midst of becoming 

vaccinated, the spokesperson said. 

Back to Top 

NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

Crash Deaths Are on the Rise Across the Nation 
The Washington Post (11/13, Laris) reports that the Biden administration is launching a 

multibillion-dollar initiative to reverse a surge in road deaths and overhaul federal safety 

efforts, tapping new bipartisan infrastructure spending and policy changes to try to 

address one of the most wrenching and persistent problems in the U.S. transportation 

system. According to the article, the goal is to tackle both what Secretary Buttigieg has 

called an immediate "crisis," with deaths soaring faster in the first half of this year than in 

more than four decades, and the country's toll of road fatalities that is higher than other 

rich nations. The article notes that according to the latest data from the National 

Highway Traffic Safety Administration, road deaths continued to rise last year, despite a 

pandemic-era drop in driving, then jumped a further 18 percent in the first half of this 

year, with officials citing speeding as a key factor. The article adds that Beth Osborne, the 

director of advocacy group Transportation for America, said that despite new safety 

features in the bill, outmoded federal policies that contribute to the death toll remain 

largely unchanged. 
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U.S. Investigating Tesla's Self-Driving Software After Collision 
The Hill (11/13, Lonas) reports the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration is 

investigating Tesla's self-driving software after someone filed a complaint that a car 

caused a crash while employing it. In a complaint filed on Monday, a driver said he was 

beta testing a "Full Self-Driving" 2021 Tesla Model Y small SUV for Tesla when it caused a 

crash on a highway. The article adds that the driver said in the complaint that he tried to 

take control of the vehicle when he realized it was switching lanes, but the Tesla "forced 

itself into the incorrect lane, creating an unsafe maneuver putting everyone involved at 

risk." A spokesperson with the government agency said that they are working with Tesla 

to get more information into the crash. 

As Lawmakers Push for More Electric Vehicles, Illinois Trails Most of 

the Country in Charging Station Infrastructure 
Gmtoday (11/13, Bessler) reports Illinois is lagging behind the rest of the country in 

charging station infrastructure. Governor J.B. Pritzker has a goal to have 1 million EV's on 

the roads by 2030. The objective by the end of the decade was part of a green energy bill 

passed by Illinois lawmakers on September 15. Pritzker signed the bill into law shortly 

after it was approved. The article says Illinois is ranked 35th in the country for electric 

vehicle charging availability with 153 charging stations per 100,000 people. Vermont, 

California and Maryland were the top three states for charging infrastructure. The article 

adds that there is money earmarked for charging stations in the massive $1 trillion 

infrastructure package, but not as much as President Joe Biden wanted. "We're going to 

build the first-ever national network of charging stations all across the country, over 

500,000 of them, so you'll be able to go across the whole darn country, from East Coast 

to West Coast, just like you'd stop at a gas station now," President Biden said. 

Tesla is Delivering Some EVs Without USB Ports Due to Chip Shortages 
Engadget (11/13, Fingas) reports that numerous Model 3 and Model Y buyers 

are receiving their electric vehicles without USB-C ports in the center console or rear 

seating areas. Some customers said they were alerted in advance, but others only found 

out when they took their EVs home. The Verge (11/13, Roth) adds that Tesla has 

reportedly been telling customers that the chip shortage is behind the lack of ports. The 

article also adds that Some of BMW's newer models won't come with a touchscreen, and 

buyers likely won't ever be able to get one installed at a later date. GM has been 

negatively affected by the shortage, as it already had to drop wireless charging and ditch 

its fuel management module in some of its newer vehicles. 

Back to Top 

PIPELINE & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

Security for August State Capitol Pipeline Protest Cost $1.6M 
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The Star Tribune (11/13, Montemayor) reports that State officials spent nearly $1.6 

million on security during a series of Enbridge Line 3 pipeline protests at the Minnesota 

State Capitol in August. The article notes that a Department of Public Safety spokesman 

said the department spent $1.46 million on salaries, meals and lodging for State Capitol 

security personnel during the payroll period that included four days of demonstrations on 

the Capitol grounds. According to the article, Gov. Tim Walz and Lt. Gov. Peggy Flanagan 

defended the security measures at the time as part of the state's "obligation to protect 

public safety and public property" while ensuring people can exercise their First 

Amendment rights. 

Spire's Pipeline Debate Gets Heated, and Sparks Big Questions About 

the Region's Heating 
The St. Louis Post Dispatch (11/13, Gray) reports that for the past several months, the 

saga of the Spire STL Pipeline has featured bold claims and strong emotions since a panel 

of judges stripped the line of its approval, throwing its future in doubt. The article notes 

that now in recent days, the dispute has escalated: Spire sternly warned customers of gas 

outages should the line close down, causing Critics to deride Spire's campaign as 

"fearmongering." 

Back to Top 

NATIONAL NEWS 

Oklahoma National Guard Rejects Pentagon's Coronavirus Vaccine 

Mandate 
The Washington Post (11/13, Horton, Lamothe) reports that the Oklahoma National 

Guard has rejected the Defense Department's requirement for all service members to 

receive the coronavirus vaccine and will allow personnel to sidestep the policy with no 

repercussions, an order from the governor that could serve as a blueprint for other 

Republican-led states that have challenged Biden administration mandates. The article 

noted that Brig. Gen. Thomas Mancino, appointed this week by Gov. Kevin Stitt as 

adjutant of the state's 10,000 National Guard soldiers and airmen, on Thursday notified 

those under his command that they are not required to receive the vaccine and won't be 

punished if they decline it. CNN (11/13, Crawford) adds that Pentagon spokesman John 

Kirby said in a statement that the Defense Department is "aware of the memo issued by 

the Oklahoma Adjutant General regarding COVID vaccination for Guardsmen and the 

governor's letter requesting exemption. We will respond to the governor appropriately." 

Additional coverage was provided by The Hill (11/13, Williams), Axios (11/13, Doherty), 

Epoch Times (11/13, Zhong), Washington Examiner (11/13, Seven), and Newsweek 

(11/13, Slisco). 

Back to Top 
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Washington Schedule 

White House 

President Biden 

• 1:15 PM: The President arrives in Washington, DC. 

Vice President Harris 

• No events scheduled. 

US Senate 

• No events scheduled. 

US House of Representatives 

• No events scheduled. 

Mobile version and searchable archives available at https://dot.barbaricumanalytics.com 
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SECRETARY IN THE NEWS 

  

   

• Secretary Buttigieg on Infrastructure Spending, Supply Chain 

• Mayor Pete' Tells a Story of Politics, Love, and Making History 

• Buttigieg Claiming Lack of Child Care Caused Supply Chain Crisis Is 'Absurd 

Deflection' 

• Biden Isn't Making Things Easy for Two of His Potential Successors 

DOT IN THE NEWS 

• Biden Plans to Appoint Outside Official to Oversee Infrastructure Bill 

Implementation 

• Apple Supplier Expects Supply-Chain Issues Until Second Half of 2022 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

• Pilot Who Flew with William Shatner to Space Killed in Plane Crash 

• FAA Questions Some Boeing Appointees Expertise for Certification Tasks 

• Opinion: The FAA Says 5G Could Interfere with Planes: Is its Concern Actually 

Warranted? 

• N. Carolina Airport Recovering After Hours Long Power Outage 

• DEW Gets First Delivery of Sustainable Aviation Fuel 

• SpaceX Orbital Launch on Hold; Starship Waits for FAA Decision 
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• FAA: Heavy consequences in store for unruly passengers 

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

• Ninth Circuit to Consider Destruction of Indigenous Sacred Site 

• Meijer, Dow Partner to Use New Paving Technology Using Recycled Plastic Bags 

• 1-40 Bridge Report: Fracture May Date Back Decades 

• The Completion of U.S. 35 

• Useful Reminders to Stay safe on Slick Roads 

FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• Reckless "Chameleon Carriers" Wreak Havoc on Our Highways 

• Latest Truck-Involved Fatal Crash Data Questions Safety Regulations 

• TuSimple Set for Driverless Test Runs; Proceeds Toward Autonomous-Truck 

Commercialization 

• Bus Driver Shortages Plaguing Maryland School Districts 

FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION 

• Brightline Orlando-Tampa Train Project Gets Show of Support from Polk County 

• Ohio Passenger Rail Group Wants Gov. Mike DeWine to Support Proposed Amtrak 

Service Between Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati 

FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 

• Public Comment Sought on WVa Transportation Program Changes 

• NY-NJ-CT Governors Reach Agreement on Emergency Relief Funding 

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION 

• The Shipping Industry Faces a Climate Crisis Reckoning — Will it Decarbonize? 

• Global Maritime Forges U.S. Offshore Wind Ties 

• Ports and Airports Continue Climb Back to Normalcy 

• Volume Rising Above 40% at Port of NOLA 

NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• Audit Faults Government Auto Safety Agency Performance 

• Drunk And Distracted Drivers Targeted In Infrastructure Bill Driving Safety Grants 
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• Tesla Driver's Complaint Being Looked into by U.S Regulators 

• Tesla Model 3 was Traveling up to 90 mph Before Fatal Crash in Florida, NTSB 

Finds 

• U.S. Court Voids Emissions Rules for Heavy-Duty Truck Trailers 

• U.S. Rental Fleets Gain Cachet as Carmakers Pursue Electric Vehicles 

• Hyundai Motor Whistleblower, $24 mln in Hand, Plans to Help Others Speak Up 

• Rivian's blockbuster IPO shows how far we've come since Tesla's debut 

• Ex-Raiders WR's Lawyers Claim Witness Says Firefighters Slow to Extinguish 

Victim's Vehicle in Fatal Crash 

• With Fatal Crashes Rising, Indiana Police Get Millions to Help Curb Reckless 

Driving 

• Massachusetts Governor Urges Lawmakers to Update Laws on Operating Under 

the Influence of Marijuana 

OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY/ BUREAU OF 

TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS 

• DC Circ. Told FCC Exceeds Authority With 5.9 GHz Plan 

PIPELINE & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

• PHMSA Seeks to Suspend Transport of LNG By Rail 

• A Pipeline Shutdown? Midwest War Heats Up Over FERC Permit 

NATIONAL NEWS 

• Trump Adviser Indicted on Contempt Charges for Defying Jan. 6 Panel Subpoena 

Washington Schedule 

SECRETARY IN THE NEWS 

Secretary Buttigieg on Infrastructure Spending, Supply Chain 
In an interview with (-NBC (11/12), Secretary Buttigieg explains how quickly the U.S. can 

deploy funds from the $1.2 trillion infrastructure bill and provides an update on the 

hobbled global supply chain. 

Secretary Buttigieg also joined CBS News' (11/12) "CBS Mornings" with a message to 

holiday shoppers and travelers amid the supply chain crisis. As part of the outlet's series 

"In Short Supply," the Secretary discussed what the administration is doing to help ease 

congestion at the nation's ports and when he thinks the crisis will end. Breitbart (11/12, 
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Baker) reports that during the interview, Buttigieg "doubled down" on an earlier remark 

that the "only way" to solve the supply chain issues the nation has been experiencing was 

"to end the pandemic," which was why the White House has been pushing its vaccination 

campaign. 

Mayor Pete' Tells a Story of Politics, Love, and Making History 
USA Today (11/12, Oliver) reports that "Mayor Pete," Amazon Prime's new documentary 

about Secretary Buttigieg's failed 2020 presidential campaign, paints a more compelling, 

detailed picture than its title suggests. According to the article, the film follows Buttigieg 

from the early days of his campaign, beginning a year ahead of the Iowa caucus, 

capturing early organizing meetings in tiny rooms with staffers, campaign stops around 

the country and preparations for debates among the candidates. The article notes that 

although he has heartwarming interactions with constituents, he also faces blatant 

homophobia and tough questions about racial politics. According to the Advocate (11/12, 

Ring), the documentary shows Buttigieg speaking to appreciative crowds around the 

nation, getting blunt feedback from campaign advisers, taking the national debate stage, 

sharing quiet moments with husband Chasten, and dealing with some challenges, such as 

meeting with Black residents of South Bend who were outraged about a white police 

officer's killing of a Black man. The article notes that director Jesse Moss was "compelled 

by a number of aspects" of Secretary Buttigieg including "his youth, his unusual profile, 

[and] the ways in which he cuts across different lines in American life." HuffPost (11/12, 

Wong) comments that the most compelling moments in "Mayor Pete" are those that 

show Buttigieg grappling with how to present his sexuality to prospective voters who may 

not be comfortable with LGBTQ candidates. 

People Magazine (11/12, Smith) published an interview with Moss about the making of 

the film and how he got Buttigieg to open up for the cameras. 

An opinion article from MSN BC (11/12, Aleem) comments that while "Mayor Pete" is 

disappointing as a work of political journalism, it's a win for Buttigieg. The article states 

that his "natural political style derives power from ambiguity, and most people don't 

need to access the inner life of politicians to rally behind them." However, the article 

adds that the major breakthrough of the film is its documentation of his relationship with 

his husband — both because Chasten seems to bring out modes of expression in his 

husband that nobody else can and because it shows something unprecedented: a portrait 

of a romantic partnership involving the first openly gay candidate in American history to 

earn presidential primary delegates toward a major party's nomination. 

Buttigieg Claiming Lack of Child Care Caused Supply Chain Crisis Is 

'Absurd Deflection' 
Newsmax (11/12, Herman) reports that according to political analysts, Secretary Pete 

Buttigieg's claim this week that access to affordable child care is a major culprit 
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responsible for the employee shortages and supply chain disruptions plaguing the 

country is an "absurd" excuse. The article refers to a Wednesday interview on MSNBC's 

"Morning Joe," where Secretary Buttigieg blamed a lack of child care options as the chief 

driver behind why more people aren't rejoining the workforce, which is helping fuel the 

ongoing supply chain drama. 

Biden Isn't Making Things Easy for Two of His Potential Successors 
Time Magazine (11/12, Elliott) reports that while Secretary Buttigieg's office at the 

Department of Transportation is nice, there's little doubt he'll be looking for an upgrade 

in the not-too-distant future. The article states that while Buttigieg gets to "trot out the 

good news" of President Biden's massive infrastructure package, he is also the "face of 

the supply-chain mess that could end up Grinching the holidays." According to the article, 

it is hard to argue that Biden did either Harris or Buttigieg a favor in their tough 

assignments, which means both Harris and Buttigieg need to make every effort to make 

their assignments work to get in pole position when Biden decides his time at the wheel 

is over. 

Back to Top 

DOT IN THE NEWS 

Biden Plans to Appoint Outside Official to Oversee Infrastructure Bill 

Implementation 
CNN (11/12, Liptak) reports that President Biden said Friday that he plans to appoint an 

official from outside his administration to oversee implementation of the large 

infrastructure bill he intends to sign on Monday. The article notes that after spending 

months wrangling votes to pass the $1.2 trillion public works package, the President is 

turning his attention to ensuring it is enacted as intended. The Hill (11/12, Samuels) adds 

that White House press secretary Jen Psaki confirmed at a briefing on Friday that Biden 

would seek out a person to oversee the distribution of funding and get projects 

underway. According to the article, the Biden administration is hoping to implement 

parts of the infrastructure bill as quickly as it can, hoping it can turn the legislation into 

jobs and visible progress on roads, bridges, ports and other projects as it tries to make 

the case for its leadership on the economy. 

Bloomberg (11/12, Sink) reports that according to President Biden, the $550 billion in 

fresh infrastructure spending he'll sign into law Monday will help ease inflation that's 

raising consumer alarm and weighing on his approval rating. The article adds that if 

implemented correctly, the measure that cleared Congress last week will "lower 

inflationary pressures on our economy," Biden said Friday. The article adds that while 

Biden didn't specify on Friday how the infrastructure bill would bring down inflation, the 

White House has argued that by easing supply bottlenecks and improving productivity, 
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the infrastructure bill will help increase capacity to produce goods and services and thus 

ease inflation. According to Insider (11/12, Frias), Biden said he has "directed [his] 

National Economic Council to pursue means to try to further reduce these costs, and 

have asked the Federal Trade Commission to strike back at any market manipulation or 

price gouging in this sector." Reuters (11/12) reports that Biden said he would urge his 

Cabinet to ensure that the funding would be "used wisely." 

According to the Washington Post (11/12, Alfaro, Scott), Congressional Republicans who 

helped pass President Biden's infrastructure bill are split on whether to join him Monday 

for the White House signing ceremony and witness the $1.2 trillion package become law. 

The article notes that tensions over the bill's passage have grown among House 

Republicans, raising questions within the party of whether any agreement with Biden and 

his agenda should be tolerated. However, the article points out that on the Senate side, 

Republicans have avoided lashing out against their colleagues who voted in favor of the 

bill. 

Apple Supplier Expects Supply-Chain Issues Until Second Half of 2022 
The Wall Street Journal (11/12, Yang, Jie) reports that Foxconn Technology Group, the 

biggest manufacturer of Apple Inc.'s iPhones, said the global supply-chain crunch is 

expected to last until the second half of next year, a sign of headwinds that electronics 

shipments could continue to face. According to the article, Foxconn, the world's biggest 

electronics contract manufacturer, also said it expects its October-December consumer 

electronics revenue to decline on year, citing the component shortages that the industry 

has been grappling with. Reuters (11/12, Lee, Wu) adds that a year-long shortage of 

chips, initially due to sky-rocketing demand for smartphones and personal gadgets during 

the pandemic, spilled into the auto industry and disrupted production at companies 

ranging from Apple to GM. According to the article, Foxconn previously said it felt only a 

small impact from the crisis but had cautioned that rising COVID-19 cases in Asia could 

hurt its supply chain. 

A Forbes (11/12, Pandharikar) reports that the current supply chain crisis due to the 

Covid-19 pandemic has created a sense of urgency for companies to rethink their supply 

chains and the way they work with their factories and vendors. According to the article, 

the "global disruption" creates opportunities for "sustainability through simplification in 

raw materials, packaging, local manufacturing, inventions in new material, circular 

consumption and so on." 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

Pilot Who Flew with William Shatner to Space Killed in Plane Crash 
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The New York Times (11/12, Shanahan) reports that a month after traveling to space and 

back aboard a Blue Origin rocket, 49-year-old software executive Glen de Vries was killed 

on Thursday when a single-engine plane he was traveling in crashed in a wooded section 

of northern New Jersey. The article notes that according to the FAA, the plane, a Cessna 

172, had left Essex County Airport in Caldwell, N.J., and was bound for Sussex Airport 

when it went down in a wooded area of a state park near Lake Kemah in Hampton 

Township. ABC News (11/12, Kaji) adds that the FAA and the National Transportation 

Safety Board confirmed they are investigating the crash. AP (11/12) also reports that De 

Vries, co-founder of a tech company, took a 10-minute flight to the edge of space Oct. 

13 aboard Blue Origin's New Shepard spacecraft with Shatner and two others. Additional 

coverage was provided by multiple national outlets including NBC News (11/12, Planas), 

New York Post (11/12, Morphet), Reuters (11/12, Singh), and Forbes (11/12, Walsh). 

FAA Questions Some Boeing Appointees Expertise for Certification 

Tasks 
CNBC (11/12) reports Boeing appointed underqualified engineers to oversee its airplane 

certification program, according to the Federal Aviation Administration. The FAA also 

directed the largest U.S. plane maker to quickly address the issue. The article shares that 

FAA told Boeing an oversight review conducted this summer found some appointees did 

not have required expertise and found some of those Boeing employees performing 

certification tasks for the agency "are not meeting FAA expectations." Under a new law 

adopted in the wake of two fatal Boeing 737 Max crashes in five months that killed 346 

people, the FAA will start exercising new oversight over the selection of candidates who 

perform safety work on the FAA's behalf. Starting 1 January 2022 Boeing will nominate 

candidates for but the FAA must approve or reject them. The FAA will also review existing 

members. 

Opinion: The FAA Says 5G Could Interfere with Planes: Is its Concern 

Actually Warranted? 
An opinion article from USA Today (11/12, O'Donnell) states that a highly anticipated 

increase in 5G speeds and availability just got put on hold due to a "surprising and 

sudden" request from the FAA that's based on unverified potential radio interference. 

The article notes that the FAA cited potential conflicts and interference with radio 

altimeters, cockpit instruments which tell pilots how close a plane is to the ground as it 

comes in for a landing. According to the article, the FAA argues that 5G cell signals using 

C-Band frequencies might interfere with radio altimeters. The article comments that 

because this potentially involves the safe operation of planes, it's easy to see why 

concerns might be raised — at least, initially. The article concludes that while it is true that 

some older radio altimeters with poor filtering might have to be updated and/or replaced 

to completely prevent interference, it's not clear that the theoretical interference would 

even cause an issue. 
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N. Carolina Airport Recovering After Hours Long Power Outage 
AP (11/12) reports Raleigh-Durham International Airport is recovering after an hours long 

power outage at the main terminal Friday morning. After the outage was reported shortly 

after 4 a.m., the airport warned that it was not able to serve passengers in Terminal 2, 

the busiest terminal, news outlets reported. Terminal 1, which is home only to Southwest 

Airlines, was unaffected. The outage affected ticketing, security, and other systems. Long 

lines stretched through the terminal and out the doors. The power outage occurred when 

a cleaning crew spilled a large amount of water around 1 a.m. which seeped into the floor 

and damaged an electrical system in the terminal. 

DFW Gets First Delivery of Sustainable Aviation Fuel 
Airport Technology (11/12) reports Dallas Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) has 

secured its first delivery of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF), as part of a joint circular 

economy project in the aviation space. The article adds that in partnership with Avfuel 

Corporation and Neste, DFW will become the first airport in the country to conduct such 

a trial. The article also adds that the delivery of SAF at the airport under this pilot project 

showcases the fuel's commercial and technical feasibility. By offering raw materials to 

produce renewable fuels, the project also demonstrated the potential to close the 

circularity loop at DFW. The circularity project intends to set a blueprint of partnership to 

upcycle and reuse valuable waste materials across the value chain. 

SpaceX Orbital Launch on Hold; Starship Waits for FAA Decision 
The Brownsville Herald (11/12, Clark) reports that the SpaceX founder and CEO tweeted 

last month that the company's Starship-Super Heavy combination could be ready for its 

first orbital launch attempt from Boca Chica "if all goes well" and "pending regulatory 

approval." However, the article notes that the FAA hasn't decided yet whether it will 

grant permission for an experimental orbital launch. According to the article, the Texas 

Parks and Wildlife Department is among those expressing concerns about the Starship 

program. The article adds that in a Nov. 1 letter to the FAA regarding the Draft PEA, 

TPWD Chief Operating Officer Clayton Wolf wrote that the agency has concerns that the 

Draft PEA's analysis is insufficient in certain areas in describing and evaluating all 

potential impacts of SpaceX's proposed activities. 

FAA: Heavy consequences in store for unruly passengers 
KRIS (11/12, Griffin) reports that the FAA says airline passengers who become violent on 

flights will face heavy consequences. The article cites 10 different passengers that are 

facing hefty fines for things like spitting, shouting, shoving and throwing punches on 

flights. According to the article, new fines for those accused of acting up on the planes 

total more than $225,000, the second biggest announcement of fines since the FAA 

enacted its no-tolerance policy for unruly passengers in 2021. 

Back to Top 
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FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

Ninth Circuit to Consider Destruction of Indigenous Sacred Site 
The Red Lake Nation News (11/12) reports that a federal appeals court will hear a case of 

major significance to Native American tribes on Tuesday, after the U.S. FHWA bulldozed a 

longstanding sacred site near Mount Hood, Oregon in 2008 to add a turning lane to a 

nearby highway. According to the article, members of the Confederated Tribes and Bands 

of the Yakama Nation and the Confederated Tribes of Grande Ronde say the government 

broke numerous federal laws by bulldozing their sacred site, including the Religious 

Freedom Restoration Act, the Free Exercise Clause of the Constitution, and several 

environmental laws. The article adds that in response to a lawsuit from Hereditary chiefs 

Wilbur Slockish and Johnny Jackson, and elder Carol Logan, the government says it has 

complete authority to destroy sacred sites located on federal land, and the trial court 

agreed. 

Meijer, Dow Partner to Use New Paving Technology Using Recycled 

Plastic Bags 
Construction & Demolition Recycling Magazine (11/12, Rischar) reports that in 

collaboration with Meijer, Dow has enabled a new paving technique using recycled plastic 

bags to create a more durable parking lot for the retailer's Holland, Michigan, 

supercenter. According to the article, the recycled polymer modified asphalt (RPMA) 

parking lot is a three-phase pilot project that used approximately 12,500 pounds of post-

consumer recycled plastic (PCR), which is the equivalent weight of 944,000 plastic grocery 

bags. 

1-40 Bridge Report: Fracture May Date Back Decades 
WKRN (11/12, Royer, Anderson, Arthur) reports that six months after the Hernando 

DeSoto bridge between Memphis and Arkansas was closed due to a fractured steel beam, 

Arkansas transportation officials say inspections are complete. According to the article, a 

nearly 100-page ARDOT Bridge Inspection Program Assessment Final Report details 

findings from the FHWA, which found that the cracking in the weld likely occurred within 

hours of its completion but went undetected for years. The article notes that according to 

the report, investigators were able to verify that a crack in the side of the bridge had 

been visible since at least 2016. Additional coverage was provided by the Engineering 

News-Record (11/12, Parsons). 

The Completion of U.S. 35 
My Daily Tribune (11/12) reports that the completion of U.S. 35, a project more than half 

a Century in the making, was celebrated with a ribbon cutting on Thursday with 

representatives from federal, state, county and municipal offices in attendance, along 

with hundreds of community members who had the unique opportunity to stand on the 

roadway before it opened. According to the article, the grand opening was hosted by 
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West Virginia Governor Jim Justice who was joined for the ceremony by U.S. Senator 

Shelley Moore Capito, U.S. Senator Joe Manchin, and U.S. Congresswoman Carol Miller, 

leaders with the FHWA and the West Virginia Department of Transportation, and other 

officials. 

Useful Reminders to Stay safe on Slick Roads 
KXMB (11/12, Davis) reports that according to the FHWA, every year, 24% of weather-

related car crashes happen on snowy, slushy, or icy pavements. The article mentions 

Aaron Moss, the Minot Police Department's Community Outreach Officer, who says that 

when weather events happen, they can lead to people thinking they can drive as they 

normally would. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

Reckless "Chameleon Carriers" Wreak Havoc on Our Highways 
The National Law Review (11/12, Abovitz) reports that while most freight carriers go to 

great lengths to comply with federal regulations and adhere to public safety laws, a small 

number of rogue companies choose to ignore these laws and regulations. The article 

notes that the worst of these rogue companies attempt to hide their dangerous practices 

from federal oversight by creating a new company to avoid accountability and keep their 

tractor-trailers on the road, generating profit. According to the article, the FMCSA has 

coined the phrase "Chameleon Carrier" to describe motor carriers that deliberately close 

up shop and reopen with a new name and DOT number to avoid facing penalties and 

paying fines that are generally incurred as the result of an adverse safety history. The 

article adds that the FMCSA has long acknowledged that chameleon carriers place the 

motoring public at extreme risk and has made efforts to identify and regulate companies 

that engage in this practice. 

Latest Truck-Involved Fatal Crash Data Questions Safety Regulations 
Land Line (11/12, Fisher) reports that the latest Large Truck and Bus Crash Facts report is 

in, and it raises many questions regarding the efficacy of federal regulations and who is to 

blame for truck-involved fatal crashes. The article notes that published annually by the 

FMCSA, the latest report reflects fatal crash data involving large trucks in 2019. The 

article adds that although the number of trucks involved in fatal crashes went up 2%, the 

number of those crashes and people killed were mostly unchanged. According to the 

article, a deep dive into the latest large truck fatal crash data raises valid questions about 

how much blame should be shifted to the trucking industry for those crashes. 

TuSimple Set for Driverless Test Runs; Proceeds Toward Autonomous-

Truck Commercialization 
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Fleet Forward (11/12, Lockridge) reports that TuSimple plans to start running "driver-out" 

autonomous-truck pilots by the end of the year, removing the driver for runs over an 80-

mile route between Phoenix and Tucson. According to the article, company officials 

expect to perform the initial driver-out runs before year-end and to complete the pilot 

program over the coming months, which will consist of multiple runs performed over 

multiple weeks. The article notes that the TuSimple's driver-out trucks will be navigating 

city streets, not just interstate highways. 

Bus Driver Shortages Plaguing Maryland School Districts 
The Center Square (11/12, Jarrett) reports that Prince George's County is not alone as 

only three of Maryland's 24 school systems have enough drivers for all of their routes, 

according to information presented by Gabriel Rose, director of pupil transportation for 

the Maryland State Department of Education. According to the article, 1-20% of routes 

across the state are not covered daily. The article notes that the most discussed issue is 

salary, with starting pay just over $19 an hour in Prince George's County, which is 

comparable with most of the state. The article adds that the pay prompted a strike in 

Anne Arundel County and "sickouts" in three other counties. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION 

Brightline Orlando-Tampa Train Project Gets Show of Support from 

Polk County 
The Ledger (11/12, Wyatt) reports that Polk County residents could one day hop on a 

high-speed train and travel to Tampa or Orlando, avoiding 1-4 traffic, if a long-envisioned 

plan to extend a South Florida rail line comes through. The article notes that as private 

company Florida Brightline LLC prepares to apply for a federal grant to help fund the 

extension, the Polk County Commission has agreed to offer a supportive hand. According 

to the article, the commission voted Friday to send a letter to Secretary Buttigieg 

endorsing funding for Brightline through the Consolidated Rail Infrastructure and Safety 

Improvements grant program. 

Ohio Passenger Rail Group Wants Gov. Mike DeWine to Support 

Proposed Amtrak Service Between Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati 
Mass Transit (11/12, Glaser) reports the head of a passenger rail advocacy group is calling 

on Gov. Mike DeWine and state legislative leaders to start pushing for Ohio's share of 

new Amtrak funding, included in the new infrastructure bill, in the hopes of reviving plans 

for train service between Cleveland, Columbus and Cincinnati. "The governor needs to 

step up," said Stu Nicholson, executive director of All Aboard Ohio. "The time for looking 

into it and examining it is done. There is real money on the table. Ohio needs to take this 

seriously." The article adds that Nicholson was referring to $66 billion in rail funding 
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included in the $1.2 trillion infrastructure bill passed last week by Congress. The funding 

includes money to expand Amtrak's national network into areas that are currently not 

served or are underserved by passenger rail service, including Ohio. 

Back to Top 

FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 

Public Comment Sought on WVa Transportation Program Changes 
1.P (11/12) reports that West Virginia residents can comment for another week on 

amendments made to the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program. According to 

the article, federal law requires the document, which shows planned FHWA and ETA 

expenditures through 2025. The article notes that changes to the plan are required to 

undergo public review and comment. 

NY-NJ-CT Governors Reach Agreement on Emergency Relief Funding 
Mass Transit (11/12) reports New York, New Jersey and Connecticut leaders have 

reached an agreement concerning allocation of the emergency relief funds provided to 

transit providers in the Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations 

Act, 2021 (CRRSAA) and the American Rescue Plan Act. The nearly $14 billion in relief was 

provided by the federal government to help transit providers ease the financial burden 

caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. New York Gov. Kathy Hochul, New Jersey Gov. Phil 

Murphy and Connecticut Gov. Ned Lamont agreed New York will receive approximately 

$10.85 billion of the funding to support the Metropolitan Transportation Authority, New 

Jersey will receive $2.66 billion to support New Jersey Transit and Connecticut will 

receive $474 million to support the Connecticut Department of Transportation. The 

article adds the state leaders explain the funding provided to the region in the two relief 

bills recognizes that the tristate area was among the hardest hit by the pandemic and the 

resources provided are necessary for the nation's largest subway, commuter rail and bus 

services located in these states to avoid layoffs, furloughs, and severe service reductions. 

Back to Top 

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION 

The Shipping Industry Faces a Climate Crisis Reckoning — Will it 

Decarbonize? 
The Guardian (11/12, Stone) reports that in August, Maersk, the world's largest shipping 

company, announced that it would add eight new container ships to its fleet that would 

be unlike any merchant vessels operating on the high seas today. According to the article, 

Maersk plans to power these ships on carbon-neutral methanol, a colorless liquid made 

from biomass such as agricultural waste or by combining renewably generated hydrogen 

with carbon dioxide. The article notes that it's a small step toward the enormous goal of 
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decarbonizing shipping, an industry that accounts for roughly 3% of global greenhouse 

gas emissions and is far off track from meeting the goals of the Paris climate agreement. 

The article adds that until now, shipping companies, which operate in remote 

international waters far from the public eye, have managed to avoid meaningful climate 

regulation. 

Global Maritime Forges U.S. Offshore Wind Ties 
Renews (11/12) reports that Global Maritime is teaming up with operational risk 

management company ABSG Consulting to support the US offshore wind sector. 

According to the article, ABS Consulting and Global Maritime's US subsidiary, American 

Global Maritime, will combine respective expertise in the maritime market to support the 

offshore wind life-cycle from concept design through decommissioning. 

Ports and Airports Continue Climb Back to Normalcy 
Transport Topics (11/12) reports that with a year plagued by severe weather and 

coronavirus recovery, ports across North America are clamoring to stay ahead of the 

cargo backlogs and shipments. Many ports experienced drastic changes in expected 

shipments as China and other major exporters continued to struggle with industrial 

output. The article notes that according to the U.S. Maritime Administration, the 

changing demands on global shipping have caused the price of container shipping 

between China and the West Coast to increase by 90% compared with 2019. The article 

adds that the 2021 Port Infrastructure Development Program received $230 million in 

appropriated funds for port projects this year, with $205 million going directly to coastal 

or Great Lakes ports. Seattle, Norfolk, Va., Seward, Alaska, and Conneaut, Ohio, received 

some of the largest chunks of grant dollars in 2020. 

Volume Rising Above 40% at Port of NOLA 
WWLT (11/12, Farris) reports that according to Todd Rives, Vice-President and Chief 

Commercial Officer of the Port of New Orleans, "volume is up 40 percent over the last 

couple of months, and today [they] go to our warehouses and [they're] seeing [their] 

warehouses quickly filling up." According to the article, the port is hoping to get new 

customers beginning next year, but in the next several years it wants to go after the big 

box stores like Walmart, Target, and Costco. The article notes that the local advantage is 

infrastructure already in place, like access to six, class one railways. 

Back to Top 

NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

Audit Faults Government Auto Safety Agency Performance 
Reuters (11/12, Shepardson) reports that DOT's Office of Inspector General criticized the 

performance of the NHTSA, saying the agency routinely fails to meet deadlines, staff lack 

key training and does not ensure imported vehicles meet safety requirements. According 
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to the article, the DOT OIG said that the NHTSA "has faced significant delays in processing 

petitions to change or set new safety rules, lacks formal training and clear guidance for 

enforcing compliance," and is not meeting requirements for ensuring imported vehicles 

meet federal safety requirements. The article adds that an audit sample found NHTSA 

approved 26% of imported vehicle requests not meeting all requirements. Additional 

coverage was provided by Bloomberg (11/12, Levin). 

Drunk And Distracted Drivers Targeted In Infrastructure Bill Driving 

Safety Grants 
Forbes (11/12, Farmer) reports that the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act creates 

new grant programs for states to pay for things like software to upgrade or establish 

highway safety databases, hiring more cops and driving safety specialists, and adding 

distracted driving awareness to state driver's license exams. According to the article, a 

number of programs eligible to receive federal aid are specifically aimed at monitoring 

intoxicated drivers, including: establishing drunk driving courts, investing in case 

management software, and buying technologies that better monitor or treat impaired 

drivers (such as oral swabs and interlock ignition devices for cars). The article adds that 

the bill also gives priority to states that have distracted driving laws and states with 

alcohol-ignition interlock laws for those convicted of drunk driving. The article mentions 

that according to NHTSA, an estimated 8,730 people died in car crashes during the first 

three months of 2021 — a more than 10% jump over deaths during the same period last 

year. 

WXIN (11/12, Lewis) also reports on the anti-drunk driving technology proposed in the 

infrastructure bill, and notes that according to the NHTSA, 10,000 people are killed due to 

alcohol-related crashes every year. 

Tesla Driver's Complaint Being Looked into by U.S Regulators 
AP (11/12) reports that U.S. auto safety regulators are looking into a complaint from a 

Tesla driver that the company's "Full Self-Driving" software caused a crash. The article 

notes that according to a complaint filed by the driver with the NHTSA, the driver was 

beta testing the "Full Self-Driving" software, and the Tesla SUV went into the wrong lane 

and was hit by another vehicle. The article adds that an NHTSA spokeswoman said Friday 

night the agency is aware of the complaint and is communicating with Tesla to get more 

information. According to the article, the inquiry is another sign that NHTSA is becoming 

more aggressive in watching autonomous and partially automated driving systems under 

President Biden. The article also reports that critics have been calling on NHTSA to act 

after several videos were posted on the internet allegedly showing Tesla's software 

making mistakes and drivers having to take action. The article mentions that the NHTSA 

already has asked Tesla for information about the beta testing, including a requirement 

that testers not disclose information. Additional coverage was provided by Reuters 

(11/12, Shepardson), The Verge (11/12, Hawkins), and Gizmodo (11/12, DeGeurin). 
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Tesla Model 3 was Traveling up to 90 mph Before Fatal Crash in 

Florida, NTSB Finds 
CNBC (11/12, Wayland, Kolodny) reports that according to preliminary findings of the 

incident by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), the Tesla Model 3 involved 

in a fatal crash near Miami that killed two people on Sept. 13 was traveling as fast as 90 

mph before hitting two trees and bursting into flames. According to the article, the 

federal vehicle safety agency also found that the 20-year-old driver did not attempt to 

use the vehicle's brakes during the five seconds of data that the NTSB was able to collect 

from electric car's fire-damaged event data recorder. The article adds that the NTSB's 

preliminary report did not address whether any of Tesla's controversial driver-assist 

systems, marketed as the standard Autopilot and premium Full Self Driving packages, 

were involved or believed to be involved in the crash. 

U.S. Court Voids Emissions Rules for Heavy-Duty Truck Trailers 
Reuters (11/12, Shepardson, Malo) reports that a U.S. appeals court on Friday tossed out 

greenhouse gas emissions rules for heavy-duty truck trailers, ruling two government 

agencies had exceeded their authority. According to the article, the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) and National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in 

2016 set rules for the first time requiring trailer manufacturers to adopt fuel-saving 

technologies like side skirts and automatic tire pressure systems. An industry group 

challenged the rule, which was put on hold by the court pending the review. The article 

notes that the court ruled that if it allowed the trailer regulations, then "NHTSA could 

regulate bike racks, rooftop cargo carriers, or anything similar that would impact the fuel 

efficiency of a vehicle." The article mentions that the court added: "NHTSA can regulate 

tractors based on the trailers they pull, as can the EPA. But neither NHTSA nor the EPA 

can regulate trailers themselves." Additional coverage was provided by FreightWaves 

(11/12, Gallagher), and Law360 (11/12, Mindock). 

U.S. Rental Fleets Gain Cachet as Carmakers Pursue Electric Vehicles 
The Financial Times (11/12, Bushey) reports that rental company Hertz Global Holdings 

has said it would buy 100,000 electric cars from Tesla, an announcement that helped 

propel the EV pioneer's market capitalization above $1tn. According to the article, 

investors were enthusiastic when executives at Avis Budget this month said they were 

pursuing more EV offerings. The article notes that for car manufacturers, big sales to 

rental companies have historically connoted weakness. However, the article states 

that for EVs, rentals are a marketing tool that could accustom drivers to the technology, 

analysts say. The article further reports that Hertz, which emerged from bankruptcy 

protection in June and listed on the Nasdaq stock market in a larger-than-planned 

offering this week, said that deliveries had already started and rental customers were 

showing "strong early demand" for the vehicles. 
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Hyundai Motor Whistleblower, $24 min in Hand, Plans to Help Others 

Speak Up 
Reuters (11/12, Yang) reports that South Korean engineer Kim Gwang-ho was almost 

certain he would receive ample compensation from the whistleblower program of the 

U.S. auto safety regulator for a tip-off about safety lapses at Hyundai Motor Co, his 

employer of 26 years. The article notes that now, at the end of a five-year ordeal, the 

award from the U.S. NHTSA has made Kim more than $24 million richer, and he aims to 

set up a foundation to promote responsible corporate culture. 

WESH (11/12, Fox) reports that another case of a spontaneous non-crash car fire could 

reveal a deeper coverup of dangerous defects by Kia and Hyundai. According to the 

article, a 2016 Kia Sorrento burst into flames in January 2019 and turned Betty Davis' 

house to ashes, claiming the lives of her dog and three cats. The article mentions Kim 

Gwang-Ho's $24 million award by the U.S. government this week as part of a $210 million 

whistleblower settlement with Hyundai and sister company, Kia. The article notes that to 

date, Kia and Hyundai have spent nearly a billion dollars on fines and penalties. 

Rivian's blockbuster IPO shows how far we've come since Tesla's 

debut 
CNN (11/12, McFarland) reports that Rivian's stock price soared Thursday, a day after its 

Wall Street debut, valuing the company at more than $100 billion. The article notes that 

Rivian, which plans to deliver about a thousand consumer vehicles by the end of 2021, is 

worth more than every automaker but Tesla, Toyota and Volkswagen. According to the 

article, Rivian's lofty valuation highlights how interest in electric vehicle-focused 

companies has exploded since the start of the pandemic. The article adds that Rivian has 

said it has pre-orders for more than 55,000 of its consumer vehicles, and has been helped 

by Amazon's order of 100,000 electric delivery vehicles for its growing logistics business. 

Ex-Raiders WR's Lawyers Claim Witness Says Firefighters Slow to 

Extinguish Victim's Vehicle in Fatal Crash 
NJ.com (11/12, Fonseca) reports that lawyers for Henry Ruggs ill, the former Las Vegas 

Raiders wide receiver accused of driving drunk at speeds up to 156 mph before a fiery 

predawn crash on Nov. 2. that resulted in the death of the other vehicle's passenger, 

wrote in a court filing that a witness said firefighters were slow to extinguish a vehicle fire 

sparked by the crash. According to the article, defense attorneys David Chesnoff and 

Richard Schonfeld said in the Wednesday court that "Firemen did not attempt to 

extinguish the fire at Ms. Tintor's vehicle for approximately 20 minutes at which time the 

entire vehicle was engulfed in flames." 

With Fatal Crashes Rising, Indiana Police Get Millions to Help Curb 

Reckless Driving 
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The Indianapolis Star (11/12, Dwyer) reports that with the pandemic trend of increasingly 

fatal car crashes continuing into 2021, Indiana police departments have received millions 

in federal grant money to put toward efforts to curb reckless driving. According to the 

article, the Indiana Criminal Justice Institute (ICJI) gave the Indianapolis Metropolitan 

Police Department $1.5 million, Indiana State Police $1 million and nearly 200 other 

Indiana police departments a remaining $4 million in a round of October disbursements 

that coincided with a data release from the NHTSA on traffic deaths. The article notes 

that the data shows an 18.4% nationwide increase in the estimated number of people 

who died in car crashes, from 17,020 in the first half of 2020 to 20,160 in the first half of 

2021; the largest half-year increase in the history of NHTSA's reporting system. The article 

adds that the ICJI says departments will use the funding, which is an annual program 

using NHSTA money, to conduct "zero tolerance" overtime patrols and sobriety 

checkpoints, mostly during specific enforcement periods throughout the year. 

Massachusetts Governor Urges Lawmakers to Update Laws on 

Operating Under the Influence of Marijuana 
WWLP (11/12, Reed) reports that prior to the pandemic, Governor Charlie Baker filed a 

bill that would suspend the license of someone suspected to be operating under the 

influence of marijuana. The article notes that while legislature put that bill on the back 

burner while they tackled public health issues during the pandemic, Governor Baker is 

urging the legislature to revisit the issue. According to the article, Baker hopes to put a 

law in place that would prohibit drivers from having loose or unsealed packages of 

marijuana in their cars, treating it the same open containers of alcohol. The article adds 

that according to the NHTSA, traffic deaths reached a 15 year high in 2021 with more 

than 20,000 roadway deaths reported. 

Back to Top 

OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY/ BUREAU OF 

TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS 

DC Circ. Told FCC Exceeds Authority With 5.9 GHz Plan 
Law360 (11/12, Atkinson) reports that a nonprofit data network and a pair of highway 

safety groups challenging the FCC's decision to repurpose a 5. 9 gigahertz spectrum band 

for both internet and unlicensed use told the D. C. Circuit that it's the U. S. Department of 

Transportation, not the FCC, which has the exclusive statutory authority to modify 

licenses for the band. The article notes that in a 29-page reply brief Wednesday rebutting 

the FCC's defense, Amateur Radio Emergency Data Network, the Intelligent 

Transportation Society of America and the American Association of State Highway and 

Transportation Officials said the commission erroneously shrunk the so-called safety 

band to make room for wireless broadband and ended the band's reservation for a future 

DOT-sanctioned "intelligent transportation system." According to the article, the groups 
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argued that the FCC has essentially determined which parts of the DOT's program should 

exist and be discarded, adding that "is not a spectrum management decision; it is a 

transportation policy decision." 

Back to Top 

PIPELINE & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

PHMSA Seeks to Suspend Transport of LNG By Rail 
FreightWaves (11/12, Marsh) reports PHMSA is looking in to suspending a July 2020 rule 

enabling the transport of liquefied natural gas via rail. The suspension would last either 

until June 30, 2024, or a separate, companion rulemaking on whether to approve 

modifications to the requirements governing LNG by rail is completed. The report adds 

that the agency listed several reasons why it is exploring suspending the July 2020 rule, 

including accounting for ongoing federal and independent research efforts that are being 

conducted as part of the companion rulemaking; reducing potential economic burdens by 

those ordering rail tank cars in case current tank car requirements are modified via the 

companion rulemaking; avoiding risks to public health and safety or environmental 

consequences; and enabling opportunities to consider the perspectives of diverse 

stakeholders. The article also adds PHMSA noted that the rail transport of LNG could still 

be permitted in the interim on an ad hoc basis via a PHMSA special permit or through a 

portable tank secured to a rail car and pursuant to FRA approval. But the transport of 

LNG by rail as described in the July 2020 rule hasn't happened yet and doesn't appear 

likely to happen anytime soon. 

A Pipeline Shutdown? Midwest War Heats Up Over FERC Permit 
E&E News (11/12, Willson) reports A fight over the future of a Midwest natural gas 

pipeline escalated yesterday, as the project's developers warned it could shut down this 

winter while critics accused them of misleading the public about fuel shortages. 

Completed in 2019, the 65-mile Spire STL pipeline is currently operating in St. Louis with a 

temporary permit from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission that expires Dec. 13. 

Although FERC approved the project in a 3-2 vote three years ago, a federal court yanked 

Spire STL LLC's original permit in June after it found that FERC had overlooked evidence 

showing that the pipeline wasn't needed. The article notes that the legal case has drawn 

national interest, since it may compel FERC, which has jurisdiction over interstate natural 

gas pipelines, to change how it broadly determines whether gas projects should be 

approved. 

Back to Top 

NATIONAL NEWS 
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Trump Adviser Indicted on Contempt Charges for Defying Jan. 6 Panel 

Subpoena 
The Wall Street Journal (11/12, Viswanatha, Gurman) reports that federal prosecutors 

have charged former Trump strategist Steve Bannon with criminal contempt of Congress 

for defying a subpoena from the House committee investigating the Jan. 6 attack on the 

U.S. Capitol, marking the first such criminal case for the Justice Department in decades. 

According to the article, the committee had subpoenaed Mr. Bannon in September for 

testimony and documents in connection with the events surrounding the attack, in which 

a pro-Trump mob sought to delay the certification of President Biden's win in the 2020 

presidential election. The Washington Post (11/12, Barrett, Alemany, Hsu) adds that in a 

news release, Attorney General Merrick Garland said the charges reflect the Justice 

Department's commitment to "show the American people by word and deed that the 

department adheres to the rule of law, follows the facts and the law and pursues equal 

justice under the law." CBS News (11/12, Kim, Hudak) also reports that former President 

Trump's White House chief of staff, Mark Meadows, also did not appear for a Friday 

morning deposition with the House select committee investigating the January 6 attack 

on the U.S. Capitol, daring the panel to invoke contempt proceedings against him. 

Additional coverage was provided by the New York Times (11/12, Benner, Broadwater), 

CNN (11/12, Rabinowitz, Schneider, Perez, Reid, Cohen), CNBC (11/12, Breuninger), NBC 

News (11/12, Williams), Washington Examiner (11/12, Hutton), USA Today (11/12, 

Jansen, Johnson), Los Angeles Times (11/12, Wilber, Logan), The Guardian (11/12, Smith), 

The Hill (11/12, Beitsch), Forbes (11/12, Kaplan), ABC News (11/12, Mallin), Fox News 

(11/12, Keene), Insider (11/12, Relman, Sheth), UPI (11/12, Haynes), and the Daily Beast 

(11/12, Rohrlich, Pagliery). 

Back to Top 

Washington Schedule 

White House 

President Biden 

• The President is at Camp David. 

Vice President Harris 

• No events scheduled. 

US Senate 
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• No events scheduled. 

US House of Representatives 

• No events scheduled. 

Mobile version and searchable archives available at https://dot.barbaricumanalytics.com 
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